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1

2 we Whydon't we just get right to t and let's g0 on the record. Its

3 March 7th I'll tart that again - it's March 7th, and this is the resumed interview of

4 Ms. Cassidy Hutchinson by the Select Committee to investigate the January 6th attack on

5 the United States Capitol.

6 1 see Mr. Passantino, you've come back, and, Ms. Hutchinson, you are here with us

7 aswell

8 On our side, again Il just introduce myself, 'm[Jlseror investieative

9 counsel for the committee. Tomy left i{NMsenior investigative counsel to the

10 committee. To his leftisJlchief investigative counsel to the subcommittee.

1 To my rightisIN,investigative counsel to the committee, and

12 toherrightisIEprofessional staff member to the committee. And, again,

13 we're same set-up.

1a We have people who have joined via the Webex link and are listed there on the

15 side. Andlike last time, Il try to announce any members that join as they do so.

16 There may be aslight delay.

FY Vl just remind you that thisisall beingtaken down by a court reporter, so I'd

18 encourage you to use verbal answers instead of shaking your head or other nonverbal

19 type or nonword type answers.

20 The same ground rules apply. The only thing that | would remind you, is that,

21 even though you're not under oath, Ms. Hutchinson, deliberately providing false

22 information to Congress can be a crime and i illegal under title 18, United States Code

23 Section 1001, and others.

20 If at any point you need a break to speak with Mr. Passantino, please let us know,

25 we're happy todo that. Andifyou want abreakfor any other reasons, let us know that
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1 aswell, and we're certainly happy to oblige.

2 1 would note that Mr.Kinzinger just joined, he's a select committee member, and |

3 think, with that, unless you haveany questions, we're ready to proceed.

a Mr. Passantino. Very good

5 Mr. Okay. And do you understand everything that | just went over

6 withyou?

7 Ms. Hutchinson. Yes.

5 ve Then, at this point, 'm going to turn it over to Mr. Tonollito ask a

9 few questions

10 EXAMINATION

1 ov vrJR

2 Q Good afternoon, Ms. Hutchinson. Thank you for indulging me at the start

13 here. Itsnicetomeetyou. You haven front of you, | can see on the screen, some

14 exhibits that we sent you this morning. And three of those are text exchanges between

15 Katrina Pierson and then, respectively, Mark Meadows, Dan Scavino, and Max Miller.

16 A That's correct.

7 Q Okay. Andjusttoset it up, andwe can be efficient with this, is, the

18 questions Il ask are focused on the decisions around who was to speak at the rally on the

18 6that the Ellipse and Il note for the record that Ms. Cheney has joined us -- and so

20 that's the context.

2 And so Ill start off by asking you this, Ms. Hutchinson -- and we're going to focus

22 onthe timeframe in December of 2020 and January of 2021 -- did you know or know of

23 Ms Katrina Piersonat that time?

2 A Yes,si

2 Q Were you aware that she was working on the Ellipse rally with the rally
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1 organizers?

2 A Yessir.

3 Q Did you understand that the rally organizersforthe Ellipse event were

4 Women for America First?

5 A Yessir.

6 Q Now, it's a mother anddaughter who run the organization named Amy and

7 Kylie Kremer. Do you know who they are?

8 A Vaguely, but yes, sir.

9 Q They had done a few rallies in D.C. after the election respectively in

10 November and December. Were youaware that those took place in Freedom Plaza?

u A Yessir

2 Q And President Trump drove by the November rally in a motorcade. If you

13 remember, it was a Saturday moming. Were you awareat the time that he was doing

1 that?

15 A Yessir.

16 Q And we've seen that Ms. Amy Kremer reached out to Mr. Meadows in

17 advance of that rally to see if the President would appear. Were you aware that that

18 had happened?

19 A Doyou happen to have the date that he went by in the motorcade?

20 Q Sure. twas Saturday, November 14th.

21 A No. wouldn't have fielded anyof those incoming inquiries. That's when

22 Mr. Meadows and | were out with coronavirus. We hadn't been at the White House

23 together.

2 Q Okay. Nowfocus on Decemberof2020, it was a Saturday, the 12th, and

25 the President ended up flying over the rally-goers in Marine One. Were you aware that
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1 thathappened that day?

2 A Iwas. But he was taking Marine One to Joint Base Andrews that day

3 anyway because that was the day of the Army-Navy football game in New York that we

4 taveledto.

s Q Tobe sure, are you aware that the flight path was rerouted to go over the

6 rally-goers from the original light path?

7 A Not to my immediate recollection. 1 don't remember any discussions about

8 reroutingit.

° Q Fair enough

10 A Its possible | was a part of those discussions or had, in passing, overheard

11 them, just because of Mark's involvement with it, but | don't remember right now.

2 Q Do you recall when you first became aware that the rally was going to be:

13 taking place on January 6th, when it just first cameto yourattention?

1a A Likely the end of December. | don't have an exact date.

15 Q 50, 0n December 27th, President Trump sent out a tweet saying something

16 totheeffectof: See youinD.C,details to follow. And, when he sent that tweet, it

17 was the evening of December 27th, and he was at Mar-a-Lago. Do you - were you in

18 Florida on that day, if you remember?

19 A No. Ihad just gotten back to D.C. Mr. Meadows was in Georgia, and |

20 had spent Christmas up in New Jersey with my family, and we had - we were going back

21 tothe White House on December 28th.

2 Q Ifyoulook at what we've marked as exhibit 37, it's Ms. Person's text with

23 Mr. Meadows, and just the very first one, you'll see it's on page 3, should say, there's a

24 lotthat's redacted that predated the events.

2 And do you see right there, on the third page, on December 27th, at 7:16 p.m.,
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1 theresalist of date

2 A Yessir.

3 Q Okay. Sothisis Ms. Pierson sending Mr. Meadows a lst of appearances for

4 the Marchfor Trump Tour put on by the Kremers and Women for America First that

5 would endin D.C. on January 6th at the end. Do you see that?

6 A Yessir

7 Q Now Ill just ask generally, did you become aware, at some point before

8 January th, that Ms. Pierson was communicating with Mr. Meadows about the event?

9 A I'msorry. Yousaid prior to January 6th?

10 Q Correct. Did you knowthat, before that date, that she was talking to

11 Mr.Meadowsabouttheevent?

2 A Yessir.

13 Q And howdid you become awareof that?

14 A Mark likely mentionedit to me at the officeorgave me a call, | don't recall

15 exactly. Itwas likely something along the lines of, if you hear anything from Katrina

16 Pierson, let me know, we're working on rally logistics, or something along those lines.

7 Q And what did you understand her role to be?

18 A (inaudible)

19 Q Ms.Person's?

0 A Thankyou. Asa former campaign official, | just understood her role to be

21 involved in the coordinating of either speakersorust logistics for the rally. | knew that

22 she likely wasn't involved in planning the permit angle of everything, but just likely

23 around, like, the ~ like, our immediate surrogates and how we actually wanted the rally

24 toundergothat day.

2 Q And, to that point, and tomyintroduction,did youbecome aware that
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1 Ms. Pierson was talking with Mr. Meadows about who would speak and who would not

2 speakatthe EllipseonJanuary6th?

3 A I knew that they were having discussions about t. | don't recall if | knew or

a was aware whether or not she was the primary point of contact for speaker organization.

5 Q When you say "the primary point of contact," is that who Mr. — someone

6 else who Mr. Meadows was speaking about on that issue?

7 A No. I|-sorryiflwasn'tclear. |meant more along the lines of if she was

8 the sole person in charge of organizing the speakers or if there was other individuals. |

9 knew that they were speaking, and | knew that they were speaking about rally logistics,

10 and | knew that they were speaking about potential individuals that would speak at the

11 rally. Butlwasn't sure if there was anybody else that he was coordinating with, with
12 her, or if there was multiple channels of communication.

13 Q Did you understand Mr. Meadows to be talking with any other rally

14 organizer, so not within the White House or the government but actually someone

15 outside in the private sector who was helping to organize the rally, other than

16 Ms. Pierson?

FY A I knew that he had discussions with Amy —and forgive me ifI'm pronouncing

18 her last name wrong, but Amy Kremer —- Kremer -- but to be honest with you, | -- | just

19 didn't closely track individuals involved with that aspect.

1) 1f you were more specific with any individuals that might be in question, but | just

21 didn't frequently communicate with those people, so | didn't really have much

22 involvement or can distinguish people off the top of my head right now.

23 Q So we're going to get into it by looking at some of the text messages, but I'll

24 just ask you, did you become aware that Ms. Pierson raised concerns with Mr. Meadows

25 about some of the people who were being proposed to speak at the Ellipse?
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1 A Iwas aware that there were individuals that raised concerns about the

2 speakers toMr. Meadows. |don't recall whether or not | knew Ms. Pierson was one

3 specifically.

a Q Who were the people you remember who did?

5 A Lotof internal staff. There's ~ there was a lot of back and forth during that

6 time of who they actually wanted to be at the rally that day, meaning Mr. Giuliani had

7 opinions about it there were Members of Congress that had opinions about who should

8 speak; Amy Kremer, Caroline Wren. | remember there being a ot of conversations

9 about who should be permitted guidance and permission to speak, but | don't I don't

10 recall an exact lst of 10, 15, 20 names that people - of people that had raised concerns

1 tohim.

2 Q Who are the people that concerns were raised about, that you remember,

13 Ms Hutchinson?

1a A Mike Lindell, Steve Bannon, Mo Brooks, off the top of my head, but, again, it

15 was 14 months ago, so | it's a ttle hard to recall some of the names off the top of my

16 headatthistime. There was - | mean, therewas a bunch of people. And, honestly,

17 don't recall the lst being even finalized until the night before the rally, so. And I 1

18 didn't know even the morning of. To be frank, | didn't really care who was speaking. |

19 had [inaudible].
1) Q Are you aware that Ms. Pierson came to the White House to meet with

21 President Trump personally to discuss the lstof speakers?

2 A Yessir,

2 Q And so, to that point, it might be helpful to go through some of her

24 messages with Mr. Meadows leading up tothat meeting, which I'l tell you was January
25 ath. So,if you look on that same page | directed you to, where you see tht first
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1 message, at the bottom on January 2nd at, 5:16 p.m, she asks Mr. Meadows to call her

2 because: Things have gotten crazy, and | desperately need some direction. And were

3 you~ did you consult with Mr. Meadows about hisdiscussions with Ms. Pierson, if you

4 can remember, and what he discussed with her about the rally?

5 A NotonJanuary 2nd, no.

6 Q Okay. If we continue then on, if we look to the next page, still on exhibit

7 37, she says and will direct your attention to the message at 5:49 p.m. on the second:

8 I'm cutting everything before the POTUS block and will look for another location for the

9 rest. Does that sound familiar to you, that there was discussion about taking certain

10 controversial speakers andputting them at a different location to speak, other than the

1 Ellipse?

2 A Yessir.

13 Q And do you know whether or not that was Mr. Meadows' idea orwhere that

14 idea came from?

15 A don't recall where the idea came from. | knew that he was aware of it,

16 but! don't recall the originationof that idea.

7 Q And, if you go down further, we'll lp to January 3rd now, still on that same

18 page, though, just one down more.

19 S0,at 1:39 p.m. do you see that Ms. Pierson tells Mr. Meadows: =Scratch that,

20 Caroline Wren has decided to move forward with the original psycho list. ~ Apparently

21 DanScavino approved,

2 50 was Mr. Scavino one of the people you were aware of was weighing in on who

23 should speak and who should not speak on the 6th?

2 A Yes,si

2 Q And what do you remember about Mr. Scavino and what he said about the
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1 event?

2 A I don't recall any specifics about what Mr. Scavino said about the event. |

3 recall his involvement because of his proximity tothe President, and him and
4 Mr. Meadows frequently worked closely on his -- on the President's behalf.

$ I don't recall anything specifically right now that he would've said about -- on

6 January 3rd about the tof the people.
7 Q The strength of the language Ms. Pierson uses there, that she calls the list

8 from Ms. Wren the original psycho list. Did you have any reaction toseeing that? Did

9 you hearittalked about in that way?

10 A In that exact phrasing?

u Q Tothat effect, referring to the people as psychos, that Ms. Wren was
12 recommending speakatthe Ellipse?

13 Mr. Passantino. He asked you a couple questions in there, but | think the

14 questions, do you recal thelist being referred to asthe psycho ist?
15 I hope | didn't mischaracterize your question.

16 vr You put it just right.

v Mr. Passanting, Bt I think t's a reaction question ~
18 ve. Right.

1 Mr. Bassantino, andthena +
» wo. Yeah
2 Mis. Hutchinson. There wasfrequently colorful adjectives that were used to
22 describe certain individuals that wanted to speakat the rally.
» wn
2 Q And and Mis. Wren, were you aware who she was at that time?
2» A Yessir
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1 Q And what did you understand her connection to the event to be?

2 A Asaformer campaign official, | believe, and a fundraiser, similar to

3 Ms. Person's. Again, |--| had never worked on the campaign or in an official campaign

4 capacity, so | didn't have a personalrelationshipwith these people,otherthan the one

5 that! had built working for Mr. Meadows, which was not anything very extensive.

6 But | knew that she was involved in planning the rally and identifying potential

7 speakers, and | knew that there was a rift between her and other people involved.

8 Q And settling that rif, is that what you understood the point of the meeting

9 between Ms. Pierson and the President to be about?

10 A understood that more a meeting to finalize or work towards finalizing the

11 planof eventsfor January 6th. |didn't - at this time that | can recall now. If think

12 aboutitandl can, | will certainly let you know, but at the time, | don't recall it being.

13 about Caroline Wren. But I'm not sure that would've been something that | would've

14 been readin on to be honest with you.

15 Q And did you know at the time, if you knew, who else Ms. Wren was working

16 with on the rally that was putting forward this lst of speakers? Was there anyone else

17 with Ms. Wren that was advocating for these folks?

18 A Iwasn't awareof anything elseat thetime.

19 Q  AndTli note for the record Mr. Aguilar has joined. Thank you for being

20 here.

2 If we continue on, and the easiest way is to look at the Bates numbers Ms. Pierson

22 used,soseeitif you look at Bates number 926. [Inaudible] excuse me.

23 If you see it at the top, at 5:03 p.m., Ms. Pierson is describing for Mr. Meadows,

24 youknow, about people proposed to speak: These are the grifter fringeof the right, the

25 crazies.
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1 Do you rememberdiscussions about people who were proposed to speak being

2 referred to as grifters and who that might've been about in particular, if you recall?

3 A Tllrefer to my previous statement that there was frequently colorful

4 language used to describe particular individuals that were hoping to speak at the rally or

5 by nature involved with anything of rally-planning. | don't specifically recall "grifter,"

6 "psycho," "crazies," but it's not words that would've been outof theordinary to mention.

7 Q  Ifwejust go up to the bottom of page 5, apologize for not starting there,

8 but her comments came after referring to a man named Ali Akbar, if you see tht at

9 5:02pm. onthe 3rd.

10 A Uh-huh,

u Q Do you know who that is or know of Mr. Akbar, otherwise knownasAl

12 Alexander?

13 A I'dread about him before, yes, si.

14 Q Did he come up as a topic of conversation, to your knowledge, as a potential

15 speaker for the Ellipse event?

16 A Notthatl recall

7 Q So, if we go back downto the next page and you continue down

18 A maylust

19 Q sure.

0 A with you what I've said. 1-1 recall people talking about him in the rally.

21 I don'trecallif they had spoken about him speaking at the rally on January 6th or if he

22 wasjust going to be in town and helping form groups of people or assemble mini rallies

23 throughout D.C, outside the Willard Hotel, outside, | believe, Freedom Plaza, but|

24 don't I recall his involvement and people having discussions about him. | don't

25 specifically recall about the 6th. ~ Does that make sense?
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1 Q  ltdoes. And, in fact, were you aware that he had an event planned for the

2 Capitol Grounds on the 6th, that being Mr. Alexander?

3 A Noir.

4 Q  sowhois discussing, to the best of your memory, Mr. Alexander and his.

5 efforts to hold other rallies and otherwise bring people to D.C. for the 6th?

6 A don't recall anybody specifically that mentioned his name. I'm sorry if

7 that's not helpful. I recall his name coming up, and I recall his name being brought to

8 Mr. Meadows' attention, but | don't remember who who it was that did.

9 Q Do youremember anybody raising concerns about the nature of the rhetoric

10 Mr. Alexanderused at eventsand rallies?

u A Yessir

2 Q And what do you remember people raising as a concern about that rhetoric?

13 A That there were concerns about the nature of his rhetoric and how his

14 comments were sometimes abit politically incorrect and the effect that that could have

15 on the President’ or the overall event and goals of the January 6th rally was intended for

16 and how it might not align with having wanted it to be portrayed. They didn't want to

17 take away from his messaging that day.

18 And there were spirited discussions about those matters, but there wasn't to my

19 recollection ight now, that pops in my head, there wasn't anything particularly alarming

20 ordidn't raise any red flags to me. It was I thought they were valid concerns.

2 Q What were the concerns, though, to be more particular, Ms. Hutchinson,

22 about the language and why it was different than the message you understood the

23 President wanted to put out on the 6th?

2 A Just that he had a tendency to havealittle bit of an obscene or extremist

25 way of delivering certain things and how it wasn't always the most politically correct way
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1 toaddress messages that we also might want to convey but in a less prolific way.

2 Q And so, for instance, did people raise the fact that he would use violent

3 rhetoric?

4 A Yessir.

5 Q And oneof the concerns you talked about was notjust that -- that that being.

6 divergent from President Trump's messagebutalso the effect on the crowd. Did | hear

7 youright about that?

8 A Soy. Could you repeat that one time, please.

9 Q  Youmentioned earlier that there was concern raised — two types of

10 concerns about Mr. Alexander's rhetoric. On the one hand, it's divergent from what the

11 President, the message he wanted to put out. Is that right?

2 A Yeah. Andl--Iwant to make sure was clearon that. | meant that more

13 along the lines of, the President might convey a similar message - I'll use the example

1a “stopthe steal’ ~but the President might have a different way of delivering it than

15 Mr. Alexander would have a way of delivering it

16 Although it could be a similar or the same message, the rhetoric could get lost in

17 translation had Mr. Alexander been involved withdelivering that rhetoric as a keynote

18 speaker onbehalfof President Trump.

19 Q think we all understand, Ms. Hutchinson, that | think what you're saying is

20 Mr. Alexander supported President Trump and wanted to see him win a second term. Is

21 thatfair?

2 A Yessir.

23 Q But the language thatheusedintalking about thatatrallieswas what

24 caused people to raise concerns? Did | alsohear you talk about that?

2 A Yessir.
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: Q Alright, Were you aware that, on January Sth, Mr. Alexander, speaking to
2 rally-goers, was leading a chant of "victory or death"?

5 A Nos. Wel atthe time, no,si.
a Mr. Passantino. [Inaudible.]

$ Ms. Hutchinson. No.

. onanJR
7 Q Who raised concerns before the 6th to your knowledge, about

srAlexander’ hetoric?
9 A Could you specify to whom?

10 Q  Idon't know because -- I'm not trying to be cute. | don't know who you

11 weretalking to and wh raise these concern tat you talked about. Youcaledthem
12 spirited discussions. Who was having these -- who was raising the concerns?

13 A Again, and | believe | previously said this, but there was a lot -- there were a

14 lot of conversations that happened in that period. Ms, lesen came nan spoke with
15 Mr. Meadows and Mr. Trump.

16 | knew that there was correspondence going back and forth happening and there

17 were rifts happening between certain camps and Ms, Caroline Wren. | don't recall any
18 individuals off the top of my head right now raising a very specific concern about

5 Mr Ander.
0 I member mors beinga general concern to those ivalved in those
2a discussions, but they weren't discussions that | was heavily involved in. | was aware of

22 them by nature of my proximity, but | wasn't sitting in the room for many of theseatthe

23 time, especially ones involving Mr. Alexander.

24 Q Did the nameof Alex Jones comeupaswell?

2 A ess
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1 Q And what do you recall the discussions about Mr. Jones to have been about?

2 A That Mr. Jones was in town and wanted to participate in rally-planning,
3 rallyspeaking, whether that was on the 6thor the 5th, events around Washington, D.C.

a a Was-

5 A pardon me?

s Q  Imsorry. Goahead. You paused. shouldn't have jumpedin.

7 A Isokay. |just more topline | recall individualstrying tofigure out if he

8 hada role or could playa role in the6th or the 5th and what that role may look like.

° Q Was there also a concern about the rhetoric Mr. Jones uses and him being

10 associated with the Ellipse event?

1 A Yes,sir. But think that there was a lot of opinions abouta lot of people, if

12 not most individuals that were involved as speakers. | also think that's just kind of the

13 nature of someof these events. There's a lot of cooks in the kitchen. ~ There's lot of

14 people that want to be involved, but you have to be careful about vetting who is actually

15 granted that permission.

16 Q And so, on that point, if we go down on this exhibit we're til looking at, just

17 alittle bit further, you will see that, at 5:15 p.m. on the 3rd of January, Mr. Meadows

18 saystoMs. Pierson: Talk it over with Scavino. Were you aware that Ms. Pierson was

19 talking to Mr. Scavino about the speakers as well?

1) A Atthetime, not that | can recall

2 Q  Ifwelookat

2 A Imsorry. Atthe timeof this text, not thatIcan recall.

2 Q Do you know how it came to be that Ms. Pierson got scheduled to meet with

24 President TrumponJanuary 4th?

2 A Not that can recall right now. Ms. Pierson would frequently reach out to
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1 individuals in the White House throughout the campaign, hoping to get a meeting with

2 Mr. Trump, and that wasn't out of the ordinary for campaign officials and various media

3 surrogates

4 However, | recall her name being brought up by Mr. Meadows to — Mr. Trump's

5 schedulerat the time was Mr. Michael Haidet, and he asked if he -- Mr. Meadows asked

6 Mr. Haidet if he had time in his schedule to plan for a meeting with Ms. Pierson. I'm not

7 sureifa conversation happened between Mr. Trump, Mr. Scavino, and Mr. Meadows, or

8 how that conversation came to fruition to elevate it to Mr. Haidet, but | just recall

9 Mr. Meadows talking to Mr. Haidet about it, and they made room in the schedule to have

10 that meeting happen.

1 Q Ife look at exhibit 38 ~ this is another one that | understand you were

12 provided it's an agenda that Ms. Pierson typed up for her meeting with the President

13 onJanuarydth. Doyousee that?

14 A Yessir.

15 Q Okay. You can tell by the agenda, the understanding going in for the

16 meeting was that the President would be there, Mr. Meadows would be there, and so

17 would Mr. Scavino. Did you understand before the meeting that Mr. Meadows was

18 supposed to participate in the discussion?

19 A Yessir

0 Q And did you also understand that -

2 A recall recall thatbeingonhiscalendar.

2 Q Do you know whether he did, in fact, meet with the President and

23 Ms. Pierson on the 4th?

2 A Iwasn't physically attheWhite House at that time because that was the day

25 that we traveled to Georgia for the rally the night before the Georgia Senate runoff
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1 election. Solbelieve now, | don't have mymyrecords just by being out of the

2 White House, lie, | don't know specifically, but in my head recalling the timing of - that I

3 wouldve had to depart the White House, | would've already been gone and driving to

4 Joint Base Andrews to get on the plane. So | wasn't | wouldn't have physically been at

5 the White House to see Mr. Meadows walk into the Oval Office for that meeting.

6 Q Do you know whether before that meeting Mr. Meadows had a conversation

7 with the President about who should or should not speakat the rally on the 6th?

8 A Mr. Meadows and Mr. Trump had many discussions about planning the rally

9 and potential speakersfor the rally. | don't recall any specific conversation that they

10 had about this specific meeting with Ms. Pierson.

1 Q How about before, were you a partof any conversations personally between

12 Mr. Meadows and the President about who should speak?

13 A Ihad been a participant in those discussions, and | had been a bystander at

14 some discussions, but | wasn't an active participant to give my opinion about any rally

15 speakers

16 Q Understood. Where did those meetings take place, if you remember?

7 A Sometimes in the Oval Dining Room, sometimes in the Oval Office, on the

18 plane, Air Force 1. And Mr. Meadows and Mr. Trump frequently spoke on the on the

19 phone.

0 Q Ms. Pierson, in other messages, represented to people she was working

21 with, thatafter speaking with Mr. Meadows on January 2nd, she understood the

22 President planned to tell the rally-goers to march to the Capitol after he was done

23 speaking. Is that consistent with what you understood the President planned to do or

24 had been talking about planning to do at the rally?

2 A I'msorry. Could you please repeat that question?
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1 Q Yes. Ms. Pierson, after talking to Mr. Meadows on January 2nd, told others
2 she was working with that she understood the President planned to tell the rally-goers on

3 the 6th to march tothe Capitol after he was done speaking.
a In other words, 4 days before the event, she knew the President was going to tell

5 people to march to the Capitol. Is that consistent with what you understood the

6 President planned to do?

7 A Thank you for clarifying. | don't recall that exact phrasing coming up on

8 January 2nd, and if I'm remembering correctly, that was a Saturday, | believe. | don't

9 recall, on January 2nd, whether or not "march to the Capitol" was a specific phrase raised

10 to the President and one that he was supportive of, right now.

1 I recall it definitely being raised,likely the 4th or the Sth, perhaps even the 3rd,
12 but|-Idon't recall. The 2nd seems like a little early for me to remember that, but

13 there's a chance it did. | just can't recall at this time.

1 Q But whether the 2ndor 3rd or 4th before the rally, you understood the
15 President planned to tell the peoplewho attended his speech to go to the Capitol once he

16 was done?

w A want to be careful with phrasing because | don't know if he wanted to use
18 the phrase march to the -- | don't want to give a verbatim message that he wanted to

19 deliver if he had worked through any variations of it or if Mr. Meadows had thoughts

20 aboutvariationsof phrasing. But "march to the Capitol" or a phrase along those fines|
21 do recall being raised ahead of the January 6th rally.

2 Q The spirited discussions about who should speak at the rll, did these
23 spirited discussions include the ones that you were personally present for with President

24 Trump?

2s A No. He this conversation that| recall happened on Air Force 1 going back
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1 toWashington, D.C., on January4th after the rally, and there were a few Members that

2 were traveling with us that evening. And | remember, | recall the topic of rally speakers

3 coming upin the conference room, and |recall Mr. Mo Brooks’ name being brought up.

a And Mr. Meadows, at some point, something along the lines had said something

5 tomeof: We'll make it happen; Cassidywill reach out. And | had opinions about that,

6 and! had private conversations with Mr. Meadows about that, but| ~ that's the only.

7 conversation that | can specifically recall there being any controversy that | was physically

8 apartof between Mr.Meadows and Mr. Trump.

9 Q Well, we'll come back to Mr. Brooks, but how about whether

10 Mr. Meadows - even if Mr. Meadows was not involved, were you present fora discussion

11 with thePresident about who should speak or not speakat the rally?

2 A Noir

13 Q Whether spirited or not, in the conversations you were presentfor with the

14 President about who should speak at the rally, did anybody raise any concerns about the

15 rhetoric used by people who were proposed to speak with the President?

16 A No. Referring toa previous statement of mine, | believe this is not

17 verbatim, and | apologize for that, but there were frequently a lot of opinions about being

18 careful with the individuals that would speak because we wanted to make sure

19 we individuals involved in the planning of the rally wanted to ensure that the message

20 that the rally speakers would deliver was similar, if not the same, as the rhetoric that

21 Mr. Trump wanted to use. We didn't - they did not want anythingto be taken out of

22 context, and it ~for it be reflected poorly on Mr. Trump.

23 Mr. Passantino. ~ Did you understand -- pardonme,Jithot 1 believe

24 the question was whether you -- the President was aware of those conversations, not -

2 Ms. Hutchinson, Oh.
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1 Mr. Passantino. -- | think, if I'm not mischaracterizingyour question --I think he

2 was asking about your awareness of the President being involved.

3 Ms. Hutchinson. 1m not aware whether or not the President knew that there
4 was differing opinions or controversy about rally speakers. And | apologize if my first

$ response was not clear enough.

6 ov wir JE
7 Q No, it'sfine. You don't have to apologize. And, if you look at that agenda

8 that Ms. Pierson prepared, it speaks right to this. And, if you lookatthe bottom under

9 the recommendations, I'll just ask if this is consistent with the discussions you were

10 hearing about the rally speakers.

n The first point she makes is: Keep the Ellipse portion intimate and official to
12 control the narrative.

13 But she thinks, says: Limit to 2016 surrogates vetted and on your team, not their

14 own.
15 The nextis: Eliminate convicted felons that could damage the other speakers.

16 And the last is: Keep the fringe on the fringe. We have alternative -- | think

17 that's atypo- but states, or stages, available.
18 Is that all consistent with the types of discussions you heard about who should

19 speak or not speak at the Ellipse

2 A Yessit
2a Q rally? Allright.

2 A Yessit
23 Q Now, if you look at, there's a set of text messages you have where the first

24 one is an Emoji of Ms. Pierson popping a champagne bottle. Do you see that?

2s A Yessit
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1 Q Tl represent to you, these are actually messages produced by Max Miller,

2 that he had with Katrina Pierson. Do you know Mr. Miller?

3 A Yessir

a Q Fairto say he would work on events for the President?

5 A Yessir,

s Q He was in the meeting with the President and Ms. Pierson on January dth.

7 Andijust want to direct your attention to just the firstpart, just to set the context. He

8 saystoher he's in blue because he produced these messages. She's in gray. Okay?

9 And she says on the first page, she has the Emoji, and he says: You did a great job killing

10 some of those speakers.

1 She says: Hallelujah, praise the Lord Jesus, Amen.

2 Did you understand it going into that meeting, Ms. Hutchinson, that it was an

13 active debate with the rather that the President was pushing back on any
14 recommendations Ms. Pierson had for who should speak, that it was, in other words,

15 something that she needed to celebrate after she was done killing some of those

16 speakers from the list?

FY A Idid believe that there was a reason for celebration when they were

18 successful in ensuring that the President was as best to the ability of staffers protected on

19 the day of the rally in termsof ensuring that the individuals speaking ahead of him were

20 properly vetted.

2 Q Why would it even be an issue or something you would have to celebrate,

22 beingable to protect the President in that way? Who - who was pushing for it to be

23 otherwise, to your knowledge?

2 A As we've previously discussed, | recall there being certain individuals

25 involved, such as Ms. Caroline Wren, that had opinions about who should speak that
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1 might be different from those perhaps of Ms. Pierson and Mr. Miller. And the reason to

2 celebrate would be because they wanted to accomplish eliminating or mitigating any

3 individuals from speaking, such as Mr. Alexander, that could have a negative reflection on

4 the President's message that day.

5 Q And, again, just trying -- Ms. Wren wasn't within the White House, right?

6 Asyou said, she wasafundraiser?

7 A 1don't know the specific role she played at the time, but she has participated

8 infundraising. She has participated in campaign activities. | don't knowherofficial

9 titleorrole onthatday.

10 Q Was there -- was there anyone within the White House that you understood

11 was onherside, so to speak, in pushing for the speakers that she wanted? Ms. Pierson

12 mentioned in her message to Mr. Meadows whether Mr. Scavino was pushing for

13 Ms. Wren's speakers, do you know?

14 A don't recall if there was any ~ if there were any individuals supportive of

15 the speakers that she wanted, yeah.

16 Q Okay. Well if we lookat ~ you have a set of -- and we're almost done

17 here, you have a set of text messages between Ms. Pierson and Mr. Scavino. Do you see

18 thaton the first page? I'sa Bates numberof904.

19 A Yessir

0 Q Okay. Ifyou tum to906,near the top of the page, the messages inblue are

21 from Ms. Pierson and in gray is Mr. Scavino. At 5:39 p.m. Ms. Pierson says - this is after

22 her meeting with the President -- she says to Mr. Scavino: He basically pushed everyone

23 toanother stage, which is fine by me, but he did ask me to check with you on Al. Sorry.

2 And then, if you go down the next -- Mr. Scavino's fist response, it's at 4:23 a.m.

25 on January Sth, and I'l read it in a second, but I ask this, did Mr. Scavino go down to
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1 Dalton, Georgia, for the rally the night of the ath, to your memory?

2 A Yes, Mr. Scavino traveled with us to Dalton, Georgia, the nightofthe ath.

3 Q And presumably then he was on the fight back also to D.C. from Dalton?

a A Yessir. He would've flown with the President on Marine One round trip

5 and Air Force One round trip.

s Q And so his response to Ms. iersonis: Hey, sorry, been out of pocket on

7 thiscell. Just gotin from Georgia a couple of hours ago. He brought up Ali. Just keep

8 him onstage, not associated with POTUS or main event, POTUS said. ~ We talked about

9 onthe way back.

10 D0you see that?

1 A Yessir

2 Q Were you present for that conversation between the President and

13 Mr.Scavino about Ali?

1a A Noir.

15 Q Were you aware that it happened?

16 A Iwas aware Mr. Scavino had conversations with Mr. Trump on that fight,

17 but that was not out of the ordinary for flights. Mr. Scavino frequently had close

18 contact and individual conversations with the President.

19 a Now-

1) A Mr. Scavino walk into Mr. Trump's office that evening, but | don't recall

21 thistopic being a specific one that Mr. Scavino wanted to discuss with him.

2 Q Now, in the conversations you had had where you were present for

23 conversations with President Trump about the Ellipse rally, did Mr. Trump acknowledge

24 that he knew who Ali Alexander was?

2 A don't recall in spec ~ | recall Mr. Alexander's name being brought up in the.
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1 conference room that evening, but | don't recall Mr. Trump being the individual to raise

2 thename. | want to be careful because | don't want to pin it on somebody, but | believe

3 itwas Ms. Marjorie TaylorGreene that had mentioned Mr. Alexander's name and the

4 conversation had started. But | -to be honest, | was in there, there were other

5 individuals in there, in the conference room, and | believe at thetime Mr. Meadows and |

6 weresitting on a couch at the back of the conference room. ~ So it was just, to me,

7 passerby conversation that | wasn't paying attention to.

8 Q Just 50 just to the best of your memory, who else in the room — the

9 conference room at that time?

10 A Ms. Marjorie Taylor Greene, Mr. Lindsey Graham -- Senator Lindsey Graham,

11 Mr. Meadows, myself, Mr. Trump, Johnny McEntee - Mr. Johnny McEntee. There were

12 otherindividuals in and out of the conference room. | wasn't | wasn't in there the

13 entire duration of the flight, though.

14 Q Was Mr. Scavino

15 A (inaudible)

16 Q Oh, I'm sorry. Was Mr. Scavino in there at the time that Mr. Alexander's

17 name came up, that you can remember?

18 A don't remember. I'm sorry.

19 Q What did Ms. TaylorGreene say about him or as best you can remember?

0 A don't 1 don't recall any specific quotesordeliverable messages that were

21 brought up about Mr. Alexander. | just recall hearing the name Alexander, and it just

22 perked my attention for a moment, knowing that Mr. Meadows had had discussions

23 about him earlier that day andlikely the day before.

2 Sol remember hearing his name, thinking it might be something | should pay

25 attention to, but it seemed more of a casual conversation, so it wasn't anything that felt
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1 that he needed to participate in or raise to his attention in case he wanted tochime in at

2 anypoint. It didn't seem like anything revolutionary.

3 Q  Goodword. Okay.

a A apologize for that.

s Q Oh, you heard that comment. Okay. That was to myself.

s A itsokay-

7 Q 50 you mentioned that Mr. Brooks cameup as a conversation between you

8 and Mr. Meadows and aboutwhether you would reach out to Mr. Brooks. Is that right?

9 A Mr. Brooks had come up in a conversation between me and Mr. Meadows,

10 yes. Ihad not actively told Mr. Meadows that| had orwaswilling to reach out to

11 Mr. Brooks.

2 Q  Andwhyis that?

3 A Atthis point, | wanted to be careful about myoutreach to Members, and |

14 had personal thoughts about this decision, and | thought that Mr. Meadows should hear

15 them prior to me reaching out. It shouldn't just be a a conversation that should

16 happen lightly, knowing the direction it could take. And | wanted to ensure it was

17 properly vetted before it was actually elevated and acted upon. | didn't want to

18 preempt anything in case there was a reason to draw discussions back or outreach back.

19 Q Okay. Iapologize; Iwas having hard time kindof following that. So

20 justaskyouto unpackita bit. What wasyour concern about the direction it could go

21 with Mr. Brooks?

2 A believe the best way of phrasing it would just be | knew that there was.

23 conversations about carefully vetting rally speakers. | knew that Mr. Brooks had very

24 strong opinions and had been known historically todeliver comments that might not be

25 that well received by a lot of people.
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1 So my concerns were more in my peripheral of wanting to ensure that the.

2 President was protected that day and that we were truly being careful about inviting.

3 people tospeakatthe rally. And knowing Mr. Brooks’ involvement and his historical

4 record of being alittle more to the right on his rhetoric, I just wanted to make sure that|

5 was not going to preempt any conversations with him if it wasn't going to actually turn

6 intosomething and he wasn'tactually goingto be able to attend because | didn't want to

7 have to be the one to walk that back.

8 Mr. Brooks had reached out to me a few times, but | believe,atthis point, | had

9 ignored most of his outreach, until there was a final decision made by either

10 Mr. Meadows or whoever was in charge of making the decision.

u Q And so Mr. Brooks had reached out to you because he wanted to speak at

12 theEllipse on the 6th?

13 A These texts were on my work phone. So | don't have them, and | don't

14 recall what he specifically said at the time. But| recall Mr. Brooks reaching out to me,

15 saying that he had heard he would speak on the 6th and if| knew anything about how he

16 could get there or any timing. And | --| don't recall the specific day. | remember he

17 had sent me a few text messages in the days leadingup to January 6th, but that was the

18 overall message that had been portrayed to me.

19 Q And so, ultimately, you tell me if I'm wrong, but we understand that Brian

20 Jack and Megan Powers coordinated making the invitation to Mr. Brooks to speak. Is

21 thatright, to your knowledge?

2 A Yes,sir. Me and Mr. Jack had conversations as well.

23 Q sit something you didn't want to be involved in yourself?

2 A That's accurate.

2 Q And the rhetoric you're talking about with regard to Mr. Brooks, and the
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1 reaction tot, in thinking about whether he should speak, was that similar to the

2 reactions that people were having about Mr. Alexanderand the rhetoric he would use?

3 A don't know - I don't recall whether they were concerned about the same

4 exactissues, but overall, yes.

5 Q Again, just to puta finer point on it, was it that theywere - that their

6 language was too extreme, or whatever word you want to use, but that it was - it just it

7 wasnotofthe

8 A (inaudible)

9 Mr. Passantino. Go ahead. Let him ask the question.

10 BYMR.I

1 Q so politically correct can be using curse words. It can be you saying things.

12 thatare, you know, frankly, could be, you know, insensitive in a lot of ways, but we're

13 tryingto gettoa broader point. Mr. Brooks and Mr. Alexander would say things, talk

14 about revolution. They wouldtalk about - invoke the imagery of 1776. You know, |

15 talked to you about victory or death. And | know you don't probably remember the

16 particulars, but was this the type of language that wasgiving people pause about their

17 being speakers on the 6th at the Ellipse?

18 A don't want my response to be attributed to the exact phrases you had just

19 outlined, but along those lines, yes, ir.

0 Q  Ifwe if we look at the Max Mille texts with Ms. Pierson, again the one

21 withthe champagne Emoji on the ~ at the top, and | direct you near toward the bottom

22 of thatfirst page. You see the comment from Mr. Miller saying: Just glad we killed the

23 National Guard and a procession.

2 Had you heard the term or the conceptofa "procession" come upprior to

25 January 6th, thatis the President processing from the Ellipse up to the Capitol?
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1 A I don't recall there being conversations specifically about the phrase

2 “procession.” Irecall general conversations about whether he would go to the Capitol

3 orifitwas possible forhim to go to the Capitol, but | do not recall that movement being

4 referred toas a procession.

5 Q And, as | understand, you covered this in detail your last time meeting with

6 the committee, sol won't gooverthat again. But this concept of the National Guard,

7 I'mnotaware whether that had come up previously. Had you heard about, prior to

8 January 6th, discussions of whether the National Guard should be deployed that day for

9 security purposes?

10 A recall - can you rephrase the -- or repeat the question. I'm sorry.

u Q  That'sfine. You see there that Mr. Miller says to Ms. Pierson: Just glad

12 wekilled the National Guard and a procession. Had you, at that time, prior to

13 January 6th, were you aware of discussions within the White House about whether the

14 National Guard should be deployed for security on the 6th?

15 A Inthe 1 just want to be careful because | just feel like the question is

16 overlapping with Max's text, and | - this text makes no sense to me, to be frank. | don't

17 know why that would've been used in the same context, and | don't know what "kil the

18 National Guard" means. But! recall the National Guard being a topic of discussion —to.

19 answer the last partofyour question, | recall the National Guard being partofdiscussions

20 that would be available as a resource that day. | recall Mr. Ornato and Mr. Meadows

21 having conversations about the National Guard, but | don't know what it means in context

22 of this specific text with Mr. Max Miller.

23 Q No, that's fair. | know youweren't there.

2 What were the discussions that you're aware of that took place between

25 Mr.Ornato and Mr. Meadows about the National Guard?
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1 A Irecall them broadly speaking about having the National Guard in

2 Washington, D.C, as a presence that day, in case it was necessary to control forces, the

3 same waythat the National Guard had been involved in riots during the previous summer

4 in Washington, D.C, as a preemptive security measure.

5 And | - yeah, that's ~ if you have further questions, I'm happy to answer them.

6 Q  Wedo. And sowas there discussion about the risk of violence breaking out

7 onthe 6th and thus whether the National Guard should be deployed? And, again, we're

8 talking about between Mr. Orato and Mr. Meadows.

9 A Mr. Omato and Mr. Meadows frequently had conversations about security

10 protocol, and whenever there was going to be - and generally speaking whenever there

11 isalargecrowdofindividuals in a small area, you want to preemptively plan in case

12 thereisa necessity to have individuals that are equipped to manage crowd control and

13 potential violence that couldbreakout. ~The 6th was one of the eventsclearly that was

14 brought into light with Mr. Ornato -- Mr. Ornato and Mr. Meadows.

15 But | don't recall it being a specific conversation with them as a preemptive

16 measure because the individuals might be violent that day. It was more of: We want

17 tobe careful in case there i violence or conflict breaks out. There's going to bea lot of

18 people in Washington, D.C.; let's work to have the necessary means so nothing bad

19 happens

0 Q Was in the context of those conversations, was it discussed, to your

21 knowledge, the fact that the President would be - whatever the verb is ~ sending, asking,
22 telling people at the rally to go to the Capitol afterwards while the Capitol was in session,

23 was thata factor that they talked about in discussions of security on the 6th?

2 A May! have a moment to speak with my attorney, please?

2 Q sure
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1 A Thankyou

2 [Discussion off the record.]

3 Mr. Passantino.  r[JN so the reason why we had the break, the issue of

4 concern that Ms. Hutchinson has, is, in the last time we were here speaking, there was

5 sort of extensive discussion about National Guard generally as a security measure

6 becauseof January 6th and that Congress was in session. And she's concerned about

7 the testimony that she'd given there and something that we've gone over, and she

8 obviously wants to be really careful not to say anything that's inaccurate or inconsistent

9 with what she said before.

10 1 understoodyour question to be in the context of National Guard with respect to

11 aprocession, which is a new -- I'm letting her go because that is new topic and using

12 National Guard as a security vehicle if the President was going to march.

13 And so what Ms. Hutchinson's concern was, as you start drifting into just sort of

14 generalize National Guard as a security means around the Capitol, she's talked about that

15 alotand just wants to be really careful she's not replowing ground so that something

16 doesn't get inadvertently- understood.

FY 1 think if you if you narrow your questions to where | understood you to be

18 starting, which was National Guard as a security vehicle with respect to a planned

19 procession to the Capitol, that would be new for her, and she certainly wouldn't have any

20 problem talking about it. But that was — it was that overlap to what she had talked

21 about before as a general security measure at the Capitol before, which was the source of

2 the concen.

23 we. [I Understood.

2 Mr. Passantino. Okay.

25 Ml Thankyou for that. And Mr. Raskin has joined us, so thank you for
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1 beinghere.

2 Certainly didn't mean to drift, and as| understood it, Il ask you, Ms. Hutchinson, |

3 thinkyou said you had never heardof the concept of a procession prior to January 6th.

4 Isthatright?

5 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't recall his potential trip or travel to the Capitol being

6 referred to specifically as a procession, but | recall discussions aboutwhether or not he

7 would go to the Capitol.
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1

2 [106pm]
3 oy vnJ
4 Q Right. And wasn't trying to ask about whether he would have security

5 going up to the Capitol for him, but I'll ask because it's been raised. Was there a

6 discussion about whether he should have National Guardfor that movement potentially

7 from the Ellipse to the Capitol as security?

8 A ljustwantto break that into just two parts.
9 The first part is, yes, | -- and we talked about it extensively last time. We've

10 talked internally at the White House extensively about security protocol with the Secret

1 Service and what it would -- the assets that would be required to take him to the Capitol

12 if that's what he wanted to do. And I'm happy to have another discussion about that,

13 but

1 Mr. Passantino. No, we won't do that

15 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't recall there being a discussion about the National

16 Guard being in Washington, D.C., intended for the purpose of him going to the Capitol

7 thatday.

18 sy vir. [I

19 Q  Ifyoulaok at the exhibit of Ms. ierson's agendafor themeeting on the
20 4th do you see that one page again in front of you? Do you see in the middle in

21 handwriting on the right edge "10K Nat Guard"? Do you see that?

2 A Yessit

2 a okay.

24 There's also been public reporting after the 6th that President Trump had

25 discussed internally at the White House this concept of having 10,000 National Guard
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1 troops.

2 Did you ever hear any discussion either by President Trump himself or others

3 speaking about the President and this idea of having 10,000 National Guard troops

4 deployed on January 6th?

5 A Irecall the number 10,000 being generally mentioned as the number that

6 could be associated. | don't recallif that's the number that they wanted it to be or if

7 that was just how many National Guard troops were available to come to D.C. that day.

8 Q When you say "they wanted it to be," who's "they"?

9 A lapologize. When Mr. Meadows and Mr. Ornato had conversations

10 and orf that was elevated to Mr. Trump. | just recall Mr. Meadows and Mr. Ornato

11 having discussions about 10,000 National Guard troops, National Guard, D.C. rally, things

12 along those lines. | don't recallif Mr. Meadows and Mr. Ornato haddiscussions about if

13 the goal was to have 10,000 National Guard troops in Washington, D.C., on January 6,

14 2021, orifthat's just how many would be in Washington, D.C. that day.

15 Q To your knowledge, was anyorder ever given from anyone at the

16 White House to the National Guard to have any troops available on January 6th before

17 thatday?

18 A Available on standby, posted throughout the city,or just in D.C. preempting

19 travel and the eventsof January 6th?

0 Q Either way you heard about it. | mean, however you heard about it, did

21 you hear about any sort of order being given prior to January 6th that you know of with

22 regardto the National Guard?

23 A Iknew that they would be here prior to January 6th because it wouldn't

24 make sense for them to come the morning of January 6th. But | don't recall them being

25 in town there being discussions of National Guardbeing in town prior to January 6th for
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1 anyother purpose other than having a presence in Washington, D.C., on January 6th.

2 Q Uhhh

3 So, if you go back to the text between Ms. Pierson and Mr. Miler and

4 remember, he made the comment about killing the National Guard and the procession.

5 Ifyou tum to page 2 of that text exchange, you seeat the bottom, at January 4th at

6 809 p.m, it's Ms. Pierson who sends a link to a Politico article about Mayor Bowser

7 requesting National Guard.

5 Do you see that?

9 A Isee the Politico article titled "D.C. National Guard Activated to Respond to

10 ProTrump Protests.” Idon't ~Idon't

1 Mr. Passantino. Let him — he'll ask you the question.

2 oyMrJ

13 Q No, that's fine, it's fine. You see the link?

1a A Yes

15 Q If you go to the next page, on page 3 of that, do you see at the top there

16 Mr. Miller follows up? I'sin blue. And he laughs and makes a comment in the first

17 bubble. Butin the second one, he said, "But chief already had said no for days!" and

18 then, "The man is never wrong."

19 Sol start on the first partofthat message, the first sentence. Did you

20 understand people to refer to Mr. Meadows as "chief" during his time, just for short?

2 A Yes,si

2 Q And did you understand Mr. Miller to refer to him as "chief" when he would

23 talkabout Mr. Meadows?

2 A Yes,si

2 Q So, as we understand this, he wasconveying that Mr. Meadows had said
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1 repeatedlyfordays "no" to the idea of the National Guardbeing deployed in thecity on

2 the 6th. Is that consistent with what you understood at that time?

5 A Iapologize. Would you mind repeating that question one time, lease?
4 Q Yes. We understood that, when Mr. Meadows said this, it reflected that

$ Mark Meadows had said for several days -- and this is January 4th now -- had said for

6 several days "no" tothe dea of having National Guard troops deployed n B.C. on
7 January.
8 Was that consistent with what you understood Mr. Meadows’ position to be at

o this pointintime?
10 A Honestly, | don't recall any specific opinion that he had. | recall him having

11 alotof discussions about National Guard. I say Max's text Is confusing, | think from
12 your overall question here. | was under the impression that Mr. Meadows was

13 supportive of having National Guard in Washington, D.C., in somecapacity. Butif the

10 textis specifically about or if your question is specifically about Max's text here the
15 "days"partis confusing for me.

16 I don't recall Mr. Meadows having an opinion or us havinga conversation about

17 where their presence would be at the time that they would be. | just recall him

18 coordinating with the necessary individuals internally and at agencies to have them here

Beery
2 a Thankyou
2 rssicon SM gt hove3 olka qestion ore.
2 ov vrJ ’
23 Q Yeah, did, just briefly. | know we've got some members on, and | want to

24 ‘make sure they have a chance to ask their questions.

25 But before we do that, | just wanted to go back, Ms. Hutchinson, to the text
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1 exchange lll in which Meadows suggests that somebody talk to Dan Scavino. |

2 don'tremember the exhibit number. But | think Mr lll asked you some questions

3 beforeon this issue of who was going to be on the stage - there tis. And | think

4 Meadows is texting with Katrina, and he says, "Talk it over with Scavino."

5 I'm trying to get a sense, Ms. Hutchinson, if Dan Scavino was sort of more

6 responsible for or in charge of who ultimately would speak at the rally than

7 Mr. Meadows. It sounds to me, just from reading this, like Meadows refers Katrina on

8 this issue to Dan Scavino. And I'm just wondering if that's consistent with your sense as

9 tosortof who was in charge or was closest to the President when it came to the issue of

10 speakers

1 A Mr. Meadows was intimately involvedwith these discussions, but

12 Mr. Meadows also had a very limited bandwidth at this time.

13 Mr. Scavino, as you all know, has a very active role inhelping the President plan

14 messaging and social media outreach and that aspect prior to Mr. Trump even becoming

15 a candidate for President

16 So for Mr. Meadows to tell Ms. Pierson to have the conversation with Scavino, it

17 wouldn't have been anything outofthe ordinary if Mr. Meadows had limited time and

18 resources because he was working on other things actively and wasn't just focused on

19 speakers.

0 Q Yeah

2 A He was focused on other things too. He would've naturally told her to go

22 speak with Dan, because Dan would have the most updated Mr. Scavino would have

23 the most up-to-date information,

2 Q Yeah

2 Alot of the people that were sort of the subject of the dispute - Ali Alexander,
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1 Alex Jones —are very active on social media, which | understand was kind of Dan

2 Scavino's area.

3 Again, | don't want to put words in your mouth, but I'm wondering whether or not

4 the reference to go talk to Dan is because he was morefamiliar with them, had more ofa

5 relationship with them, with some of the people that were being proposed as speakers.

6 Isthat right, or am | readingthatwrong?

7 A Could you repeat that one more time, please?

8 Q Yeah. Alot ofthe people that we're talking about here as, you know, will

9 they or will they not speak or be on the stage are, sort of, far-right social media or regular

10 media personalities. And I'm wondering if Mr. Scavino had more of a familiarity with

11 them,a relationship with them, and that's why Mr. Meadows was suggesting that Katrina

12 Pierson speakto him.

13 That's my one possible interpretation. I'm just wondering if that's accurate, if

14 you have any thought on that.

15 A I don't want tospeak on behalf of Mr. Meadows and his intentions with

16 telling Ms. Pierson to have the conversation with Mr. Scavino. And | certainly don't

17 want tospeak on Mr. Scavino's behalf about his personal relationships with people.

18 But |will say and, again, reverting to my previous statement -- and | apologize if

19 thisis not answering your question, but - Mr. Meadows knows that Mr. Scavino has

20 relationships with a lot of people. And Mr. Scavino was also, like Mr. Meadows,

21 involved in planning the rally. And because Mr. Meadows had his hands dipped in a lot

22 of different buckets at this time, it was not out of the ordinaryor out of context for him to

23 tellan individual to have discussions with Mr. Scavino either because he had the most

24 up-to-date information or because he was more actively involved in planning this one

25 areaoftherally.
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1 But | don't know the intentions behind either of them, and | can't speak on their

2 behalf. Those are questions that you'll have to ask them.

3 Q Yeah, no, and | appreciate that. And | don't mean to ask you an unfair

4 question.  Itjust seems like Scavino potentially has much more of a relationship with

5 some of the people involved in thi discussion, given his unique role in the White House

6 and what hedoes, than Mr. Meadows and that thatwas perhaps reason for him to

7 direct Katrina Pierson to Mr. Scavino.

5 If you don't know whether that’s what Mr. Meadows was thinking, | understand.

9 Butdo you know why tis he sends her to Scavino to discuss this issue of who should

10 speakat the rally?

1 A Nos

2 a okay.

13 Scavino was present, according to the agenda, in the discussion when Ms. Pierson

14 actually goes to the White House. Is that right?

15 A It's correcton thispaperrighthere. Now,thisisnot anofficial

16 White House schedule proposal

7 Q Yeah, know.

1 A so

19 Q And you weren't yeah. And you weren't there anyway, so | guess the

20 document

2 A Well so

2 Q speaksfor itsef

2 A Yeah, Iwas not there. ~ But this was something that was submitted to the

24 White House, likely from Ms. Pierson, so it would've gone into White House format, and

25 the participants very likely could've changed. | don't know if you have the official
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1 White House schedule proposal. But those are just the people that she had proposed to

2 bein that meeting that day.

3 Mr. Passantino, |think what he's asking is,do you know from personal

4 knowledge whether Mr. Scavino was in this meeting at the time?

5 Ms. Hutchinson. No. |wasn't at the White House that time.

6 Mr. Yeah. Big picture, Ms. Hutchinson, I'm just trying to get a sense as

7 towhether Mr. Scavino was, sort of, more actively involved in navigating this issue than

8 Mr. Meadows, if you know.

9 Mr. Passantino. "This issue"?

10 MrJ. “This issue” being who

1 Ms. Hutchinson, I'm sorry

2 we. Yeah. Sorry, Steve. Who's going to speak at the rally, that's

13 whatwe're talking about. That's the issue.

1a Ms. Hutchinson. 1 don't have the ability to quantify who had more

15 correspondence - between Mr. Scavino and Mr. Meadows, about who had more

16 correspondence with individuals planning the rally. If Mr. Scavinosent 101 texts to rally

17 planners and Mr. Meadows sent 100 texts to rally planners, then yes. | don't have the

18 ability to quantify that

19 1 know that they were both were involved in planning the rally. | know that

20 Mr. Scavino would frequently brief Mr. Meadows on conversations about rally speakers.

21 Butldon'twant to speak and | can't speak and attest to whether he was more intimately

22 involved than Mr. Meadows was.

23 vel ov. Thatsalli have.

2 Why don't we turn to Ms. Cheney and Mr. Raskin, Mr. Aguilar, and Mr. Kinzinger?

2 If any of you have questions, now would be a good time.
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1 Mr. Kinzinger. None for me. Thanks.

2 wel okey.

3 Are youdone JEP

a vel Thankyou. Nice to meet you.

5 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Thank you.

6 vieJ. How are you doing on time? Do you want to take a break or keep

7 going?

5 Mr. Passantino. Do you mind if we take a 5-minute break?

9 well No, absolutely not.

10 vel of course.

1 MEE. That's fine. We'll take5.

2 Mr. Passantino. Okay. Very good. Thank you.

13 vrJE We'll gooff the record.

1a Recess.)

15 me Why don't we go back on the record? It's 1:25 p.m. on March 7th,

16 and we're resuming the interview of Ms. Cassidy Hutchinson.

17 sy vir.I:

18 Q So, when we left off in the last session, Ms. Hutchinson, we were talkinga

19 little bit about John Eastman. And | just want to show you two documents to see if they

20 look familiar to you.

2 Soff f you could please pull upexhibitNo. 31.
2 Now, this has been widely reported on, and somyquestions to you are going to

23 be based on what you knew at the time, so before January 20th inparticular and

24 January 6th even more specifically, not on what you've read since then.

2s This is one of John Eastman's memos, and it talks about his theory related to the
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1 Vice President during the joint session as president of the Senate to countor not count

2 certain electoral votes.

3 I'm also going to show you the top ofthe next exhibit, which is exhibit No. 32,

4 which looks very similar. And I'l give you as much time as you need with these, if you'd

slike

s But do you remember seeing these memos draftedby John Eastman before

7 January ,20217

5 A Could you scroll down,please? Thankyou.

9 At the time, no, | don't recall these specific documents coming acrossmy desk

10 priorto January 6th.

n Q Do you remember Mr. Meadows or anybody else giving you any documents

12 related to John Eastman and his theories about the Vice President and his role on

13 January 6th?

1a A Yessir,

15 Q What were those documents that you remember?

16 A Doyoumean in terms of like, the format they were inor the context of the.

17 documents?

18 Q Yeah, what were they? Were they memos? Were they notes?

19 A Irecalla lot of memos, PowerPoints with Mr. Eastman's information. |

20 don't know if Mr. Eastman or his team put the PowerPoints together ~ I didn't know at

21 thetime whether Mr. Eastman or his team put PowerPoints together. But | recall

22 memos, notes, documents, briefing material, binders with Mr. Eastman's theories, certain

23 messages that he wanted conveyed and his research prior to leading up to January 6th.

2 Q One of the things you just mentioned was they contained certain messages

25 that Mr. Eastman wanted conveyed prior to January 6th. Do you remember the gist of
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1 those messages?

2 A Broadly speaking, that the Vice President had authority to

3 participate "participate" i not the right word - that Mr. Eastman believed that the Vice

4 President had the authority to act on January 6th in ways that had not previously been

5 exercised by Vice Presidents - and which is now widely circulated - at the time, is the gist

6 and context of the documents.

7 Q Do youknow why Mr. Meadows had them —had the documents?

5 A I know Mr. Meadows had the documents because it was a legal theory that

9 people in the White House and out of the White House were interested in pursuing or at

10 least hearing. So those materials had been elevated and brought to Mr. Meadows’

11 attention for his review and his insight in any meetings that he might participate in.

2 Q And do you know what he did with those documents? Did he pass them

13 alongtoanybodyelse thatyou're aware of?

1a A don't know if he wouldve passed an original copy off to someone orif he

15 would've forwarded emails to people, no. He had me print out two copies of the

16 PowerPoint, one for myselfand one for him. 1 don't know if hewouldvegiven his copy,

17 his only copy, to somebody. But | know that he had shared information with people,

18 bothinternal staffers at the White House and with external individuals as well. But if

19 we're just talking, like, logistical distribution, | don't know.

2 Q Were you asked to share them with Members of Congress, those materials

21 that John Eastman provided?

2 A Yessir,

2 Q Who'd you share them with?

2 A Members of Congress

2 Q Do you remember anybody specifically?
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1 A Broadly speaking?

2 Q sue
3 Mr. assantino, | think hes asking if you specifically
4 Ms. Hutchinson. Well, if we're talking about specific documents, | don't recall

$ that -- | mean, there were certain documents -- let's say there's document A.

6 Mr. Meadows mightve said, could you forward this off to Mr. im Jordan and Warren
7 Davidson?

8 So, | mean, do you want me to go through and list Members -

9 Mr. Passantino. So | think, in fairness -- | think -- and don't let me

10 mischaracterize your question -- he's talking about documents pertaining to the legal

11 theory. Which Member, not which document
2 vo Corect
13 Mr. Passantino. -- if I'm characterizing correctly.

1 Ms. Hutchinson. 1 mean, there - and I'm just trying to be careful, and please
15 excuse me. I'm not trying to be difficult in my response here. | just -- there was a lot

16 of document-passing back and forth at this time, and | don't want to falsely attribute

17 anything specifically to Mr. Eastman's documents to individual Membersof Congress.
18 Because, to be honest, | think the first time | heard the name John Eastman was

19 January 1st or 2nd. But | know now, looking back, that a lot of what was passed off to

20 Membershad todowithhistheories
un Sol can't attribute specific documents to specific Members, but, broadly speaking,
22 Iknow alotofwhat| had passed along, now, had to do with Mr. Eastman's theories.

23 Does that make sense?

2 Mir SE Yeah, that makes
2s Mr. Passantino, And think yeah. I'm sory to interrupt you
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1 He is not asking what you subsequently learned. He's asking about what you

2 specifically

3 Ms. Hutchinson. Right.

4 Mr. Passantino.  ~recall at the time. If you know, you know. If you don't

5 know, youdon'tknow. That's what he's asking.

6 Ms. Hutchinson. | mean, at the time, | recall both Mr. Meadows and Mr. Giuliani

7 asking me to pass along a few documents specifically to Senator Lindsey Graham,

8 Congressman Mo Brooks. This was after - I'm trying to use the benchmark in my head

9 of thefirst time that| had heard Mr. Eastman's name. And this list isn't extensive, but

10 know Mr. Graham, Mr. Brooks, a lot of -- Mr. Perry -a lot of Members involved in the

11 Freedom Caucus.

2 Again, | mean, if you have more specific questions, I'm happy to try to answer

13 them. It's ust difficult for me to distinguish and draw the line between what | passed

14 offatthe time knowing it was Mr. Eastman’sstuff and lookingback now.

15 8Y MRI

16 Q That's fine. And | understand how careful you're trying to be, and

17 appreciate that.

18 1 will say, just switching gears a litle bit, Mr. Eastman’stheory and what's shown

19 in the memos that | just showed you is that the Vice President could take some kind of

20 action because certain States had transmitted dual slates of electors. Or, at least, that's

21 whathe wrote down. So | want to ask you a few questions about these dual slates of

2 electors.

23 Were you aware of an effort to have Trump electors vote for

24 then-President Trump in States that he had lost?

2 A Could you repeat that one time, please?
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1 Q sure, yep. Are you aware of any effort - or the effort, rather, to have
2 Trump or Republican electors send in electoral college votes for Mr. Trump in States that
3 Mr Trump had lost inthe election?
a A Could! have ane moment to speakwith my attorney?
5 wel Of course.

5 Mr. Passantino. And, actually, before we even do that, are you talkingabout, is
7 she aware today of the fact that that was a theory? ~ Or are you asking, at the time was
8 she aware that that was a theory that Mr. Eastman had propounded? ~ Because maybe
9 Imanticipatingherquestion, but1~

10 MR Yeah. No, it would be back in the time period we're talking about,
11 sopreJanuary 6th. | can represent to you and Ms. Hutchinson that Republican electors
12 in States that Mr. Trump had lost sent in electoral college votes for Mr. Trump despite the
13 fact that he lost that State. And so that's what I'm getting to. Theysent them in at the
14 same time asthe electoral college met, on December 14th
15 Mr. Passantino, Right. And so the question - because that's widely reported,
16 obviously, now. So the question s, was she aware - were you aware at the time that
17 this was the theory that Mr, Eastman was propounding?
1s wir.JE Oh no, no, no. Thiss just factually this has nothing to do with
19 Eastmanyet. Just the fact that this was going on, that Trump electors were meeting to
20 cast electoral votes for Trump despite that he had lost in the State, divorced from
2 Eastman,
2 Mr. Passantino. Okay. And I'm denying my my client here wants to tak to
23 mereal quick. Do you mindif we take just a minute then?
2 vl of course. Absolutely

2 Mr. passantino. Allright. Thank you
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1 Discussion off the record.]

2 vie Acie. see you're back.

3 Mr. Passantino. Okay. Yeah. Thanks.

a So where | think — think what we would look for somehelp just on clarifying:

5 There were lot of theories that were passed around. ~ You're focusing on a specific

6 theory. Ms. Hutchinson wants to be super-careful that she's not, sort of, speculating

7 about, okay, was that specific theory about the alternate electors in Georgia and

8 Wisconsin or wherever it was.

9 1 think where she's ust going to ask for some specificity is with respect to which

10 specific legal theory, because - and, again, I'l let her testify. I'm not going to talk for

11 her. Butthere were alotoftheories, and so she just doesn't want to get confused,

12 speculating about one theory versus another maybe getting passed along.

13 But

1 wir veoh

15 Mr. Passantino. I hope | ~ yeah.

16 wel Okay. That's

FY Ms. Hutchinson. Wecould

18 wrGoahead. Sorry.

19 Ms. Hutchinson. No, it was fine. We can go into theories here if that's what

20 youd like to proceed with, but | just want to make sure | understand each one

21 individually just because -

2 ay vrI:

23 Q Yep. Andso,just to be clear, at this point, I'm not going to ask about any

24 theories or how something might operate. I'm just asking, did you know of the efforts

25 tohave alternate Trump electors meet in States where Mr. Trump had lost?
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1 A That's helpful. Thank you for clarifying.

2 And, yes, sir to answer your question.

3 Q Okay. When did you first hear about this idea of having Trump electors

4 meetand cast electoral college votes in States that Mr. Trump had lost? Was it before

5 theelection or after?

6 A Alterthe election.

7 Q Do you remember approximately when you first heard that Trump electors

8 would be meeting to cast electoral votes in States that Mr. Trump had lost?

9 A Could you repeat that one time? I'm sorry.

10 Q  No,that'sfine. Do youremember approximately when you fist heard

11 about this effort to have Trump electors meet andcast electoral college votes in States.

12 that Mr. Trump had lost?

13 A Around Thanksgiving 2020.

14 Q What doyou remember about it?

15 A Itwould'e been prior to Thanksgiving. | don't remember if it was the week

16 before - I don't have datesin front of me. | don't remember if it would've been the

17 weekbefore or perhaps 2 days before Thanksgiving.

18 1 just recall as legal battles in States that were contested at the time were gaining

19 more traction in conversations internally at the White House, there were theories. And

20 that's kindofthe benchmark in my head of when | first started seeing documents and

21 remember discussions of meetings happening with individuals involved in - or with

22 individuals with knowledge of that theory or how to perhaps entertain that moving

23 forward as, you know, they worked on a tight deadline as, like, the benchmark dates were

24 coming up in individual States.

2 Q Okay. You said quite alot there. And the benchmark dates, are you
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1 talking about, like, the safe harbor date for the electoral college sending in their electors,

2 aswellas then the electoral college meeting on December 14th? ~ Are those some of the

3 dates you're referring to?

4 A Yessir.

5 a okay.

6 Who do you remember being involved in those early discussions around the

7 Thanksgiving time regarding having alternate electors meet?

8 A Mr. Giuliani; several of Mr. Giuliani's associates; Mr. Meadows; Members of

9 Congress, although it's difficult to distinguish if the Members that I'm thinking of were

10 involved during Thanksgiving or if they were involved as we progressed through

11 December.

2 Does that help clarify?

13 Q  ftdoes, yes. As far as Mr. Giuliani's associates, do you remember anybody

14 in particular by name?

15 A Mr. Bernie Kerik. | remember Mr. Boris Epshteyn being involved, but I~|

16 can see theirfaces in my head; | can't recall their names. Oh, Mr. Phil Waldron. That's

17 alll can recall ight now.

18 Q And those people you just identified, they were involved in the discussions

19 aboutthealternateelectors?

0 A Indiscussing the theories of alternate electors, yes.

2 Q Do you remember any meetings with the President where this idea of having

22 alternate electors meet andcastelectoral college votes in States that he had lost came

3 uw?

2 A Idon't recall any specific | don't recall meetings scheduled specifically to

25 discuss that topic. | recall hearing after the fact that it had been brought up in the Oval
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1 Office orin the Oval dining room. But during this time, don't recall any meetings on his

2 schedule with the intention of discussing that topic -

3 a okay.

4 A extensively.

5 Q Do you know okay. Do you know what the President's views were about

6 this topic, alternate electors,after they'd come up in gatherings in the Oval Officeorthe

7 dining room, even if not scheduled?

8 A Oh, I can't speak to Mr. Trump's personal thoughts on that topic.

9 Q And inot to say that I'm going toask you to speculate for the President, but

10 did you hear what his thoughts or opinions were about this plan to have alternate

11 electors meetinStates that he had lost?

2 A Alll knew and know, looking back now, is during this time period that

13 Mr. Trump was willing tohear theories and would ask his people Mr. Giuliani,

14 Mr. Meadows ~ to look intoit. | don't know whether he supported it, but | know that

15 he supported his trusted confidants to explore those theories at the time,

16 Q And thiswasone ofthe theories thathe asked his trusted confidants to

17 explore, to the best of your knowledge?

18 A Yessir.

19 Q Now, when those discussions would come up about alternate electors - I'm

20 justgoing to refer to them as that, if that's okay. But when those discussions about

21 alternate electors would come up, do you remember therebeing discussions about the

22 Vice President and his role on January 6th coming up at the same time?

23 A Could you specifya time period?

2 Q  Pre-Thanksgiving, so thoseearlydiscussions about alternate electors.

2 A don't recall specifically right now if or how itwas elevated to Mr. Pences
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1 team or Mr. Pence himselfpreThanksgiving.

2 a okay.

3 What aboutpost-Thanksgiving, when these discussions with and maybe I'l use

4 anotherbenchmarkdate. Pre-electoral-college-meeting-date ~ which is December the

5 14th, if there's any significance to that to you ~ in discussions about alternate electors at

6 the White House, do you remember the Vice President's authority also coming up as part

7 of those discussions?

8 A If we're looking at the time period between Thanksgiving and

9 December 14th, I recall somewhere in that time period, whether it be December 13th or

10 November 30th, Mr. Pence's name coming up because of the role that he would play on

1 January 6th

2 But | don't recall really until probably December — between December 15th and

13 20tha more explicit role that Mr. Pence could play and how that was being evaluated

14 internally.

15 Q What do you remember about that discussion in the timeframe you just

16 provided, approximatelythe 15th through the 20th of December maybe, about

17 Mr. Pences explicit role in that discussion?

18 A lust recall, somewhere in that timeframe -- now, again, | apologize, it

19 couldve been December Sth - betweenDecember 8th and the 20th. | can't specifically
20 recall, and | just don't want to, like, categorize anything too definitively. But | do recall,

21 somewhere in mid-December, early to mid-December, starting to receive materials either

22 for meetings or from Members of Congress about Mr. Pence's role and that, kind of,

23 being the first time that | had read materials of that nature, if that makes any sense.

2 Q  Itdoes. Doyou remember generally what those materials were? Were

25 they PowerPoints? Memos?
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1 A PowerPointsand memos.

2 Q And do you remember who provided the PowerPoints in particular?

3 A don't remember who would've emailed them to me. Members frequently

4 sentmealotof stuff. | frequently received emails from a lot of people. It likely

5 wouldve been from a Member directly or Mr. Meadows had given my cell phone number

6 tosomebody and said, give Cassidy a call and text this to her, or something. But | don't

7 recall specific individuals, and | don't want to falsely attribute that to anybody.

8 a okay.

9 If you could please pull up exhibit 36. This is an email between Mark Meadows

10 and Jason Miller, ora string of emails, | should say.

1 And we can go to the bottomofpage 1. On December 6th, Mr. Meadows wrote

12 tolason Miller. He said, "Let's have a discussion about this tomorrow," and there's an

13 attachment called the "Chesebro memo on real deadline2.”

14 Do you know who Ken Chesebro is?

15 A No. Nos

16 Q Okay. And Ill represent to you that that memo is about January 6th and

17 having electoral votes sent to Congress for consideration on January 6th.

18 Later, Jason Miller writes back. This is kind of middle of the page. He says,

19 "Youbet. Soyou know, Justin and | did on-background calls on this very subject with

20 Maria, Levin, Chuck Todd and Margaret Brennan yesterday (| might be missing 1 to 2

21 others)" And then he signs off with something else.

2 And then Mark Meadows replies, “If you are on it then never mind the meeting.

23 We just need to have someone coordinating the electors for states."

2 50 do you know what Mr. Meadows’ role was in coordinating these alternate

25 electors in States that President Trump had lost?
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1 A I mean, Mr. Meadows was involved -- Mr. Meadows was involved with the

2 electors. | don't know the specific role that he played or was portraying himself to play

3 moving forward, whether he wouldbethe sole point of contact or advocatefor that or if

4 itwas more of something that he was trying to have people coordinate through him so he

5 would have insight on everything.

6 Q  Tothe best of your knowledge, did he seem to be following the progress of

7 having these alternate electors meet and cast votes?

8 A Yessir.

9 Q Isa you nodding your head. What makes you say that? What are you

10 thinking of when | asked that question? Was there anything in particular that he was

1 tracking?

2 A Nothing extremely particular. And | say that because | don't remember a

13 particular event that makes me have that immediate reaction. | just remember him

14 frequently having calls, meetings, and outreach with individuals and this just being a

15 prominent topic of discussion in our office.

16 Q Would you say he had dozens of calls and meetings on this topic of alternate

17 electors? And I acknowledge I'm asking you to speculate, so your best guess.

18 A Can you and thank you for acknowledging that, but would you mind giving.

19 aloose time period, if it's from the 3rd to the 20th or the beginning of December? I'm

20 cautious about tying a number to

2 Q Yeah. Sure. And I'l expand even more broadly than that. So, from the

22 period of the election until January the 6th, | mean, wasthis a topic of conversation that

23 came up in dozens - | mean, could you guess just a range of how many calls or meetings

24 this actually came up in for Mr. Meadows?

2 A Dozens would not be inaccurate.
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1 Q Would not be inaccurate?
2 A Would not be -- yeah, sorry. Dozens would be accurate. But dozens

5 could mean 24 ort could mean 9, so
. Q sure. Fairenough
$ And in those conversations and meetings, was it the people primarily that you

6 talked aboutearlier, like Mr. Giuliani, is associates, Members of Congress?
7 A Yessir
8 Q Do you know if White House Counsel was ever brought into the discussions

9 about having alternate electors meet and cast votes for President Trump in States that he

10 had lost?

u Mr. Passantino, And he's just asking f you know. _ He's not asking or the
12 content of those communications.

13 Ms. Hutchinson. Mr. Meadows would bring individuals from White House

14 Counsel's Office into the meetings that he would have, and sometimes ask is scheduler
15 to establish a call line or somebody to dial in ifit was going to be a call. But

16 context-wise, | don't know.

v ov vr
18 Q And just to be clear, | think you meant this, but | don't want to assume.

19 And so, was White House Counsel brought in for these conversations specifically about

20 alternate electors?

2a A Forgive me for taking a pause. | just want to be careful with how | phrase

22 i because Mr. Meadows frequently, if not almost hays, would have representatives
23 from White House Counsel's Office in his meetings. So, yes, he would request an

24 individual from White House Counsel's Ofie to attend these meetings.
25 Now, whether that was because it was about this specific topic or if it was just
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1 more ofa procedural thing for him 1 wasn't involved in scheduling for Mr. Meadows.

2 Thatwas Ms. Thurston's role. And that would’ have even really been a conversation
3 that they wouldve had.

a It would've just been Mr. Meadows’ train of thought of: ~ These people are

5 coming; | should have somebody from our legal team here too. And that's just generally
6 howhe thought.

7 Q Do you know if anybody from the White House Counsel's Office ever

8 provided an opinion about the alternate electors to Mr. Meadows or Mr. Trump?
5 Mr. Passantino. Again, he's just asking if you know whether they provided an

10 opinion.
n Ms. Hutchinson. Yes, they did.

12 mel Do you know what thatopinionwas?

3 Mr. Passantino. You can just say if you know.
14 Ms. Hutchinson. Broadly speaking, the opinionof White House Counsel's

15 Office

16 Mr. Passantino. He just wants to know f you know, not what it was.
7 Ms. Hutchinson. Oh. Yes, ves, yes.

1s vc. Okay. And we're going to get to where you're going. | will ask
19 that question, but and who in the White House Counsel's Office conveyed that opinion

20 toMr. Meadows or to Mr. Trump?

2 Mr. Passantino. You can answer that.
2 Ms. Hutchinson. I's just difficult because | don't wanttoattribute one lawyeror

23 both lawyers to everything and them having the same opinion. ~ But it was frequently
24 Mr. Pat Cipollone or Mr. PatPhilbin that would chime in andoffer theiropinions to
25 Mr. Meadows and-slash-or Mr. Trump.
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1 wir.Jl And now1 am going toaskyou the question. To your knowledge,

2 what was the White House Counsel's Office opinion with respect to the alternate electors

3 meeting to cast electoral college votes for Mr. Trump inStates that he had lost?

a Mr. Passantino. Okay. I'm going to instruct you not to answer.

5 Can we I guess we'll have this conversation on the record.

6 1 know that there has been raised executive privilege. | know that executive:

7 privilege has been litigated. I'm extremely leery right now to have this witness reveal

8 the contents of attorney-client communications without further instruction.

9 Now, clearly, if there are communications in the presence ofindividuals who are

10 not executive branch employees, we're not going to raise any privilege to that.

1 But if you're asking about the specific content of communications between

12 White House Counsel's Office and senior executive branch officials, I'm going to instruct

13 her not to answer, simply to givemyselftime to find out, make sure | understand the

14 White House's positiononthat.

15 1 will not do that with respect to prejudice of your ability if 'm incorrect. But I'm

16 highly reluctant to let her just testify to that narrow scope without having had an

17 opportunity to satisfy myself that she wouldn't be waiving a privilege that is still properly

18 raised.

10 ve Okay. Fair enough.

1) Solet me ask some additional questions at this point just on that issue.

2 Ms. Hutchinson, to your knowledge,was that opinion provided to Mr. Meadows?

2 Ms. Hutchinson, Yes, sr.

2 cE. Was it also provided to Mr. Trump?

2 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. You can answer. Not what it was.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Right
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1 Mr. Passantino. Yeah.

2 Ms. Hutchinson, ~ Yes, either by White House Counsel's Office or Mr. Meadows

3 delivering to Mr. Trump as a surrogate for White House Counsel's Office.

4 ve id anybody in the White House Counsel's Office express their

5 opinion about these alternate electors in meetings where other people were present?

6 Andlllname some people: Mr. Giuliani? Mr. Waldron? Mr. Kerik? Mr. Epshteyn?

7 Anybody who worked outside of the White House.

8 Mr. Passantino. You can answer that.

9 Ms. Hutchinson. Including Members of Congress?

10 vr Including MembersofCongress, yes.

1 Ms. Hutchinson, Yes, sir.

2 ve. Okay.

13 During those meetings where peaple who did not work in the White House or the

14 executive branch were present, what was the White House Counsel's Office's opinion

15 about alternate electors meeting to cast electoral college votes in States that Mr. Trump

16 hadlost?

7 Ms. Hutchinson. Could you repeat that one time, please?

18 wrJ. Of course, yep. In any of those meetings in which peoplewho

19 were not part of the executive branch were present, what was the White House Counsel's

20 Office opinion about alternate electors who met to cast electoral college votes in States

21 that Mr. Trump had lost?

2 Mr. Passantino. Andif | can recharacterize your question foryou, not what their

23 opinion, but what did they say, right? There might be a distinction between what they

24 werethinking and what they said.

2 I'm sure what he's asking you can tell me if I'm wrong. You only want what
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1 was said, not what their opinion was. Does that distinction make sense?

2 Mr.J. That's correct.

3 Mr. Passantino. Okay.

a He's asking you to recount

5 Ms. Hutchinson.~ [Inaudible.]

6 Mr. Passantino. Well it might be. He's asking you to recount what you recall

7 of conversations that might have been expressed by White House Counsel in the meeting

8 inwhich people who were not executive branch were present.

9 DidI characterize your question right? | didn't mean to -

10 Mr No, that's right.

1 And | could rephrase it, but it is what Mr. Passantinois saying. = So, in meetingsat

12 which non-White-House or non-executive-branch officials were present, what did

13 representatives from the White House Counsel's Office say about alternate electors and

14 theeffort to have them cast votes in States that Mr. Trump had lost?

15 Ms. Hutchinson. | just want tobecareful with this. ~ Andif you want to ask

16 followups, I'm more than happy to try to answer it differently or better.

FY But in the meetings that | have awareness of or was in where White House

18 Counsel's Office had expressed thoughts and, generally speaking, just had words to say

19 about this topic, the overall message

1) Mr. Passantino. And I'm sorry. I'm sorry. Just limitit

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Right.

2 Mr. Passantino. ~~ to conversations with third-party discussions.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Right

2 Mr. Passantino. Okay. Good.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. They wanted tobecareful and ensurethatwhateverwas being
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1 entertained externally was being brought to the attention of necessary individuals

2 internally to ensure that there was maximum cooperation and communication between

3 the external and internal interests that were looking into these theories.

a eS. Okay.

5 In those meetings, id anybody from the White House Counsel's Office express an

6 opinion as to whether it was legal to have the Trump electors meet and cast electoral

7 votes in States that Mr. Trump had lost?

5 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Could we have one moment, please?

5 vc. Of course.

10 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Thank you.

1 Discussion off the record.]

2 Mr. Passantino. Okay. We're back. We hada discussion about the

13 parameters of attorney-client privilege, but askyour question again.

1a ve. Okay.

15 And I'd just note that Mr. Kinzinger is joining now as well

16 oY MRJ: -

FY Q  Somyauestion was: At any of these meetings with individuals from

18 outside the White House or the executive branch, did the White House Counsel's Office

19 express an opinion as to whether the plan to haveelectorsfor President Trump meet and

20 cast electoral college votes in States that President Trump had lost was legal?

2 A Yes

2 And just to be mindful of how extensive certain discussions were, like, those were

23 niche topics as the meetings progressed and other individuals were involved. So there

24 were some meetings where they had expressed something along the lines of, "Let's

25 continue to look at this, make sure you're stil coordinating with us, communicating with
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1 us, letus know if there's anything worthy of bringing toourattention, we'd be happy to

2 lookatitand schedule another meeting,” to meetings where their definitive guidance to

3 external interests was more along the lines of, “That's not legal, we're not putting

4 ourselves in that line of fire," or, "Don't raise that to Mr. Trump, its not appropriate, and

5 it'snotalegal theory that we want to entertain right now."

6 Q And, to be clear, what you just said about not being a legal theory they want

7 toentertain right now, not legal, not putting yourself in the line of fre, that was with

8 respect to this altemate electors plan in particular?

9 A apologize, I'm just trying to be careful, because there was the alternate

10 electors plan, but then there are groups and individuals and people that had slightly

11 different ways of looking at things or slightly different ways of potentially addressing that.

12 Andlalso don't want my words to be recorded and articulated as being any verbatim

13 conversation, because I'm paraphrasing here.

14 But -so, as we looked at the alternate electors, it was, broadly speaking,

15 something that they were willing to hear theories about, willing to have the discussions

16 with people.

7 But then there were certain meetings where White House Counsel's Office gave

18 the guidance to external interests of, "This s fine, keep researching, keep your people on

19 this, let's stay in touch, don't do anything, don't elevate this to Mr. Trump without us

20 being read back in first," to meetings wheretheywould give guidance to external

21 participants more along the lines of, "Hey, this isn't legally sound, we have fleshed this

22 outinternally, it's fine that you thinkthis but we're not going to entertain this in an

23 official White House capacity on behalf of the President, we're putting a stop to this."

2 Q And just to be clear - | appreciate that, and thank you forwalking through

25 the progression and the various, kind of, instances where it may have come up.
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1 But what idea was it that —- what wasn't legally sound and they didn't want to

2 pursue
s A 1 dont ecal specifically right now. us recall thre would be certain
a ‘meetings where individuals would raise ideas or things that they might want to vet to

5 White House Counsel's Office, and they would havea little bit moreof an explicit opinion

§ onl versusotiher tances in etings where ft was a ie assert = don wank
7 to say "easier" — it was a little different in context froma legal standpoint of them

8 wanting to vet it and allowing it to kind of progress a little bit more before they put a stop.

9 to things.

10 Q Okay. And--

u A Imjus tying to be careful herewith
12 Mr. Passantino. You're good. You're good.

n well. ver. No, apprise you tying tobe careful her.
1 1 bes wartto distinguish two things om tis pint, Thistshe planand
15 efforts to have alternate electors meet and cast votes for Mr. Trump in States that he had

6 on
uv Ist your understandingthtthe White House Counsel's Office opinion of that was
18 that it wasn't legally sound and that that opinion was expressed in meetings at which

15 thirdpartes were present?
2 Mr. Passantino. Well, she's only testifying to what she heard people say. ~ She's

2 not able to talk about what they thought.

» wi ver.
23 Mr. Passantino. She did say what she heard them say.

24 You can ask again. I'm not blocking you. But | just want to make that

5 distinctionvery clear
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1 oreJE
2 Q And so, to be clear, did you hear the White House Counsel's Office say that

3 this plan to have alternate electors meet and cast votes for Donald Trump in States that
a he had lost was not legally sound?

s A Yessir
5 Q And do youremember approximately when that was?
7 A I'm trying to not be overly broad, but, right now, sitting here, | can recall at

8 thetime, perhaps early to mid- December. Now, it very well could've been the end of

9 November, but I'm trying to think about benchmark events and dates in my head, and

10 early to mid- Decemberis the safer bet.

n Q Andwhowaspresent for that meeting that you remember?
12 A Itwasinouroffice. It was Mr. Meadows, Mr. Giuliani, and a few of

13 Mr. Giuliani, like well, don't know f the correct tem i "associates," but
14 Mr. Gulianis associates.
15 Q Do you remember who from --

16 A Colleagues.
7 Q White House Counsel ~ oh, Im sory. ~ Go ahead.
18 A No, | was -- associates, colleagues, however it might be characterized.

19 Q Do you remember who from White House Counsel's Office was there and

20 delivered that message?

2 A The very first time | heard it, | know Mr. Cipollone. I'm inclined to say

22 Mr. Pat Philbinaswell. But, factually speaking, the very first, | am comfortable saying

23 Mr.Cipollone.

24 Q Okay.

FS Do you remember - bear with me one moment.
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1 Were Members of Congress present for that meeting as well, either in person or

2 byphone?

3 A Notat the meeting I'mthinking about
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1

2 [2:09p.m]

3 ov vr. J:
a Q Did this issue come up again where White House Counsel's Office expressed

5 an opinion on alternate electors where Members of Congress were present?

6 A Yessir

7 Q When was that and what happened?

5 A Sorry. Could you repeat the first part of that question? Sorry.

° Q Ofcourse, yes. So the question was, were there other meetings where the

10 White House Counsel's Office expressed an opinion on alternate electors cameupwhere

11 Members of Congress were present?

2 A Sorry. | wanted to make sure that we weren't attributing one of the

13 opinions that previously stated to Members of Congress.

1a Yes. To answer your question broadly, yes, do recall them raising it in meetings

15 with Members of Congress in early to mid-December likely, though, perhaps - I say early.

16 Maybe like sometime after, like, December 8th. | don't have the calendar in front of me

17 of the days of the week, but ~ and I'm trying to think about when Members of Congress.

18 started coming into our office to meet. So frst or second week of December.

19 Q Okay. And do youremember which Members of Congress were at the

20 meeting in which White House Counsel's Office expressed their opinion that this alternate

21 electors plan was not legally sound?

2 A The intial meeting that I'm thinking of or generally and broadly speaking

23 about the events?

2 Q How about we start with the initial meeting and then broadly speaking,

25 others who may have received the same message.
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1 A Initially — the initial meeting that I'm thinking about in my head, Mr. Scott

2 Perry was present for, but | don't want to attribute White House counsel's opinion to that

3 meeting being let's entertain this, keep us in the loop versus no. Just |recall their

4 opinions being expressed in the first meeting that I'mthinking about with Mr. Scott Perry.

5 Q How about this: How about, in meetings ~ let me back up and rephrase.

6 Which MembersofCongresswere present during meetings at which the White

7 House Counsel's Office expressedtheiropinion that this plan related to alternate electors

8 was notlegally sound, as opposed to just discussions about followup or further research?

9 Mr. Passantino. You understand

10 Ms. Hutchinson. Mr. Perry is the member that immediately jumps out to me,

11 and i'm only just want to be cautious because there frequently were Members that

12 would dial into meetings as a presence, but they weren't physically present. And | know

13 that sometimes there were other people on the line that | wasn't aware of. Mr. Perry is

14 one that immediately jumps to mind as me recalling him physically being there and then

15 pushing back on him.

16 Now, Mr. Jordan also would dial into meetings frequently, and | don't want to

17 attribute White House Counsel's Office pushing back on Mr. Jordan because | don't know

18 whether Mr. Jordan was personally pushing for that legal theory,ifthat makes any sense,

19 orifitwas just them broadly speaking in the presence of Mr. Jordan.

1) The only one that immediately jumps out to me as being there and them kind of

21 pushing backa little bit would be both Mr. Perry, Mr. Gaetz Matt Gaetz ~ Mr. Gohmert,

22 Louie Gohmert of Texas.

2 And i's entirely possible that there was more too. I'm just 1 want to be careful

24 and not attribute any of the actions or words from White House Counsel's Office to

25 Members of Congress or external interests, just because it’s difficult for me to look back
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1 and recall details of those meetings or conversations that happened where the Members

2 were advocating for those theories personally, if that makes sense.

3 oy vrI:
4 Q  Itdoes, yes.

$ And there's a meeting on December 2Ist in the White House at which some of

6 those Members were present. Do you think it was that meetingora different meeting?
7 A Irecall them having conversations with Members that were a part of that

8 ‘meeting, but there also were several Members that participated in that meeting that

9 were frequently present throughout this period that we're discussing.

10 Q Isee. Let me aska follow-on question. It's related but not the same.

un We just talked about the theory or excuse me the effort to have alternate
12 electors meet and cast votes for then-President Trump in States that he had lost. | want

13 to fast-forward a little bit. And the kind of follow-on theory that | know you have been

14 tryingto distinguish in your mind and | appreciate that but like the follow-on theory
15 for John Eastman is that, because these votes now exist, because the Republican electors

16 have met and cast theirvotes, then the Vice President can choose to count those or not
17 count those during the Joint Session of Congress.
18 Do you remember any meetings at which third parties, so not White House

19 personnel or not executive branch members, were present in which the White House:
20 Counsel's Office saidthat that, that use of the theory like that of John Eastman, was not

2a legally sound?

2 A Yes. Butlcan'tattribute a specific meeting just because | don't recall right

23 now. But do recall --

24 Q  Itdid happen?

2s A ves
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1 Q And you were about to say you do recall. Can you continue that?

2 A Iwas goingto say| do recall there being meetings. And I feel redundant

3 and! apologize for that, but| recall there being meetings where Mr. Eastman's name was

4 broughtin in association with the theories and White House Counsel's Office telling

5 external interests that you have to be super careful with this, you don't find legal reason

6 behind this, let's kindof pump the brakes alitle bit more on this. But it's t's difficult

7 tokind of navigate in my head what those meetings were and what individual Members

8 of Congress would have been present or dialed in.

9 Q Was Mr. Trump present for anyofthose meetings, that you recall?

10 A The White House Counsel's Office pushback?

1 a Yes

2 Mr. Passantino. With third parties present.

13 Ms. Hutchinson. I'm not sure. ~ At the time, I'm not sure.

1a ll Okay. Before we leave that topic,| know there are a number of

15 memberson aswell. Ill see if they have any questions.

16 okay. mr.

w vl. dont. Nothankyou.
18 MrEL. Allright. Sowe're going to switch gears now and go to the

19 beginning of November. Did you have any role, whether formal or not, with respect to

20 President Trump's reelection campaign?

2 Mr. Passantino. I'm sorry. Informal like ~~ I'm sorry. Define what you mean

22 by informal.”

2 vr sure, ves.
2 oy Mr. I:

2 Q So, 1 guess, formal | wouldthinkof as somebody who's, you know, working,
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1 has certain hours, you have a schedule, whether paid or not. Informal, just as things

2 came up, you would assist with the campaign or people associated with the campaign to

3 help.

a A traveled with Mr. Trump and Mr. Meadows | believe to every single rally in

the height of the campaign. Might have been one I didn't go to in the summer,

6 but-yeah. Solat times had fielded incoming from individuals employed by the

7 campaign, either on the ground, or| had a rally planning tobring things to Mr. Meadows’

8 awareness. So informal, yes, but nothing substantive in nature of planning ralies, more

9 of just as a conduit between the campaign and the White House.

10 Q  Soit sounds like you just kind of helped Mr. Meadows with his

11 campaign related functions. Is that accurate?

2 A Yessir,

3 Q Could you generally describe what you understood his campaign-related

14 functions tobe?

15 A Mr. Meadows wasn't reall involved with planning who would be on the

16 ground, either as a greeter or in a VIP section, planning what the rally would like look lke,
17 where rallies would be. Mr. Meadows frequently met with campaign officials and White

18 House officials about logistically planning rallies but also planning speakers, participants,

19 frequencyoftravel. Soe had a pretty extensive role in campaign operations.

2 Q And what did you understand his ole to beafter election day with respect to

21 the campaign, ifany?
2 A His role after the campaign was primarily coordinating with the individuals

23 that had not been off-boarded from the campaign and coordinating with those individuals

24 that were still employed by the campaign and were working on looking for election fraud

25 and making sure that they were working in connection with the White House.
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1 Q Who were some of those people who were looking at issues of election

2 fraud on the campaign that Mr. Meadows would coordinate with?

3 A It's just difficult because, at this time, there had already been people

4 offboarded from the campaign that we were still working with but weren't paid by the

5 campaign.

6 Q Okay. And who are those people, even if they were not formally being paid

7 bythe campaign anymore?

5 A Yeah. |mean, Jason Miler, Bill tepien. Its just difficult because

9 1 sometimes to be frank and honest about this, | didn't always know who worked on

10 the campaign and who just worked as volunteers or with other external organizations.

11 Again, I'd never been part of the campaign, so that was like my group of people.

2 Q Understood. And that's totally fine.

13 So with respect to the fraud and thefraud allegations, there was a lot of that

14 floating around in the postelection period, and | understand that Mr. Meadows had some

15 role in passing them on to the Department of Justice, for example, coordinating with the

16 campaign to look into them.

FY Did you ever talk to Mr. Meadows about the various claims of election fraud that

18 were circulatingafter the election? Particularly, Il start with the Dominion voting

19 machines allegation.

1) A ljust want to make sure I'm understanding your question correctly.

21 Whether| had conversations with Mr. Meadows about his work with campaign officials

22 about Dominion voting machines or subjects of that nature?

2 Q Well, let me clarify. Yeah. Did you ever talk to Mr. Meadows about

24 allegations of fraud related to Dominion voting machines?

2 A Mr. Meadows had raised that issue with me.
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1 Q Did he ever express that he thought it was a valid allegation that Dominion

2 voting machines were being used to fip or had been hacked to change the outcome of
3 theelection?

a A Mr. Meadows thought, as he had expressed it to me, that t was theory
5 worthy of exploring more extensively.

s Q Do you know if it ever got beyond just beinga theory, like he had actual

7 proof or reached a conclusion that Dominion voting machines had been hacked and

8 changed the outcome of the election, for example?
5 A Whether he had information that he perceived to be proof or factually

10 correct, what he accepted as the truth?
n Mr. Passantino, Don't mean to answerthe questionfor you, but think the

12 question was do you know whether he subjectively believed that the theory was a proper

13 theory
14 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't want to speculate on Mr. Meadows’ thoughts, but as

15 they had been expressed to me at various points, he believed that it was something

16 worthy of looking into and thatwas a strong possibilty. But | don't want to speculate
17 nor definitively say, yes, he thought that this was entirely valid or, no, he didn't think it

18 wasentirelyvalid.

19 well And | appreciate you being - yeah. |appreciate you being careful

20 onthatpoint.

2 Vil put it this way. In December, early December, Bill Barr came out publicly and
22 said that he had seen no evidence of widespread fraud sufficient to change the outcome

23 ofthe election. Do you know whether Mr. Meadows agreed privately, most ikely, with
24 that analysis or assessment?

2s Ms. Hutchinson. Privately - in terms of my conversations with himor his private
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1 thoughtsor his conversations with Mr. Barr?

2 wirJ. Any conversations you know of where Mr. Meadows expressed his

3 thoughts on that, whether Mr. Barr's statement was accurate,that there was no evidence

4 of widespread fraud sufficient to change the outcome of the election.

5 Mr. Passantino. Again, he's asking you if you know what Mr. Meadows thought

6 based on what you said,

7 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ After Mr. Barr had made that statement or even perhaps a

8 couple of hours before -- | don't want to put a timestamp on it - Mr. Meadows had

9 expressed perhaps he's right. But to my recollection, it was more along the lines of - it's

10 my recollection it was more along the lines of he jumped the gun on saying this; it was a

11 little premature,

2 vr Do you know what he meant by "jumped the gun"? In other

13 words, when would the appropriatetime be to say that?

1a Mr. Passantino. I'm sorry. That's not really a fair question because it assumes

15 that there was a I'm not trying to coach here at all, but that was not really a fair

16 question toask

FY vel Yeah, okay. Understood. That was somewhat loaded.

18 oY vr.

19 Q Soletmeaskit | guess, this way. If Mr. Meadows said to you that Mr. Barr

20 may have jumped the gun in making the announcement about no widespread fraud

21 sufficient to change the outcome of the election, do you know what he meant when he

22 said jumped the gun to you,or what did you interpret that to mean?

2 A ljustwantto be careful. “Jumped the gun" was just a phrase that popped

24 inmyhead

2 a okay.
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1 A Itwasn'tverbatim. It was more along the lines of this might have been

2 premature; this was alittle early. And he frequently said things along those lines when

3 he believed it should be more extensively lookedat and researched. And, again, | know

4 by proximity and nature of my role with him that there also were conversations that he

5 had. Now, didn't and don't perceive those conversations to be as --

6 Q  Letmeaskitthisway.

7 A his line of thinking that what he had said to me and to others around this

8 time, which was, you know, Okay, maybe he's right, but | - as expressed, it was his - they

9 should've dedicated more time before we had a member of our administration kind of

10 come out and say something this conclusive without vetting it or running it by anybody

1 internally first

2 Q Ise

13 A Ithink he saw it maybe as a step out of the protocol that he had wished for

14 people to adhere to, whichwaselevated to him and they could have a topic or they

15 could have a discussion about it prior to publicly saying something that definitive and

16 media worthy of media attention.

uv Q  Soisitfairto say that Mr. Meadows thought that Mr. Barr should have come.

18 tohim before making that announcement, as you understand it?

19 A Ibelieve it'd be fair to say that Mr. Meadows believed that there was a

20 disconnect with Mr. Barr. And whether he was expecting Mr. Barr to say it in that

21 moment or later on, I'm not sure. But| think that he would have appreciated a more

22 candid and extensive conversation internally prior to Mr. Barr making those public

23 comments.

2 Q And what about in early January of 2021, so before the 6th, did Mr.

25 Meadows ever say - did you ever hear him say that he thought thatthere was proof of
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1 widespread fraud that actually would change the outcome of the election?

2 A Yessir
3 Q You did hear him say that; he thought that Mr. Trump had actually won the
4 election?

s A rmsony.
6 Mr. Passantino, Be careful. Your words, not his words.
7 oy win.
8 Q Yeah. |guessl'llaskitin, hopefully, a little bit clearer way. Did he say in

9 early January, before the 6th, Mr. Meadows that is, that he thought the President actually

10 had lost?

1 A Mr. Meadows certainly acknowledged the fact that Mr. Trump may not have
12 won the election as a steep of margins that individuals were saying that he had. But,

13 definitively speaking, | can't attest or attribute any of Mr. Meadows’ personal thoughts to

14 thisperiod. And, again, apologize. Its difficult when I'mtrying tophrase toyou
15 and trying to look back and decipher conversations | had with him, because he certainly

16 acknowledged that there was a chance that we hadn't won by as steep of margins, but he

17 certainly also expressed that widespread fraud had altered the outcome of the election
18 and that was still worthy of evaluating and looking into a little bit deeper.

19 Q Okay. So he thought fraud could have affected the election. But did Mr.

20 Meadows say to you that he thought it affected the outcome; inotherwords, that now
2a President Biden didn't actually win, based on evidence that he had seen?

2 A Would you repeatthatone time? I'm sorry.
23 Q Sure. Yeah. Soin that period, we're talking again about early January,

24 before the 6th, essentially, did Mr. Meadows acknowledge to you privately or otherwise

25 that he thought President Biden actually won and not Mr. Trump, despite the fact that
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1 there may have been fraud or irregularities in the election?

2 Mr. Passantino. You can answer it again.

3 Ms. Hutchinson. My short answer is no.

a vc. Okay.

5 Ms. Hutchinson. But Mr. Meadows had acknowledged that -| suppose the best

6 wayof me phrasing it is Mr. Meadows had acknowledged that, as weprogressed through

7 this period, towards the end of December, early January,prior to January 6th, that there

8 wasafairlylikely chance that Mr. Biden would be sworn in on January 20th.

9 But his personal opinions of fraud | can't attest to. | can attest to what | had had

10 discussionswith him about or what| had been participating indiscussions with him about

11 oroverhearing. And that's, again, more along the linesof there was fraud. How much

12 fraud, we're not sure. But he remained fairly consistent, to my recollection, in his belief

13 that the fraud did alter the outcome of the election and tipped it n favor of Mr. Biden,

14 President Biden, now President Biden.

15 wr. lL Did you ever talk to Mr. Meadows about having the President

16 concede the election, pending knowledge that President Biden, now President Biden, had

17 won?

1 Ms. Hutchinson. Whether Mr. Meadows had conversations with Mr. Trump?

19 Mr. passantino. No, no. With you.

1) Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Oh, with me about

2 Mr. Passantino. Yeah.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Mr. Meadows and | had conversations individually together and

23 ingroups that there should be a plan in place should Mr. Trump concede or have to

24 concede on January 6th and what that may look like.

2 viel 01d Mr. Meadows evertell you that he thought the President
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1 should concede, at any point before January 6th?

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Mr. Meadows received a lot of communications from

3 individuals saying that they believed that the President should concede, and he had

4 discussed that outreach with me, but I'm not sure what his personal opinion was on it

5 Asi recallin our discussions, it was more if we have to, how does that look, what does

6 that look like, what should we do, and how should we approach that.

7 ve Do you know if he ever told the President that he should concede,

8 atany point after the election and before January 6th?

9 Ms. Hutchinson. I'mnot sure.

10 vi Any follow-up questions on that?

1 Mr. Passantino, Yeah. Just let us know when you're at a good breaking point.

12 Imsorry.

13 wr Yeah. Let me seeif there's any followup from any of the members

14 oranybody in the room, andif there's not, this is a good spot.

15 Mr. Raskin. Id like to follow up but just on the last point the witness was

16 speakingabout.

FY Did you ever have conversation with Mr. Meadows about the more than 60

18 Federal and State court decisions that rejected attacks on the election outcome, and was

19 that something that figured intoyour discussions or his analysis?

1) Ms. Hutchinson. | apologize. Would you remind repeating the first part?

2 Mr. Raskin. Whether - you know, there were dozens of Federal and State court

22 cases brought at different points. And I'm just wondering whether that was part of the

23 analysis at this point of whether or not Trump had really won the election or he had lost

24 the election?

2 Ms. Hutchinson, ~ So as the court cases - the verdicts of each court case was
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1 ruled and became public, that certainly factored into Mr. Meadows’ view on what the

2 eventual outcome of the election would be, whether or not Mr. Trump would be sworn in

3 fora second term or Mr. Biden would be sworn in for his first term. But | don't know

4 specifically whether Mr. Trump — or whether Mr. Meadows felt that the court cases were

5 wrongor right. just know that, as the decisions came out and as - and this is his

6 phrasing - but as it looked a ttle more grim for Mr. Trump, you know, | know that his

7 optimism about the outcome that Mr. Trump wanted was starting to dwindle, ifthat

8 helps answer your question.

9 Mr. Raskin. Yes. Thankyou very much.

10 Ms. Hutchinson. Thank you.

n mc Thankyou, Mr. Raskin.

2 Anyother members have questionsat this point?

13 Allright. Then, at this point, why don't we take a break. And let's gooff the

14 record

15 [Recess.]
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1

2 wr. Jl. Allright. Well, then, with that, let's go back on the record.

3 It's 2:44, and we're back on the record with the transcribed interview of

4 Ms.Cassidy Hutchinson.

5 oY vr.

6 Q I'mgoing to drawyour attention to November the 25th, which is a meeting

7 atthe White House, which a number of Pennsylvania, | believe, State legislators and

8 others attended and that you provided some documents about.

9 soif we could pull up[I »'e>se

10 And this is a text message exchange that you had with somebody namedfff]-- or

1 initial} namedBE Whois that?

2 A That was the assistant detail leader on Mr. Meadows’ Secret Service detail,

1»

14 Q And forgive me, but you said he worked with Mr. Meadows’ detail?

15 A Yes. Heisinthe Secret Service. He's still in the Secret Service. He was

16 the assistant detail leader on our detail.

7 Q Okay. Now, this message string starts with you making a comment, This is

18 suchashitshow. He says, Oh, yeah

19 You said, | had to cancel my hair appointment to drive to Gettysburg. This isa

20 nightmare. He goes on, says, Oh, man, I'm sorry.

2 Then you said, You heard how Mark is motorcadingto G'burg right now and

22 POTUSisntanymore. And then at the end you say, Now Mark said there's a chance

23 theywon'tgoto Ghurg.

2 So can you explain the context for these messages?

5 A Yeah. Justsoasa brefbackground)NNN vv i Ni.
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1 Meadows was flying to Plant City, Florida, this night, for Thanksgiving. Sol NE

2 [IEEE vos down waiting to pick him up at the airport in Florida. Mr. Meadows

3 was supposed to leaveearlier in the afternoon, and then he ended up going into work for

4 afullday. Solwas trying to keepour guys down in Florida looped into that timing was

5 shifting.

5 Now, with these messages specifically, there was hearings in Gettysburg,

7 Pennsylvania, this day about election fraud issues, and Mr. Trump had entertained

8 potentially going to Gettysburg. | don't recall whether he wanted to sit in on the

9 meetingsor just be inthebackor say anything. | don't recall why he wanted to go, but

10 dorecall im wanting to potentially go, and we were looking into that.

1 That morning, we had pulled his trip down, Mr. Meadows offered to go in his

12 place, and we had our team ready to take us upto Gettysburg, be there for the day, and

13 then Mr. Meadows and | would have come back to D.C. that ight, and then he would

14 have flown to Georgia or to ~ yeah, to Plant City, Florida, from there.

15 However, once we had communicated with people who were at the hearings in

16 Pennsylvania - and | don'trecall everybody, but |do recall Ms. Jenna Ells being the

17 primary point of contact. And| know Mr. Giuliani, although |don't recall if Mr. Rudy

18 Giuliani was in Pennsylvania that day. So we decided -- Mr. Meadows had decided that

19 it was better for him to stay back at the White House, keep working from his office, and

20 then bring the people that Mr. Trump wanted to meet with in Pennsylvania to the White.

21 House thatevening.
2 Q And that, of course, is eventually what happened, right? ~ A bunch of people

23 who from Pennsylvania, rather, drove down from Pennsylvania and met with the

24 President at the White House that night?

2s A Yessir.
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1 Q Now, in something like that, if you could just educate me a little bit, what

2 would be your role in going to Pennsylvania with Mark Meadows?

3 A just traveled with him wherever he went, so t was only natural for me to

4 goon that tip with him too.

5 Q  Andin response to your last question, you had gone through a number of

6 what wanted to address with you, so1f you don't mind just bearingwith me a moment.

7 I think you mentioned that Ms. Ellis was the primary point of contact for the

8 hearing in Pennsylvania. Is that right?

9 A Ms. Ellis was there, and she was somebody that Mr. Meadows and other

10 individuals that were at the White House that day were communicating with about us

11 goingto Gettysburg. | don't want to say she was the sole primary point of contact, just

12 because | know that there was other people that were involved in these discussions that

13 were physically in Gettysburg, but | don't recall who they are right now. But | do know

14 that Ms. Elis had a pretty significant role in those conversations.

15 Q And to your knowledge, with respect to Ms. Ellis, did she actually represent

16 Mr. Trump or the campaign, or was she an outside advisor who didn't actually have a

17 legal agreement to representeitherof them, if you know?

1s A just want to make sure I'm understanding your question correctly.

19 Mr. Passantino. He's just asking if you know whether she was legally

20 representinghim orjust an advisor.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. No, | don't know specifically. Ms. Ellis, | think, is a lawyer.

2 ovwieJ
23 Q Okay. Fairenough. And |won'taskyouto

2 A 1don't know, like, if whether - I didn't and | don't know whether she was

25 specificallyappointed by him or asked by him to represent him on anything.
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1 Q Okay. And those can be complicated issues, so | wont ask you to opine on

2 them.

3 Now, in addition to this hearing in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Mr. Trump's

4 campaign, along with Mr. Giuliani, had other what I'l cal hearings in other States, such as

5 Georgia and Arizona. Are you familiar with those other hearings as well?

6 A Yes

7 Q Did you goto any of those hearings?

5 A Noir.

° Q What was your understanding of the purpose of those hearings, some of

10 which, you know, occurred in hotel ballrooms, for example?

1 A Tobe honest, I didn't watch any of them. | know the purpose was to

12 discuss ona State level with State legislatures - legislators instances of fraud that could

13 perhaps percolate into something that was on our message of ofthe White House's

14 message of campaign's message of the election was stolen; there was widespread

15 fraud; Mr. Trump won the election, not Mr. Biden

16 Q And, earlier, we talked about the alternate electors idea. Do you know if

17 these hearings were intended or related to efforts to have State legislatures choose

18 Republican electors as opposed to Democrat electors in States that the President had

19 lost?

1) A Atthetime, | didn't follow the hearings very much, so | don't know.

2 Q Whose idea ater the Gettysburg hearing on November 25th was it to have

22 various people, including State legislators, come down and meet with the President in the

23 White House?

2 Mr. Passantino. If you know.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. 1 don't knowifthe idea ~ | don't know. And | don't know if
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1 theidea could be attributed to one specific person. 1recall Mr. Meadows getting
2 outreach from several individuals saying that it would be a good idea, but | don't recall if

5 Rwasatways us from ane person hat was aking the lee ar the efforts o ff wes
4 moreof a collective understanding of people involved that were sortofclosely read in on

$ activities going on in the States.

s oweJR
7 Q And before we get to that, | should backup just very briefly.

8 Do you know whether Mr. Meadows or anybody else in the White House

9 expressed concern about having these hearings in various States at which Mr. Giuliani

10 was a witness or participated and presented evidence of purported fraud?

u A 1inow there were concerns raised internally but | dons wan to speculate
12 or pin anybody's personal opinionson them.

13 Q Okay. Do you remember what the concerns were? Oh, I'm sorry.

wu A————————
15 This is the hard part about doing video depositions -- or interviews rather. |

16 apologize, Ms. Hutchison.

uv Do you remember what the concerns were about the hearings and who afed
18 them?

19 A Broadly speaking, a lot of the concerns were just around the legitimacy and

20 distinguishing whether this was an official position that the White House was going to

2a adopt, meaning Mr. Trump was going to adopt, or if this was efforts that the White House

22 was veadinon and was ware of but wasn't taking definitive response on. And
23 believe the individuals that expressed those concerns wanted there to be a clear

24 distinction favoring more ofthe side of, we're string, tis is g00d, or they re exchanging
25 incl discourse, they are raising those concerns, but we're not gong o take an offal
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1 position on this. Attributing that to specific individuals, | can't and | don't recall.

2 The conversations about this were pretty widespread. So if you have any

3 individuals that you wouldlie to ask aboutormorespecifics involving Mr. Meadowsand

a his conversations, I'm happy to help answer that a little bit more.

5 Q Okay. Did Mr. Meadows have those concerns?

5 A Broadly speaking, Mr. Meadows’ concerns about this topic that him andI

7 had conversations about or | was present or overheard his conversations was mainly

8 around the idea of everybody continued to talk to me, work with me, let's make sure

9 we're all on the same message. Let's not say the President has an opinion on anything.

10 So it was him looking out for Mr. Trump and people not attributing anything directly to

11 Mr. Trump without Mr. Trump or Mr. Meadows’ guidance or final word.
12 Mr. Meadows also was supportive of these hearings going on in States and

13 frequently discussed watching them or attending them and, you know, how he thought

14 the White House could be best represented in them without walking that fine line

15 of —- oh-oh.

16 Mr. Passantino. Did we lose you guys?

7 vc No, we're here. Have you ost video?

18 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. It looks like we've got a low bandwidth.

19 wcll. Okay. That happens sometimes. Ifyou giveusjust a couple of

20 minutes, what we'll probably dois sign out and sign right back in.
2a Mr. Passantino. Okay.

2 vc Gearwithus. Thankyou

23 [Video malfunction.]

2 wcll. Okay. Isthat better? Can you see us now?

2s Mr. Passantino, Yes. Yeah, we can.
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1 BE. Allright. Great. Apologies.
2 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't remember where | left off. | apologize.

3 Mr. Passantino, That'sall right. He'l ask another.
. oy vr.I:
5 Q  Ithink we left off about Mr. Meadows' potential concernswith some of the

6 hearings that were going on in the States, oryour response to my question about that at
7 least.
8 A And|believe the point that | was wrapping up was, you know, broadly

9 speaking, Mr. Meadows was fond of these hearings going on at the State level because

10 they were looking into claims that could potentially be legitimate. So Mr. Meadows’

11 opinion on them - you'd have to ask him hs specific tain of thought on them. But in
12 ‘my view, from conversations that | had with him that he had with others, that | am aware

13 of, he was not opposed to anything going on at the State levelatthis time.

1 Q Okay. Did he ever tell you whether he though that the hearings and the
15 evidence presented there would help State legislatures understand and then do

16 something about potentially the outcome of the election in those States?

w A Yessit
18 Q  Anddid he, in fact, think that, that those hearings could have that effect?

19 A You have to ask him whether he truly personally believed it, but I'm under

20 the expression that it was a legitimate thought of his, yes.

2a Q Okay. If we could pull up exhibit 21. And this is a series of text messages

2 that you provided to us, Ms. Hutchison, from somebody named BK and with the name

23 Bernie. | assume that's Bernie Kerik. Is that a fair assumption?

2 A Yessin
2s Q Why were you textingwithMr. Kerik?
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1 A Idon'trecall who put me in contact with Mr. Kerik. |believe it was Boris

2 Epshteyn perhaps who put us in contact. And Mr. Kerik was in Pennsylvania that day.

3 Ab,so that's where it starts.

4 Q Isthisthe first time you rememberexchangingtext messages with Mr.

5 Kerik?

5 A Yessir

7 Q Allright. And we'll scroll through the first pageof ourexhibit, which shows,

8 it looks like a driver's identification card and the back side of the identification card.

9 If we can go to page 2. Showssome of the person's personal information, as well

10 as Mr. Kerik's, and a business card for Senator Mario Scavello from the 40th District in

1 Pennsylvania.

12 And then you ask for a passenger list. And it looks like you sent a list of

13 passengers -- of people that you expected to attend or show up at the White House on

14 Novemberthe 25th. Isthat right?

15 A That's correct.

16 Q And how did you develop this list of people you expected to showupat the

17 White House that day?

18 A Communications as they were -- | apologize. | want to make sure | phrase

19 this correctly. But communications as they were a litte bit sporadic and there wasn't an

20 established channel of communications, so itwas a little less organized than | think

21 internal people would have wanted. And so | was receiving incoming from Boris.

22 Epshteyn communicating people that were going — okay. | guess | should | apologize
23 for not doing this sooner.

2 Mr. Meadows and Mr. Giuliani had a conversation - several conversations earlier

25 that day about Mr. Trump going, then not going, Mr. Meadows potentially going to go
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1 and then not coming. And then Mr. Meadows asked Mr. Giuliani who he could have his

2 team coordinate with. And then that's when they put me in contact with Mr. Epshteyn

3 and Mr. Kerik

4 Now, there's people's information coming from Mr. Epshteyn, Mr. Kerik. People

5 were communicating to Ms. Molly Michael, and then Ms. Molly Michael would either call

6 me Itypically - this might have been one of the first times| did meeting logistics. It

7 wasn't something | really ever did before.

8 Sot was alittle bit more discombobulated. We were pretty short staffed that

9 day because it was the day before Thanksgiving, so there was a lot of cooks in the kitchen

10 on this particular event. Ms. Michael, Mr. Kerik, and Mr. Epshteyn were the primary

11 people | think | was in contactwith that day.

2 Q Okay. Ifwe can scroll continue scrolling. I'll show you page 4of exhibit

13 No.21. These are still messages with Mr. Kerik, showing his vehicle registration

14 information. And we stop there. An identification for an individual named James.

15 Phillip Waldron. And if we keep scrolling, some personal information for him.

16 And then on to page 5, it says: We should be arriving just before 6. And you

17 send what looks to be a final lst, as best | can tell at this point, with 29 individuals.

18 Is it your understandingthat all of these people showed up to meet at the White

19 House on November the 25thafter the hearing in Pennsylvania?

20 A Yes. And ldo believe there were maybe a couple more because | do.

21 rememberhaving to go andedit the list.

2 Q Okay. And Phil Waldron, had you ever talked to him before orseen him

23 before November 25th?

2 A Ibelieve November 25thisthe first time | saw | had met Mr. Waldron. |

25 know that we met several times after that, but | believe November 25th was the first time
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1 that! had communicated with and met him in person.

2 Q What was your understandingof Mr. Waldron’ role with respect to what

3 call the campaign, whatever is left over from the campaign in the postelection period?

a A On November 25th, | had absolutely no idea who he was.

s Q Were youin the meeting

s A 1 didnt know that he was - | didn't know that he was going to end up taking

7 amore prominent role. 1 thought that he would have just I thought at the time he.

8 was just another guest that was coming that day to meet the President.

° Q And you said he did take a more prominent role ultimately?

10 A He came back to the White House, and he continued speaking with Mr.

11 Meadows on and off throughout November, December, January, where a lot of these

12 other individuals, you know, November 25th was the first and last time they came to the

13 White House.

1 Q Do you know what Mr. Waldron came to talk to Mr. Meadows about

15 throughout that period?

16 A Issuesofelection fraud.

7 Q Would he come by himself or with others?

1 A believe he always came with others. | don't believe him and Mr.

19 Meadows ever met individually.

2 Q Now, this is jumping ahead a bit, and we don't have thisas an exhibit. We

21 understand that Mr. Waldron had some role in a PowerPoint presentation about options.

22 forJanuary the 6th. And this has been circulating more recently, so | don't want you to

23 base your answers on anything you learned recently. But do you remember Mr.

24 Waldron and his role in that PowerPoint at al?

2 A I remember Mr. Waldron bringing up the PowerPoint, and | don't recall
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1 whether he emailed it to me or but | recall him saying it'll be inyour email. 1 don't

2 recallhow. And ido recall the PowerPoint from that time.

3 Q Is that one of the PowerPoints you referred to earlier, do you think, when we

4 talked about PowerPoints and Mr. Eastman and some of the other theories?

5 A Yessir.

6 Q And you received that PowerPointdirectly from Mr. Waldron?

7 A don't —1 don't recall who| received it from, but | recall Mr. Waldron

8 discussing that PowerPoint,either that | would be soon receiving or that he would be

9 sending me.

10 Q What did he ask - or what did he want you to do with that PowerPoint, if

11 anything and to your understanding?

2 A don't recall him asking me to take specific action on i,other than | knew

13 thathe wanted it to be discussed, knewthat it would be a topic of conversationsif not

14 meetings. Butl don't recall him asking me at the time to take specific instruction or

15 action on any materials that may or may not have come across my desk that he was.

16 involvedin.

7 Q Do youremember whether this PowerPoint was ever presented to Members

18 of Congress?

19 A 1 guess the PowerPoint that I'm thinking of that was presented to members

20 inthe Cabinet Room meeting on December 2ist. But to be fair, there were several

21 PowerPoints that had come across my desk. So, | mean, I'm thinkingof the ones that

22 believe wasn that meeting, but there is numerous a number of presentations.

23 Q Okay. Andwell get to that meeting in particular in a moment. But you

24 remember discussions on December 21st in the meeting in the Cabinet Room about

25 something related to optionsfor Januarythe 6th and the Joint Session of Congress?
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1 A Yessir.

2 Q Okay. Andwewill getto that.

3 Getting back to the exhibit that we had up, which is the text messages with Bernie

4 Kerik

5 A put those away.

6 a rmsory.

7 A Thatsokay. |jumped the gun on that one.

8 Mr. Passantino. ~ Optimism.

9 sy MRI:

10 Q Allright. Soon page 6, you say -this is at 1753, s0 5:53, If | can do my

11 mathright. Itsays, You are all cleared to enter the complex at 17th Street and State

12 Place. Secret Service will show everyone where to park.

13 You talk about security. And you say, From there, they'll bring you into the West

14 Wing. Iam with POTUS and the chief, but call me if you haveany questions or issues.

15 Soit seems like you were with the President and Mr. Meadows before this

16 meeting with Pennsylvania personnel. Is that right?

7 A don't recall if| was in the Oval Office at thetimeofsending this text

18 message orif | had stepped out to send itor ran back to my office, but | was in and out of

19 the Oval Office throughout that entire afternoon. ~ So it was likely me checking in with

20 them tolet them knowthat they're all cleared to go in and that, like, | was available to

21 have conversationswith them if any issues happenedat the gate.

2 Q What was your understandingofthe purpose of this meeting when they

23 came to the White House?

2 A My understandingatthe time was it was more ofa - Mr. Trump is a very

25 hospitable man and he's an entertainer and he likes people to feel appreciated. So my
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1 understanding at the time was he wanted to welcome the people to the White House

2 that night, have a conversation with them so he could personally thank them for speaking
3 outagainst allegations of election fraud on the national stage that day.

a Q Were youn the meeting with the President when the people identified in

thelist that you sent in the text showed up?

s A Soit wasn'ta formal meeting, but | was in physical proximity with the

7 individuals on and off throughout that night, and | was in the Oval when they went in for

8 photos with him.

° Q Okay. Sothey took

10 A [Inaudible] from start to finish, no. | had been going in and out.

n Q It sounds ike they took photographs in the Oval Office. Did they also

12 discuss what had happened that day in the hearings in Pennsylvania with the President in

13 theOvalOffice?

1a A Between the Oval Office and the Cabinet Room, yes.

15 Q And were those discussions the onesyou just described about the President

16 expressing his thanks forraising these issues?

FY A Broadlyspeaking, yes.

18 Q Do you remember the President making any requests of the group from

19 Pennsylvania?

1) A Notspecifcally, no.

2 Q Okay. Sowe understand that the President may have asked the

22 Pennsylvania delegation to hold a special session to appoint Trump and Pence electors for

23 the purposesofthe later electoral college vote, even though the certification had already

24 happened of the vote in Pennsylvania

2 D0 you remember that coming upatall in the meeting with the Pennsylvania
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1 delegation on November 25th?

2 A I remember that being discussed, but | don't remember interpreting that as a

3 specific request or action that hewanted them to take. ButI recall that coming up

4 generally.

5 Q Can you tell us what you remember on that topic coming up?

6 A I don't recall any verbatim phrasing of it. | apologize if this is redundant. |

7 recall thattopic coming up in several of the individuals that traveled to see him that night

8 saying, We'll lookinto it, sir, anything to keep you around, you know, more of the

9 chummy conversation that they were engaging in at the time. It was friendly

10 conversation, and | don't recall it being anything that was -- had nefarious intent or an

1 explicit request.

2 Q Do you know if anybody from Pennsylvania who attended the meetings in

13 the White House or thegreeting in the White House on November 25th told the

1a President that they couldn't hold a special session to appoint Trump or Pence electors?

15 A No, I don't recall that, but it also wasn't really a conversation | was paying

16 super close attention to.
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1

2 Eaepm
3 ov weJ:
a Q Do youremember anything else about that meeting that the President said

5 to the group?

5 A Nothing specifically at this time.

7 Q Sol understand that, | believe maybe just earlier or just after that, that two

8 representatives from Michigan, Senate Majority Leader Shirkey and House Speaker Lee

9 Chatfield also went to the White House and met with the President in the Oval Office.

10 Do you know anything about that meeting?

n A Could you repeat their names, please?

12 Q Sure. Senate Majority Leader Shirkey and House Speaker Lee Chatfield

13 from Michigan.

14 A recall the Michigan meeting, but | don't recall those certain individuals

15 Q Okay. What do you remember about the Michigan meeting? And, to be

16 clear, there were other people who attended the White House meeting along with

17 Senator Shirkey and Speaker Chatfield.
18 A I honestly don't recall that many specifics about that meeting.

1 Q Do you remember why the President wanted to meet with them in the
20 White House, where he specifically invited them?

2 A Broadly speaking, to discuss the results of the election, to discuss potential

22 instances of voter fraud and how the State was going to approach that when addressing it

23 on the national level, and it was elevated to Congress later the next month and the

24 following month after that
25 Q And when you say “elevated to Congress," are you referring to the joint
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1 session on January 6th?

2 A Thats correct.

3 Q Moving litle bit away from that, on December 7th, Texas, the State of

4 Texas, filed a lawsuit in the Supreme Court against Pennsylvania related to the outcome

5 ofthe election. Understand that a number of State attorneys general signed on to

6 supportinthe daysafterit was filed.

7 Do you know whether the White House or — excuse me — anybody in the White

8 House or with the campaign had any role in seeking support for that lawsuit from the

9 attomeys general?

10 A recall Mr. Meadows having discussions and being involved in that, but

11 don't recall whether he was actively supporting it or pushing for it.

2 Q Okay. Andjustto be clear, so you don't know -or do you know if

13 Mr. Meadowswas trying to get State attorneys general to sign on to the lawsuit in the

14 Supreme Court?

15 A just recall him having conversations with State attorney generals. don't

16 recall whether he was trying to coerce them into signing on or make a case for them

17 signingon. But] do recall him wanting to reach out and reaching out to State attorney

18 generals on that mater.

19 Q Do you remember anything he told them or said to them in that outreach?

1) A Idon't recall specifically. | don't think | was present. | might've been

21 present for some of the conversations, but don't | don't recall any, like, specifics of

2 them.

2 Q Did heask anybody else in the White House to help with that effort, that

24 you're aware of, the outreach to State attorneys general?

2 A Tmnotsure,
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1 Q So that same lawsuit, over 120 Members of Congress signed on as well.

2 Was Mr. Meadows involved in any effort to get Members of Congress to sign on to the

4 A Mr. Meadows communicated with MembersofCongress about that lawsuit,

$ but I'm not sure if he communicated with them to convince them to sign on or to inquire

; a Doyeuknow—
8 A You know, there's individual Members | might recall, but, you know, broadly

9 speaking, it's kind of difficult because that'sa lot of Members.

10 Q Sure, itisa lot of Members. Do you remember for either of those groups

12 you know if Mr. Trump asked Mr. Meadows to get in touch with those groups about

13 Texas v. Pennsylvania?

a come
p MeBasantine, snotan-- he's ut acing vou kro, you i

18 outreach to them.

PB oveJE
20 Q What were those discussions if you know? What did Mr. Trump say to

21 Mr. Meadows about the outreach?

23 Q Of course.

24 [Discussion off the record.]

2 ve Allright. We see you're back.
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1 Mr. Passantino. Yeah, we're back. Just for my -- and we'll let her answer the

2 question, but my understanding is, on any issues with respect to executive privilege,

3 thats been fully tigated at this point. | want tojust make sure that lear that that
4 issue has been raised and has not been fully litigated. | don't plan on asserting executive

$ privilege for her if she was in the room, but | just -- I'm asking you if my understanding is

§  snmmuihmme eratodes rnWious en tive
7 pegs.
8 wi Yeah. So, with respect to Ms. Hutchinson, the White House has

9 said that they're not going to make any assertions of executive privilege. In the

10 litigation -- | think you're referring to Trump v. Thompson — that was specifically about

Hmmm
12 Mr. Passantino. Right.

5 wr. executive priviege and the topic elated to January th came up.
10 And, in that case and relate o that stuff, the courts i id that t did notbar the
15 production of these types of materials that were in issue.

1 A———
v Mi. utsbinson, Could yourepestyour question esse?
1 ov veJ:
19 Q Absolutely. So myquestion to you was, what did Mr. Trump say to

20 Mr. Meadows with respect to outreach to State attorneys general or Members of

2a Congress related to the Texas v. Pennsylvania litigation?

» A Thisis not verbatim, and | dot want to attribute as false plugso put words
23 in anybody's mouth, but the conversations that | recall, generally speaking, were along.

BM thelimesch just makesurecurperplesre anit, Makssureau peoplespaying
25 attention this. Make sureit happens. Make it happen. Make some cal.
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1 Q Andyour general recollection about Mr. Trump telling Mr. Meadows make it

2 happen, make some calls, what was make it happen? Whatwasthe "it" that you

3 understood?

a A Ijust understood that as one of their efforts in conversations to ensure that

5 there were people on our team fighting for him. And I' now very cautious about using

6 the phrase - please forgive me, but that were supporting him and ensuring that that was

7 publicinformation. And the goal of having Mr. Meadows involved in that was because

8 Mr. Trump trusted Mr. Meadows to act as areliable surrogate and communicator for him

9 and wanted Mr. Meadows to make sure that his position was clearly conveyed, and it

10 would be appreciatedif they would work with us, work with the White Houseon that.

1 Q Did Mr. Trump or Mr. Meadows, to the best of your knowledge, ever offer

12 anykind of incentive, you know, for having State attorneys general or Members of

13 Congress help with the effort related to Texas v. Pennsylvania?

1 A Are you implying quid pro quo?

15 Q Notimplyinganything. Political benefit, anything at all.

16 A don't recall specific incentives. If you could be more specific

7 Q Yeah. Soyou don't recall any specificincentives. Is there anything that

18 you dorecall generally on that topic or issue? And the only reason | ask i that you're

19 hesitatingas ifthere's something there.

2 A Canljust have one moment, please?

2 Q Ofcourse,

2 [Discussion off the record.]

23 wir.Jl. Alright. 1seeyou're back.

2 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. Sorry about that

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Could you repeat your question one more time, please? |
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1 apologize.
2 ovr
3 Q think my question was something along the lines of, if you don't remember
a any specific incentives that the President or Mr. Meadows discussed in relation to

5 support for Texas v. Pennsylvania, but do you remember any generally, any incentives

6 that Mr. TrumporMr. Meadows mayhave mentioned?

7 A just want to be carefuloftheterm "incentives," butgenerally speaking, it

8 was, you know: Mr. Meadows, Mark, Chief, take care of this, make the calls, make it

9 happen, let them know that they're on our team. We know they're on our team.
10 Make sure that they know that, if theydothis, they're in our corner, and they're team

no Trump.
12 Q Okay. Did he offer to campaign, for example, for anybody or --

13 A Mr. Meadows?

1 Q No. Mr.Trump. Imsorry
15 A Oh. Idon'trecall whether he suggested or implied that he would campaign

16 for certain individuals
7 a okay.
18 Ms. Cheney. [Ji could 1

1 Mir. EE Ob, I'm sorry. Go ahead.
2 Ms. Cheney. Could | ask a question?

2 Cassidy, did he say what would happen if they didn't do it?

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Did Mr. Trumptel Mr. Meadows what would happen if
23 Mr. Meadows didn't make the call or what would happen if they didn't sign?

24 Ms. Cheney. No. You said -- that you said, you know: Tell them if they do

25 this, they're team Trump.
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1 Ms. Hutchinson. ~Oh,okay.

2 Ms. Cheney. So was there, f they didn't do it, what did they say would happen?

3 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't recall anything that would've been indicative of

4 punishment, per se, but, you know, you take that in context if they do, like, they're team

5 Trump, they'reourpeople, they're on our team. ~ You know, the contrary to thats, if

6 theydon' they're not.

7 Mr. Passantino. AndI think and | don't want to put words in the

8 Congresswoman's - think she's asking, i he said something, clearly there's an

9 implication.

10 Ms. Hutchinson. Yeah.

1 Mr. Passantino. But believe she's asking

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~Yeah, I'm not awareof anyspecifics ofif theydon'tdo it, then

Bo Xvz

1 Ms. Cheney. Okay. Thank you.

15 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Thank you.

16 wll Stop there to see if anybody has any followup to anything we've

17 discussed recently? Nope? Okay.

1 ov wie.
19 Q Somewhat separately, we understand that Mr. Meadows, at one point,
20 suggested replacing FBI Director Chris Wray with Kash Patel. Do you have any

21 information related to that potential change in leadership?

2 A Id justask that you'd ask alitle bit more ofa specific question on that one.

2 Q Yeah. Doyou know whether Mr. Meadows recommended to anybody in

24 the White House that Director Wray be replaced with Kash Patel?

2 Mr. Passantino. It's sort ofa standing- he's not asking what you've heard and
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1 readinthe press now.
2 Ms. Hutchinson. Right, right.

3 Mr. Passantino. | think he's asking about at the time.
4 Ms. Hutchinson. At the time. | knew that Mr. Meadows had several

$ conversations about that matter going --

6 a wis. IE
7 Q With whom?

8 A Mr. Trump, Mr. McEntee,Mr. Ornato, individuals from Mark's and White

9 House Counsel's Office, Mr. O'Brien, National Security Advisor.

10 Q And who brought it up, the potential of, if you know, replacing Director Wray

11 with Kash Patel, the first time?
12 A I'm not sure the first time.

13 Q Do you know whether that's something that Mr. Trump wanted to do?

1 A wasn't privy to any personal conversations that the President had regarding
15 replacing Mr. Wray with Mr. Patel.

16 Q Okay. Relatedly, do you know why people were discussing replacing

17 Director Wray with Mr. Patel, what the purpose of it would be?
18 A Atthe time | recall the discussions happening,|recallit being mentioned

19 that Mr. Patel -- that Mr. Patel would be well suitedforthe role in the eyes and opinions

20 of some people, but | don't know if there was one -- | didn't know if whether there was

2a one explicit reason or whether it was just being more broadly entertained and people's

22 thoughts were being heard, and it was more ofa collective decision.
23 Q Allright. And I'll ask you specifically, maybe it's not kind of the one reason

24 that someone might entertain replacing Director Wray with Kash Patel, but did election

25 fraud and investigations into election fraud, was that ever mentioned as a reason for
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1 replacing Director Wray with Kash Patel?

2 A Itwas 1 know that was evaluated when determining whether that was a

3 planthat they wanted to take action on, but I'm not sure if that was the sole reason or if

4 there was others that were of equal importance and significance.

5 Q Do you know whether Mr. Meadows was advocating for replacing Director

6 Wray?

7 A don't recall Mr. Meadows - to my recollection, Mr. Meadows participated

8 inallthe conversations, but in my experience, in my recollection, never seemed

9 particularly sold on one option or the other.

10 Q Do you know whether Mr. McEntee recommendedthatthe President

11 replace Director Wray with Kash Patel?

2 A Iknow Mr. Mcntee thought it was a viable option. I'm not sure whether

13 he personally raised itwith Mr. Trump orif he was personally advocating for it, or if it was

14 more of an action that others wanted to take or just to explore and hewas willing to

15 evaluate tat the time. But it was -- the conversations were more extensive.

16 Q And earlier you mentioned that, in some people's eyes, Mr. Patel was well

17 suited for the job of FBI Director. Whose eyes? Who had those eyes? This is a bad

18 question, but in whose eyes was Patel well suited for the job of FBI director?

19 A ltwasn'tabad question. It was a bad phrasing on my part. | apologize for

20 that. Honestly, and | apologizefor this, | - don't recall. There was a lot if I'm

21 thinking about the right period with this, recall, | think, being on the Hil a lotas the

22 conversations were happening, but | wasn't physically present fora lot of them. And a

23 lotof people wouldn't have elevated that to me, and honestly | didn't really want a part

24 ofthat.

2 But | know that there were people pushing for it, and | know that it was an idea
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1 that certain people were fond of, and | know that Mr. Meadows had deeply considered it,

2 butspecifics of the conversation or participants, you know, 1 | just | wasn't around for

3 that. And,evenifiwas, | was preoccupied doing other things.

4 Q Okay. understand that Mr. Patel was also considered or recommended

5 foraroleinthe CIA. Are you aware of that as well?

6 A Yes Yessir.

7 Q Okay. What do you remember about that coming up?

8 A Irecall the day that | heard about that, Ms. Haspel was at the White House,

9 came intotalk to Mr. Meadows, and they had a discussion about it. You know, if you

10 have more I'm trying to be delicate, but if you have more followup questions --

1 Q Sure. And I may have this wrong; I'm just going based off of memory. But

12 my understanding of that conversation or meeting is that Ms. Haspel was not pleased

13 with the idea of Kash Patel coming to the CIA and said 50 to Mr. Meadows as well. Is

14 that your recollection aswell?

15 A Your recollection i correct.

16 Q Did Ms. Haspel threaten to resign if Mr. Patel was appointed to a position in

17 the CA?

18 A That's accurate,

19 Q And do you know why he was recommended fora post in the CIA? Did it

20 have anything to do with the election, to the best of your knowledge?

2 Mr. Passantino. If you know.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Il just | want to reference my prior statement, and | don't

23 remember how I phrased it, but Mr. Patel was somebody that was recognizing - was

24 recognized internally as somebody that could be trusted and was a frequent

25 communicator, in this context, good communicator with staffers and with Mr. Trump.
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1 So it was explored about him fulfilling that role.

2 sy mr.I:

3 Q And just to be a litle bit more specifc for the record, Ms, Hutchinson, so did
a people think, anybody in the White House think that if Kash Patel went to the CIA, he'd

5 have arole looking into, for example, foreign interference claims related to the election?

5 A Well,that's the natural natureofwhat theCIA does. |think that that
7 would be

8 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. And | was going to say, he's not asking what they think.

9 He's asking what you --

10 Ms. Hutchinson. Yeah.

1 Mr. Passantino. ~~ heard people say that would give you that impression.
12 Ms. Hutchinson. Could you repeat it one more time, please?

13 sy MR.I:

1 Q Yeah, sure. 1 mean, was one of the reasons for considering Mr. Patel fora
15 position with the CIA that he could use his position to look into issues related to the

16 election, including claims of foreign interference?

w A I dont want to speak to everyone's conversations, but | know that it was
18 raised with Mr. Meadows, that -- because of what was unfolding as foreign interference

19 claims had been elevated to the White House's level, that it would potentially be a

20 natural thing for Mr. Patel to evaluate, if he were to take on a role of that nature. |

21 don't recall whether that was the primary reason or an important incentive to have him

22 take that role, but | do recall t coming up in conversations as prospects were being
23 evaluated.

24 Q And do you know why ultimately Mr. Trump decided not to appoint

25 Mr. Patel to the FBIor the CIA? And maybe "appoint" is not the right word, but install
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1 himineitherof those agencies.

2 A Idon'trecallatthe time. At the time, | wasn't - | wasn't tracking it, and

3 I~Imnot-- not sure | would've really paid attention tot, to be honest with you.

4 Ms. Cheney. Can | aska question,Jl?

5 vrJ. Of course, Ms. Cheney.

6 Ms. Cheney. Thanks.

7 Cassidy, when you said you mentioned just a minute ago that people brought

8 this up in conversation to Mr. Meadows. Can you tell us who?

9 Ms. Hutchinson. Yeah. | believe | previously mentioned some of the attorneys

10 in the White House Counsel's Office, Mr. Orato, Mr. O'Brien. Mr. Ratcliffe came in and

11 talked to him ~ talked to Mr. Meadows about it at one point, but it wasn'ta thorough

12 conversation by any means. It was I took it as moreofa passerby. They had had

13 separate meetings, touched base on a few items, and then, as he was walking out, they

14 hadabrief conversation about it.

15 And | know Mr. Meadows met with Mr. Patel a couple times, but the specifics of

16 the meetings and when and - you know, there were groups of those people together,

17 don't remember that. Now, if there's anything that would indicate otherwise, that

18 might help jog my memory, I'm happy to think about it or look at it in that light,but just

19 the people | remember initially and, you know, as I've kind of continued to think through

0 this

2 Ms. Cheney. Okay, thank you,

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Thank you.

23 BY MR.I:

2 Q One followup on that, Ms. Hutchinson, is, do you know whether Mr. Patel

25 asked to be considered for positions with the FBI or CIA orwhether somebody had
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1 recommended that he be appointed to a position in either of those?

2 A Yeah, I'm not sure. | know Mr. Patel was open to accepting something had

3 itbeen formally offered to him, but | don't know whether he was personally advocating.

4 for himselforif others were advocating, and he was sitting back, but I 1 do know that he

5 waswillingtosayyes.

6 Q And you know that because he told that to Mr. Meadows?

7 A He, or individuals on his behalf, had said that to Mr. Meadows, that's

8 correct.

9 Q Whois the people -- whowere - excuse me - the people, you say, on his

10 behalf, making those representations?

u A I don't recall the specific people. 1just ~~ but | do remember Mr. Meadows

12 receiving phone calls and him making comments about it like, so and so is calling me

13 about Mr. Patel, or people are calling me about Mr. Patel. | don't recall the specific

14 people. They'recalling tosee the statusonthis.

5 Q Did Mr. Meadows ever express to you whether he thought it was a good

16 idea to have Mr. Patel at the CIA or FBI?

1” A Mr. Meadows honestly didn't express whether-- to me

18 personally whether he thought it was a bad or good idea. | had interpreted his.

19 commentary on it as more of just a neutral - yeah, this is him to me - as more of a,

20 people want this to happen, what do you think, I'm not sure what to do, do you have any

21 thoughts, typeof thing. And I didn't entertain it furtheron his behalf.

2 Q Okay. And, just to be clear, did he say who the people were that were

23 callinghim?

2 A Notthat| can recall right now, I'msorry.

2 a okay.
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1 BYMR.

2 Q And just a quick followup, Ms. Hutchinson, the discussion about Mr. Patel -- |

3 know we spent alot of time on it ~ in your view was that motivated more by the desire to
4 find a role for Mr. Patelor frustration with theexisting chain of command at FBI or CIA?

$ A I'mtrying to get the timeline right in my head, and | apologizeforthat, and

6 I'm not sure f ou all would be able to provide this answer. We have it somewhere.
7 But | don't remember if he wasalreadythe chiefofstaffatUMD at the time.

8 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. | believe the question is if you know --

9 Ms. Hutchinson. You said find arole for him.

10 Mr. Passantino. Correct.

un Ms. Hutchinson. 1 believe he already had a role intheadministration.
2 oywinJE
13 Q Right. Yeah. |mean, it's unclear exactly when this conversation started.

14 Ithinkit went all the way very close to the end. And we've heard, for instance, that
15 there was discussion of this at the Army-Navy game, when he was already the chief of

16 staff at DOD, about the possibility of him moving over to one of those agencies. And I'm

17 just wondering f you ever heard anyone say - I'm not asking you to speculate did
18 anyone say, "Hey, we need to get Kash in there," or, "We need to get Chris Wray," or

19 whomever at CIA, "out of there"? Did you hear criticism of the existing people that

20 Mr. Patel may have replaced?
un A The conversations that | recall overhearing was more ofthe attr, of
22 Mr. Patel would be a viable option to replace these individuals should they not continue
23 holding that position.

24 Q Right. And |guess my question is whether you heard criticismofChris

25 Wray of the people who Patel may be tapped to replace? Did the conversation extend
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1 beyond Mr. Patel to negative things about the people that he might replace, at any time?

2 A You know, by nature of these conversations, | think t's far to say that, you

3 know, whenever you're thinking about staffing changes, you're going to point out

4 positives, negatives,forthose individualsholding the position and the people that are

5 being considered for potentially replacing them.

s Now, I recall positive and negatives being discussed about Mr. Patel's credentials if

7 heweretofill that. | remember there being discussions of the positive and negative

8 aspects if Mr. Wray and Ms. Haspel were to continue filling those roles, you know. ~ And

9 then, on that note, to the consequence of any staffing changes at this point in the

10 administration, you know: Is it really a good thing? Well, here's some benefits. Is

11 it-I mean, we might not want to do it because of these negatives

2 Q Yeah. Isee. lappreciatethat. |guess just two followups. One, what,

13 ifany, negative comments or facts did you hear discussed about either Mr. Wray or

14 Ms. Haspel, issues that people identified with them that were on that column of sort of

15 reasons that that they should move on?

16 A Idon't remember.

7 Q Do yourememberthere being such discussion? You just don't remember

18 specific facts, or do you not rememberwhether there was conversation about negatives

19 with Wray and Haspel?

1) AI remember there being positives and negatives discussed about the three

21 aforementioned individuals - Mr. Wray, Ms. Haspel, Mr. Patel. | don't remember,
22 during this period, at the time, any of the specifics involving those three individuals other

23 than,ifwe do this, then X could happen or Y could happen, evaluating the chain of events

24 that may or may not ensue should such a staffing decisionof that magnitude happen at

25 thatpoint.
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1 Q Yeah, okay. So, if you don't remember the specifics about Wray or Haspel,

2 tell meabout that fast part. What did you hear about sort of the timing of this and

3 whether that was a good or a bad thing if it were to happen in December or January, in

4 the midst of all this election stuff and a potential transition?

5 A What | remember is more general, kind of it was more along the lines of:

6 Ifthis happens, we might have some people resign. It might not be portrayed ina

7 positive light by the media. It could end up hurting us.

5 And then the flip ide of that was,ifit does happen, you know, the benefits to

9 having somebody filling the spot that may be more - less inclined to critique certain

10 actions moving forward, whether we're going to have a second term or whether we're

11 going to watch the transfer of power unfold on January 20th, 2021.

2 Q Well fromlistening to that answer, it sounds like twas about loyalty. Was

13 the discussion about whether Patel would be more loyal o faithful to the Presidentor his

14 agenda than someof the others that he might replace?

15 A 1 don't recall the phrase "loyal" being raised, and | don't want to falsely

16 attribute that word to anybody or any conversations that happened. Now, a lot of this

17 wasabove mypaygradeand

18 Q Yeah.

19 A 1am aware of it because of my proximity because of the role that played,

20 and I'm happy to continue answering these questions should we continue to move in this

21 realm. I'm really not trying to be difficult on this, but | am just very, very cautious about

22 using particular phrases because | wasn't present for the extensive conversations where it

23 could have been brought up, and | wasn't aware of that at the time.

2 But at the same time, t'salso natural for people to want to be surrounded by

25 people, staffers, that I'll leave it there.
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1 Q Yeah. Ms. Hutchinson, appreciate that, and I'm not trying to gt you to
2 speculate about what's natural or about what was in other people's heads. I'm just
3 askingyouwhat you've heard andwhetherthere was discussion about instalation of
4 people, Patel in particular, who would be — and don't get hung up on the word "loyalty,"
5 but who would do things more consistent with what the President wanted versus the
6 other people that he might replace. Did you hear conversation ike that, and if so, you
7 know, who expressed those views?
s A I'm trying not to get hung up on the word "loyal," although itis icky in this
9 situation. Again, I'm ust going to revert to my earlier statements, and | apologize for

10 that, but | recall Mr. Meadowsraisingthis and entertainingthis a his level, which is the
11 highest level you possibly could entertain a staffing decison on the Cabinet level, because
12 itwas something that he thought could potentially be worthy of taking action. And
13 whether he thought Mr. Patel was an appropriate replacement orif there could be
14 somebody else or if he was happy with the current individuals fulfling those roles, | can't
15 speakion his behalf. That's something that you would have to ask him because | - he
16 doesn't explicitly tate that to me, his very personal opinions.
w But do know, because | was presentfor some of the conversations and he did
18 talk tome about it but it was something that he wanted to entertain and think about
19 pursuing. But! don't know what drove him or anybody else involved to, at the time,
20 make the decision that happened.
un iEE Okay. Thankyou
2 Ms. Hutchinson. Thankyou.
5 we Ms. Cheney or anybody else have a followup on that?
2 if not, okay,Jl go ahead.

» wl oo.
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1 oy vr.I:

2 Q Allright. If we could pull up exhibit No. 22,thisisatext message exchange

3 thatyou provided rom
.
5
.
;
.
.ne
0 A Aman
u Qo, inthis exchange ~ wait foryou to pul tu.
12 A Sorry. |can see itup there for nowtoo.

5 Q Okay. Whatevereasiest foryou,Ms. Hutchinson
“ A Im okaylooking tt up hereforright now
15 Mr. Passantino. I'll pullit.

1 ov vr,I
v Q Okay. Wel, Ml statby i's dated December the 16th,at 10pm.and the
18 message, it starts, you say: Sorry we're trying to stall. Wasn't sure how much longer |

15 hadtostallhim. Canyoutell Mark to call at Cipollone ASAP? Canyoutell mewhen
20 they comect ASAP? I's a POTUS emergency. Not emergency emergency but very
2 me sensitive
2 ndthenJE:ovs he's shoutto dil. Yousay: Olay. perfect
» Do you remember wht this was about?
u A 1s that the end ofthe conversation?
» @ areenentatiugs. COMERS
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1 Yousay: Okay. Perfect. Thankyou, thankyou. I'm sorry. Did you catch any of

2 theconvowith himand Pat? And wef says: Not really, he was stressed

3 and said somethingto the effect of we can't do that tonight. Looked mad.

4 A lapologize. | don't have a calendar in front of me, but | believe December

5 16th was a Wednesday, lie it was a week -- a day of the week.

6 Q can confirm that

7 A ~ yeah. Orljustwanted to make sure it wasn't the weekend and

8 Q  Thatthe 16th, Il represent to you, was a Wednesday.

° A Okay. Thankyou. Thankyouforthat. Ican'tspeaktoit. Idon't

10 definitively recall what this one was about. And these -- | don't want to say happened

11 frequently, but it happened on more than one occasion where Mr. Meadows had already

12 left the White House and Mr. Cipollone had come in and asked for him and he wasn't

13 there and -- and asked to get a hold of him. So, if you have any followup questions, you

14 know, I'm

5 Q Ido. And, maybe asa point of reference, | don't know if these two things

16 are connected or not, butif you goto exhibit No. 23, which you don't have, and we'll put

17 itupon the screen, it's a draft executive order about seizing voting machines, dated

18 December the 16th, 2020, so the same date - at least it's dated the same date as the.

19 messages vio[EE Does that refresh your recollection at all as to what the

20 messages you exchangedwith[=about?

21 A Would yourstaff mind scrolling down on that memo, please?

2 Mr. Passantino. And so you understand, the question is whether that

23 document

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Yeah, right.

2 Mr. Passantino.~~refreshes your memory -
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: Ms. Hutchinson, Yeah.
2 Mr. Passantino. ~~ as to what this was about.

s Ms. Hutchinson, Broadly speaking, ves.
. ovvi J
5 Q Okay. Can you explain a little bit now that this refreshes youa little bit

6 with respec tothe messages inet 22 win NE
7 A Mr. Meadows had already left, but White House Counsel's Office was still in

8 the Oval Office with Mr. Trump. | recall Mr. Cipollone coming back, coming over to my

9 office — it was just me in there at the time -- and he had asked if Mark was still there. 1

10 said no, he had just left. And if Mark had left the White House but Mr. Trump was still

11 down, would say at the White House. But f Market and Mr. Tramp was aren
12 the residence, | would firmly go with Mr. Meadows, which is why | was still there. And

13 Mr. Cipollone had said something along the lines of, tome: Well, | need to get him on

16 the phone ightnow. Conyou try toca him?
15 I tried to call Mr. Meadows. He didn't answer. And then they connected.

16 Mr. Cipollone went into Mr. Meadows" office, closed the door, and they had a private

17 comersaton. And then Mr. Cipollane went back to the Oval Office. And remember
18 Mr. Cipollone askingif | had a copy of that or if|knew if Mark did. | said: I'm not sure

9 buticnaskhim
» He sid aka, and thenhe wentback to the Oval
2 Q Did you have a copy by that point ofthis draft executive order?

2 A 1 dont 1 dont think so unless Mr Cipollone handed ane tome in that
3 moment.
24 Q And was it your understanding that Mr. Trump was asking the White House

25 Counsel's Office about this draft executive order?
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1 A That was the topic of conversation.

2 Q Did you ever find out what Mr. Cipollone’ concerns were with respect to

3 this executive order - draft executive order?

a Mr. Passantino. And same instructions before, cautioning you not to discuss the

5 content ofa communication between White House Counsel and the President or

6 Mr. Meadows, if there were non- - unless there were non-executive office personnel in

7 theroom.

5 Ms. Hutchinson. |was the only executive office person in the room, staffer in

9 theroom.

10 oy vir.I:

1 Q Okay. Fairenough. And this is more of a yes-or-no question, but did you

12 ever find out what or from Mr. Cipollone what his concerns were with this draft

13 executive order? And you can just say yes or no. I'm not going to ask you to get into

14 substancefor the reason that your attorney just said.

15 A Yes

16 Q Okay. Didyou ever talk to Mr. Meadows about this draft executive order?

FY A Noton the night of December 16th.

18 Q Allright. Did you evertalk to him about the draft executive order after the

19 16th of December?

1) A He had raised contents of the executiveorder with me in discretion and as

21 part oflarger discussions, but | was never a participant in conversations with him or in

22 groups that he was also a participantofdiscussing the executive order at length and in

23 detail and in detail

2 Q Okay. And now I'm just asking for, at this point, what Mr. Meadows said to

25 you, not necessarily what the White House Counsel's Office said to you. ~ So what parts
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1 of this executive order do you remember Mr. Meadows raising with you, specifically?

2 Mr. Passantino. And | would only add - you can answer that question - just

3 don'tputin that answer what perhaps Mr. Cipollone might've said, but everything else

4 youcananswer.

5 Ms. Hutchinson. Just broadly speaking, Mr. Meadows had raised whether or not

6 this was viable and legal from his personal perspective and, you know, kindofasked

7 people thatI felt and perceived as individuals he trusted the opinions of, about whether

8 some of these ideas or concepts were a good or a bad idea.

° eyvr

10 Q Did Mr. Meadows ever express his opinion to you about whether this

11 executive orderwas a goodor a bad idea?

2 A He had mentioned that it might not be completely out of the question, but

13 he was very receptive to legal implications and -- which |fel tited him more towards it's

14 nota good idea because of the legal implications, but theoretically speaking, he had

15 thought there would be some viability to it.

16 Q Okay. Do you know where Mr. Meadows got this draft executive order?

1” A I'mnotsure.

18 Q Did you ever receive it directly from anybody?

19 A It's very possible that, you know, he would've asked somebody to email it to

20 me, to have for him in case he needed it when we weren't at the White House or | was in

21 something with him. But, you know,| there were times | and this was embarrassing,

22 butthere were times that | had 500-plus unread emails in my inbox just because |

23 received so much, and | would just sometimes look fornames of things | knew| needed

24 immediately. Sol-1don't remember, but its very, very possible that | had this in my

25 inbox.
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1 Q Do youremember who sent it to you? It sounds like you maynot, and

2 that's okay, but do you remember who sent it to you?

3 A Iwouldn't,|don't.

4 Q Did you ever find out who drafted this?

5 A No.

6 Q Okay. Wereyouever told about anybodywhohad a role indrafting this?

7 A Drafting the language?

8 Q Correct.

° A No. Notaslaid outon this

10 Q Do you remember whether anybody associated with the campaign, including

11 Mr. Giuliani or people he was associated with, had any role in coming upwith the idea for

12 this executive order or drafting the language in this proposed executive order?

13 A I knew that there were some individualsthat Mr. Giulianiwasaffiliated with

14 thathada role in the ideas outlined in this executive order, but I'm not surewhether they.

15 assisted in, you know, articulating the language as laid out on the exhibit on the screen.

16 Q Do you remember how many draft executive orders related to seizures of

17 voting machines were circulating in the mid-December timeframe? It's been reported

18 that there were at least, | believe, two. One related to the Department of Defense, and

19 one related to the Department of Homeland Security. Does that sound right to you?

20 A More or less correct, yes.

2 Q  Doyourememberany others?

2 A I don't remember.

23 Q Okay. And, if we can go to page 4 of this exhibit, the very last page, we're

24 going to test your handwriting analysis skill, but there's a sticky note - this is a document

25 we received from the National Archives, and there'sa sticky note stuck tot. ~ At least
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1 that's how it's represented to us — that says from the VP to Pat C. Does that

2 handwriting lookfamiliar to you?

3 A believe itis either Sara Sylvester, who worked for the Vice President -- she

4 was hisassistant or Kate Lair's handwriting. They always had very similar handwriting,

5 Andi- it could very well be neitherof those, but they both had very nice handwriting,

6 and, you know, sometimes they would leave notes on my desk, and | would get confused

7 and have to call them forverification.

8 Q Fair enough. And we won't hold you to your analysis ofthe handwriting,

9 but do you know whether this document actually did come from the Vice President's

10 Office or whether the Vice President's Office received it as well?

1 A Tmnotsure,

2 a okay.

13 A Offthe top, I'm not sure.

1a mr. BEL This may be another good place to take a 5-minute breakifyou

15 guysare okay with that.

16 Mr. Passantino. Sure. Can you give us a sense of what you think our timeline is

17 for Ms. Hutchinson?

1 nrJEL Yeah, why don't we go off the record.

19 Mr. Passantino. Okay.

2 wr J so we'e ofthe record
2 [Recess.]

2 nrJE. Excellent. Then let's go back on the record. It's 4:15, and this is

23 the continuation of the interview with Ms. Cassidy Hutchinson.

2 I ove)

x ornJ
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1 Q Okay. We're going to talk about a meeting that took place in the White

2 House on the 18th, with various outsiders, including Sidney Powel, Patrick Byrne, Eric

3 Herschmann,and others.

4 But, before | do that, | just want to see, do you know why the executive order that

5 wejustlookedat, exhibit No. 23, was never signed by the President?

6 A Onthe nightof December167

7 Q  oratany point.

8 A don't know why it was never signed. | know, on the night of December

9 16th, the guidance was: Let's have a more thorough discussion about this.

10 1 don't knowthe outcomeof thatdiscussion.

1 Q And that does raise another question. Do you know whether this executive

12 order was actually ever signed?

13 A Imnotsure.

14 Q Allright. So, on December 18th, we understand that there's a meeting in

15 the Oval Office that involves Sidney Powell, Mike Flynn, Patrick Byrne, who is the former

16 overstock.com CEO, Pat Cipollone, Eric Herschmann, RudyGiuliani. | believe Derek

17 Lyons was there fora part of it, as well as others. And, at this meeting, there were

18 numerous conversations, some of which involved seizing voting machines, declaring

19 martial law, naming Sidney Powell as special counsel, and other things. Do you know

20 themeetingthatI'mtalkingabout?

2 A Yessir. Sorry, I'moverhere?

2 Q Were you at that meeting?

23 A Iwas at the White House for that meeting. | never stepped into the Oval

24 Office for the Oval Office portionofthat meeting. We can talk about my movements

25 throughout that night if you want to entertain those. They're not that exciting, but -
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1 Q Okay. How did you do you know what happened in the meeting?

2 A There were many conversationsthat happened.

3 Q How did you learn about what happened in the meeting if you weren't

4 there?

5 A Because | was physically at the White House at my desk, which was 35 feet

6 fromthe Oval Office.

7 Q 50 could you hear what was happening in the meeting?

8 A points, and there werepoints that | stepped into the Oval secretary's

9 office because they were trying to I'm looking for the appropriate word - trying to

10 phone Mr. Meadows, and trying to conference him in on the conference line because

11 he'dalready gone homefor the evening.

2 And then there were points that participants in the meeting had briefly left, come

13 back tomy office, had conversations with me, and then gonebackto the meeting.

14 Q Was this meeting prescheduled, or was it impromptu?

15 A ltwas impromptu.

16 Q Do you know how it came about?

7 A Sol knew that these individuals were trying to get a meeting with

18 Mr.Trump. say "these individuals” - Mr. Byrne, Ms. Powell, Mr. Flynn -- had been

19 trying to get a meeting with Mr. Trump, and his schedule was busy, and there just wasn't

20 time n his schedule for it. You know, howthey got into the Oval Office that night, I still

21 don'tknow.

2 And, at the time, | really didn't know, but | had heard that they were in there after

23 Mr. Meadows had already left, and then, you know, other staffers had gone in, and that's

24 kindofwhen I learned alittle bit more about it.

2 Q  Yousaid Mr. Flynn. Is thatMichael Flynn?
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1 A That's correct.

2 Q Did you see Mr. Flynn and Ms. Powell and Mr. Byre all there at the White:

3 House that day?

4 A During this meeting? Because we said “this day," so just want to make

5 sure you weren't referring to, like, earlier in the day prior to this meeting starting.

6 Q Yeah, around the time of the meeting

7 A Yeah,yes. |mean, the first time | had seen them was when | like,

8 physically seen them with my eyes - was when | stepped into the Oval - outer oval

9 secretary's office.

10 Q  And1also understand that Mr. Giuliani showedup for at least partof the

11 meeting, maybeafter the meeting had started. Is that right?

2 A Yes. Ifwe're talking about the Oval Office meeting.

13 Q Correct. Is there another meeting that you're thinking of at thesametime?

14 A No. Butthe meeting and it's been widely reported on,but the meeting

15 did progress and moved into the residence portion of the White House later this evening.

16 Q Andwere youat that portion of it, intheresidence?

7 A Iwas notin the yellow oval in the residence - in the residence, but | had

18 gone over tothe residence three or four times over the course of that meeting.

19 Q Okay. And, when you went over to the residence during the course of that

20 meeting, did you hear what was happening while you were there?

2 A Bitsand pieces. Just as| had when | was in the WestWingfor that portion

22 ofittoo. And Mr. Meadows had comeback to the White House for the residence

23 portion of the meeting.

2 Q Allright. Canyoutell useverything you remember happening during that

25 meetingin the Oval Office and then in the residence?
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1 A Now, I mean | wasn't an active participant in the meeting, so | don't - you

2 know, contextwise - thank you - contextwise, its difficult to pinpoint what | heard at the

3 time. just I recall the same topics that you had mentioned, meaning voter machines,

4 potentially martial law being discussed, overhearing some of that, and then, you know, as

5 people had taken a bit of a breather and come to the office to see me or get some space,

6 had discussed ita little bit more. Mr. Meadows ended up coming back because the

7 meeting was about to continue through the night.
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1
2 [4:20 p.m.)

3 ore, JE
4 Q  Sothere'sa report on this meeting from Axios, and it said something to the

5 effect of the “craziest meeting in the Trump Presidency” or something like that. Do you

6 know the report fm talking about?
7 A believe-Jonathan Swan?

8 Q Yes.

9 A Yeah.

10 Q  OrSwain. Swan or Swain. That's right.

n A ves Yeo
12 Q Okay. Have youreadthat? Do you remember reading that article?

13 A Iremember readingit a couple weeks after. | rememberreading the New

14 York Timesartic the nextday,onthe 19th.
15 Q And when you read those articles, did you remember anythingthat stood

16 out as being wrong about them?

uv A 1 dont remermberanything standing out as being wrong.
18 Q Okay. You say that with some -- like there's something else to it. Were

19 there details that weren't reported? Is there something else?

PB) A mean, twas along night, and th report cameou arly quickly. So,
2 ‘mean, nothing that | can recall, nothing struck me that came out as it being, like, factually

2 incorrect
23 I think that there were a lotof questions raised about how it would kind of portray

24 these stories to people, but -- why were they not more thoroughly vetted internally or,

25 you know, press outreach on our end before the stories had gone live?
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1 But now I can't recall anything that | read and | was lie, you know, that's not how

2 ithappened.

3 Q Okay. That's really helpful. 1appreciate that.

a So, just to drill down on some of the specifics, though, it's been reported that this

5 meeting included discussions -~ and you, | believe, have confirmed it now, but don't

6 want to put words in your mouth - that this meeting involved discussions abou seizing

7 Dominionvoting machines and, | believe, using an executive orderto do so.

5 00 you remember that?

9 A Iremember that beinga topic that was raised.

10 a okay.

n And, in this meeting, | understand that ric Herschmann and Pat Cipollone and

12 maybe others from the White House Counsel's Office were present. Do you know what

13 their opinion was -- or what they expressed -- excuse me ~ in relation to seizing voting
14 machines through an executive orderorotherwise as they stated in that meeting?

15 A Tothe third parties present, they stated that the idea, the notion that was

16 being pushed by the outside individuals was a nonstarter and out of the question from

17 their perspective.

18 Q And do yourememberwho first brought up the seizing Dominion voting

19 machines that White House Counsel thought was a nonstarter or out of the question?

1) AI don't remember the very frst person that had ~ and | wasn't in the room.

21 Buti don't remember the very frst time that | heard the phrase "seizing voting

22 machines," and | don't rememberif | ever heard that night who the person was that had

23 first mentioned that

2 a okay.

2 A phraseinthe Oval Office.
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1 Q How about this? How about, who were the people advocating for seizing

2 voting machines during that meeting? Was Mr. Trump advocating for it?

3 A wasn't physically present in the meeting, so I'm not sure whether he was

4 personally advocating for that.

5 Again, it was a meeting where there were ideas being discussed, so he was

6 listening to the individuals that were saying that it was a viable option, just as he was.

7 listening to those who were countering that suggestion.

8 Q  Isitfairtosay-- and | don't want to put -- again, don’t want to put words in

9 your mouth. Isitfair tosay that the White House guests that night -- Ms. Powell,

10 Mr. Flynn, Mr. Byrne -- advocated to seize voting machines, whereas the White House

11 Counsel's Office and White House employees wereagainst that idea? Is that generally

12 accurate, as you understand it?

13 A Yessir.

1 Q What about martial law? Do you remember who was advocating for the

15 use of martial law related to the 2020 election during that meeting on the 18th?

16 A I'm broadly attributing to it to Ms. Powell, Mr. Flynn, Mr. Byrne, but I'm not

17 sureof the first individual to mention the phrase "martial law"or the concept of martial

18 law. And I'm not sureif there was one during that meeting - at the time, | was not sure

19 or wasn't aware of one person pushing it harder than anyof theother people.

20 Q And do you rememberwhether the President, Mr. Trump, expressed his

21 thoughts on declaring martial law to have some effect on the 2020 election?

2 A I'lljust reference my earlier statement, which -- there was a discussion

23 where there was two primary groups of people who had two very different opinions, and

24 he was willing to listen to both sides of that. And it was happening around his desk, so

25 you can't really avoid it, to an extent.
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: But wasn't inthe room. | an’ attest to anything he sad at the time or Fil
2 leave it there.

s a or
a What did Mr. Cipollone or others from the White House Counsel's Office say about

5 the possibility of using martial law related to the election during that meeting?

s A Similar ther expressions a the third parties shout secng Dominion
7 voting machines, which was a nonstarter, it was out of the question. It was not

8 something that, on their watch, in their official capacity, they were willing to entertain.

9 Q  lalso understood that somebody, maybe Ms. Powell, proposed that she

10 become a special counsel to investigate election fraud claims and that Mr. Trump told

3 Mr Meadows at some point t essentially prepare some background o security ype
12 forms.

13 Does that-- right, asfaras you remember it?

wu A Thats correct.
15 Q And do you remember what White House Counsel Pat Cipollone or others.

16 from the White House Counsel's Office said in response to that idea?

uv Wr. Passartino, In that meeting, Right?
1 wrJ. tn that meeting. Correct
1 Wr. Passanting, Yeah,
20 Ms. Hutchinson. | wasn't in the Oval Office. I'm not sure what they had said to

21 the residentin that moment. 1 Know that they had conversations with Mr. Meadows
22 about it, but | wasn't present for the conversations that happened in the Oval Office

23 between White House Counsel and Mr. Trump about potentially bringing Ms. Powell on

24 as an official White House employee, executive branch employee.

= orweJ
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1 Q Do you know if Mr. Meadows ever did anything to actually bringher on,

2 whether sending her the security forms or anything else to actually make that suggestion

3 happen?

a A don't know if he sent anything to her orever startedapaper trail about

5 that. But | do know that he wasn't particularly thrilled about that prospect and it wasn't

6 something that he wanted to entertain and he did push back on that.

7 Q Do you know why he wasn't thrilled with that prospect and pushed back on

8 it?

9 A Ithink thathe just thought that it was inappropriate and the fallout of a

10 decision like that outweighed any benefit that potentially employing Ms. Powell would

11 have on the administration atthistime.

2 a okay.

13 So, if we can go to exhibit 6, these are messages that you exchanged with

14 Mr.Omato about this meeting ~

15 vr.J. Before vou go thereJJ can

1 vc Go ahead.
1 ovvrJ

18 Q  Interms, Ms. Hutchinson, of you've got, sort of, the Powell, Byrne, Flynn

19 folks and Cipollone, Herschmann, and the others on the other side, where was

20 Mr. Meadows on that dynamic? Was he lie the President, just willing to entertainit

2 not pushing in either direction, or was he on one side or the other, as far as you could tell

22 from your observationswhenyou popped inor out?

23 A Asfaras| could tell from my observations from both my conversations with

24 Mr. Meadows and knowing how he approached these conversations with external
25 interests and White House Counsel, he publicly, in my opinion -and I believe that this is
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1 accurate and others would attest to this too —played more ofa neutral bystander at

2 most points and wasn't overly enthusiastic about just having it be a flat-out "no" to

3 MrTrump. But, you know, privately, he understood the repercussionsofthis

4 decision or any of these decisions would play and did recognize that.

5 Q So, on these issues specifically, did he say to you that he had reservations

6 but didn't say that to the President becauseforsome reason he was worried about saying

7 "no" to Mr. Trump, is |thinkwhatyou said?

8 A He reached a point where it became a definitive "no" to Mr. Trump. But!

9 also recall and know, leading up to that, he was delicate in his approach, to try to ensure

10 that the aforementioned parties were, you know, all informed of his conversations with

11 Mr.Trump and the direction that hewas taking it.

2 Q And was that sort of consistent, Ms. Hutchinson, over this period of time,

13 with Mr. Meadows playing more of a neutral role when it came to discussions about

14 these election issues with the President? Was thata regular, sort of his standard

15 approach when these issues arose?

16 A When you say "neutral," are we comparing it to either him being fervently

17 against something or very much a proponent of something, ori it him neutral versus him

18 justbeingaproponent?

19 Q No, "neutral" to me means not pushing in either direction but simply flagging

20 theissue but not weighing in.

2 Here you've got a meeting where you've got two clearly contrasting sides, right,

22 different pushes to the President. And I'm just trying to get a sense if Mr. Meadows was

23 inthe middle, just listening, or whether he was picking a side in this or generally other

24 meetings

2 A Id say, overall, Mr. Meadows was fairly neutral. And Mr. Meadows also
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1 admires people with strong work ethics and that, in his words, are doers. And he

2 wanted toat least exhaust al of his resources to make sure that the election was

3 thoroughly evaluated. And that, for him at the time, meant communicating with

4 individuals on the outside.

5 But maybe we can go into that. But | also feel like that's ~ if we're focusing on

6 this, on this context, you know, it was neutral, if not in this particular instance leaning a

7 little bit more to siding with the “no team, as in, you know, "We're not doing this."

8 Q Yeah

9 Well, separate from this meeting, did he ever share with you his general approach

10 todealingwith the President, right | can or | can't say thisor that -- or share with you,

11 sortof, strategy or his approach to those conversations, particularly with respect to these:

12 issues, anything having to do with the election, between the election and the end of the

13 administration?

14 A Ithinkit's pretty obvious at this point that he was willing tohear theories

15 and he was willing to have meetings that the President asked him to have, he was willing

16 tohave phone conversations, he was willing to exhaust all of his resources necessary in

17 order to say that he checked all the boxes and he vetted as much as he could in the

18 limited timethat he had.

19 Might've that came with him having more conversations than one might agree he

20 shouldve had? That's not my judgment to make. And it's not his you'd have to ask

21 him, like, whetheror not he felt that he was too neutralor too much in one camp or in

22 theother. Youknow,| can't speakto that. Then I'm factoring my personal opinion

23 intoit, and that's not what I'm here to do,

2 Q understand that. And believe me, we'd love to ask Mr. Meadows those

25 questions directly at some point, and hopefully we'll get the chance to do that.
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1 But al 'm asking you is whether he ever shared with you directly avery close

2 professional colleague - anything about his approach to dealing with the President, the

3 thingsthat he kept in mind as he raised these issues or did not raise issueswith the

4 President with respect to the election.

5 A I mean, again, ike, he - Mr. Meadows always wanted the President to feel

6 that his opinions were being heardandthat everything that the President asked him to

7 dowas being fulfilled and it wasn't just a blanket "no for anything. You know, if

8 Mr. Meadows ever said "no" to something, it was, "Sir, | think that that's not the best way

9 of approaching this, but how about we doit this way?"

10 You know, he always did his best to tryto find a resolution even if he were to say

11 "no Buthis goal was to always act and produce a result. And think that's his

12 method of leading, that's his method of was his method of being the chief of staff.

13 Youknow,ifit's not "no," it's "lets find a different route."

1a And sometimes it took him getting creative, but he always wanted to produce

15 results for the President. And that meant that he entertained a lot of things and that he

16 addressed most, if notal, of the President's concerns and lists of to-dos or asks.

7 Q Yeah, Ms. Hutchinson, again, I'm not asking you to judge what Mr. Meadows

18 didordidntdo. I'm just asking whether he ever shared with you directly any thoughts

19 about how he should or shouldn't approach the President, deal with the President,

20 manage ths issue with respect to his communications with the President.

2 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. So do you understand? He's saying, did you hear him

22 specifically say his philosophy of being the chief of staff?

2 Ms. Hutchinson. | guess the best way | could concisely say what I've been trying

24 to convey in the last four to five questions is that he wanted -~

2 Mr. Passantino. No, but | think — you've definitely said, like, five times, ike, what
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1 yourviewis

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Yeah.

3 Mr. Passantino. But | think the specific question is, did he, lie, have a

a specific -- is there a quote that you can — | mean, as opposed -- you've given your

5 assessment. | think he's saying --

5 Mc Yeah, | know what he -- yeah,thank you, Stefan, and | appreciate

7 that.

8 Ms. Hutchinson. If you want

5 cL Yeah, go ahead. Sorry.

10 Ms. Hutchinson. If you're looking for a specific quote, you know, he would

11 frequently say, you know, I'm his doer, I'm his guy, | want to find a way to do this for him.

12 But that didn't mean acting on everything exactly as the way the President wanted

13 it approached. Not that that would've been a negative, but, you know, the point ofa

14 chief of staff or any close advisors that you have is to have contrasting opinions and to

15 reach a different conclusion sometimes.

16 So, yes, he was the doer, he was the chief of staff to the President of the United

17 States during very unique period, and he had to get creative sometimeswith how he

18 would approach it, but his goal was to never say "no" to the President.

19 He always wanted to fulfill what the President was asking him to do, knowin that

20 if he wasn't going to do it, somebody could eventually backfil that role who wouldn't

21 have the President's best interests in mind. And Mr. Meadows at the time felt that he

22 had the President’ best interests in mind. And he was fearful that somebody else

23 wouldn't and they'd be more selfish in that role.

2 Now, i's not my role to judge the possibiity or evenifthat's a viable concern on

25 hisend.
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1 But yeah, | don't know if that helps answeryour question any better, like, that

2 phrasing

3 sy mR I:

4 Q Is that your opinion, Ms. Hutchinson, or is that what he said to you? "My

5 jobisto never say oto the President, or, "I've got to be his doer” or "his guy," did he

6 say thingslike that?

7 A He frequently said things like that.

8 Q Did he ever contrast his approach tothejob to prior chiefs of staff in this

9 administration?

10 A Over the course of his tenure as chief of staff, or in this period as relating to

11 election fraud and the 2020 election as a whole?

2 Q I'm asking you whether he ever contrasted his approach to the job to the

13 way others who were his predecessors approached the job. He's going to be different

14 than John Kelly or Mick Mulvaney or Reince Priebus or some of the others.

15 A Those were the three. But ~yeah, he did. But that's not, in my opinion,

16 anything that's egregious or out of the question. Because if you are backfilling a role of

17 somebody else that previously held it, you're naturally going to evaluate how they did

18 that job and what may have worked, what may not have worked, and how you could

19 potentiallyfil thatrole a ttle bit better.

0 So, you know, like, when I've takenother jobs, I've thought about who had it

21 before me and what | thought that they did well and what | would do differently in that

22 role. So, you know, there's a natural evaluation point of view that you have to look at

23 and that he did look at.

2 In this period, he never said anythingalong the lines of, "If Reince was chief, he

25 wouldve done it like this," "If Mr. Kelly was the chief of staff, he would've done it like
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1 this," you know, and | don't know if that thought ever crossed his mind. | would love for

2 youtoask him that question.

3 But, yes, bluntly speaking, he did evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of his

4 predecessors.

s Q Uh-huh. And sit fair to say that he viewed his role as chief of staff to be

6 more accommodating, more "never say no," than the predecessors? In other words,

7 was he more accommodating to — sympathetic to the President's ideas, however rational

8 ornot, than his predecessors?

9 Has he said this? I'm not to be clear, I'm not asking for your opinion. I'm

10 asking for what he told you about how he approached his role. We're ust trying to get a

11 sense of how he approached his role.

2 A Mr. Meadows had said that he felt that Mr. Trump was better filled by the

13 leadership style of finding a way and a route to a "yes" than just saying "no," as some or a

14 few of his predecessors had at points.

15 So he had the goal in mind to fulfil the President's wishes and requests and asks

16 because heis the chief ofstaff to the President and that is fundamentally the job. ~ And

17 he felt that Mr. Trump would benefit the most fromsomebody that would help him find a

18 path tothe "yes"

19 Q And did he feel that way about everything, regardless ofwhat the "yes" was

20 ortheideawas? The default answerwas, "Find a way to yes"?

2 A When you say "everything," do you mean

2 Q Every

2 Mr. Passantino. | mean, we are getting. litle farafield here, right? | mean,

24 we've beaten this to death. | mean, | appreciate what you're asking her, and she's

25 certainly given itin the context of this and | mean, it's a pretty unfair position to put her
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1

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Again, I'm happy to keep answering. | mean, if you
3 have - when you use the term "everything," like, that's very encapsulating, and |

. wr Yeah. guess Imtrying o says orall im yingtoask,
S Ms. Hutchinson, is whether or not his approach, essentiallya default yes,"was the same
6 regardless of the issue or whether there were certain issues that he himself thought, "No
7 way, we can't facilitate that" or "We can” - he would have a different approach

8 depending on the underlying issue that was involved. Or is his approach the same
9 regardless? The answer should start with "es"; give the President what he wants.

10 Mr. Passantino. Well, and in fairness, that's not what she's testified to, given
11 what she said, you know, find a way -you know, don't - again, let her testimony speak

12 foritself.

13 vel ven No. 1appreciate that.

14 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Generally and broadly speaking, his goal was always "yes," and |

15 think I've beenvery clear with that.

16 Were there instanceswhere it was just a "no"? | am sure there were instances.
17 where itwasjusta "no." And I'm sure that he didn't love delivering that message. |

18 couldn't name one off the top of my head right now. | was not present for even

19 20 percent of their personal conversations, one-on-one conversations in the Oval, in the
20 Oval dining room,onthe phone, on the plane.

2 He never wanted to be the person that said "no," because he didn't feel that it
22 was appropriate for him to say "no" to the sitting Presidentof the United States. He

23 always wanted the President to feel that he was being heard and that the President's

26 thoughts were at least being explored, because that was a request that he gave
25 Mr. Meadows.
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1 So, generally speaking, yes, his goal was always "yes." But, for instance, the

2 night that we have severely detracted from, he did say "no," you know? | wasn't

3 presentfor him saying "no," but|know that he said "no about appointing Sidney Powell

a as special counsel. Now, whether it was entertained more in the earlier days, I'm not

5 sure. Thatis what you'll have to ask him.

5 But, you know, he didn't like saying "no." His goal was to never just say "no." It

7 was always to find a path to a "yes," evenifthat meant completely tweaking something in

8 the approach to that.

9 vel ov. Thankyou

10 Dan, you can get back into your questions about that meeting or otherwise.

n Mr. Okay. Sounds good.

2 av wie.J:
13 Q Allright. So if we can pull up exhibit 6, please, these are the messages with

14 Tony, who! believe you confirmed last time was Tony Ornato.

15 And the first page of these say, "Flynn is still here." "And Sidney. there'sa

16 brawl."

7 You go on to say, "The westwing is UNHINGED."

18 And then on December 19th at 12:11 a.m., so just after midnight, you say, "Still

19 here,but Rudy, Sidney and Flynn have left."

20 I assume these text messages are in the context of the meeting that we were

2 talking about that started on December 18th. Is that correct?

2 A Yes.

2 a okay.

24 Andif you go to the next page, page 2,ofthis exhibit No. 6, it shows a photo, and

25 you say, "| take one photo for Mark of eachofhis days. Tonight, it was him escorting
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1 Rudy off-campus to make sure he didn't wander back to the Mansion."

2 Last time we talked about potentially getting exact times for some of these.

3 Would this be a place that we could come back to you and askforthe timeofthis photo

4 onthis message?

5 A can pullt up right now, if you want the time.

6 Q  Wecandoit later.

7 A Sorry. Okay.

8 Q Yeah. fits easiest, I'l just give a group of them to Mr. Passantino. ~ And

9 that way, we don't have to stop here.

10 A Okay.

1 Q Andearlieryou mentioned that somebody had been walking, kind of, to your

12 deskor the area where you were during the Oval portion of this meeting. Who was

13 that? Wasit one person in particular?

14 A Mr. Herschmann came to my desk a few times and we had conversations,

15 and Mr. Cipollone cameback one time. And this s all prior to Mr. Meadows coming

16 backto the White House.

7 Q Okay. And so they were relaying to you some of the things that were

18 happening during the meeting with Mr. Flynn and Ms. Powell and Mr. Bye and others?

19 A That's correct.

0 a Alright.

2 So, once the meeting shifts up into the residence, what happened up there, to

2 your knowledge?

23 A 50 the Oval meeting | apologize for rewinding abit, but [inaudible] context

24 todiscuss what happened at the residence. But Mr. Meadows did not make it back to

25 the White House until the group collectively in the Oval Office agreed that, you know,
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1 theyneededa 15-, 20-minute recess.

2 After Mr. Meadows left his house,hegot off the conferenceline that - you know,

3 hewasinand out on the line a few times. He had come back to the White House.

4 He'd gone up to the residence to have a conversation with Mr. Trump prior to the

5 whole group convening in the Yellow Oval. | don't remember who went over there first

6 orif everybody went over there ina group. But this conversation explored what was.

7 being discussed in the Oval Office but it was a little bit more in depth.

8 And in addition to Mr. Meadows coming back to the White House, Mr. Giuliani

9 also came back to the White House - or came to the White House that evening. ~ Sorry.

10 He was not there earlier in the day, to my recollection, but hecame to the White House

11 that night for the Yellow Oval portion of the meeting.

2 And, broadly speaking, from what | recall, the topics that were discussed in the

13 Oval Office were discussed at more detail and length in the Yellow Oval Office with a little

14 bit more guidance and objective counsel from, you know, Mr. Meadows, who was in

15 charge of making such staffing decisions.

16 Q Okay. Andso the Yellow Oval, when you say that, that's in the residence?

1” A That's correct.

18 Q And the people that were there, that went up to the residence portion of the

19 meeting, did that include General Flynn?

20 A Yes. Yessir.

2 Q sidney Powell?

2 A Yessir

23 Q Patrick Byrne?

2 A Yessir

2 Q Pat Cipollone?
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2 A Yess
2 Q Do their

3 A Wr. Lyons, Mr. Herschmann
4 Q Okay. Whoelse? Was Emily Newman there for the residence portion?

$ A I don't remember. | don't even remember -- | don't know who she is, to be

6 honestuwithyou. | remember the other individuals an seeingther, bu, yeah, | dit
7 know who she was then, and I'm not even sure | would recognize her today.

8 Q You said that Mr. Meadows provided counsel from his perspective. What

9 did he say during this meeting? What were his views?

10 A I wasn't there, but | remember him briefly meeting inour office and in the

11 White House Counsel's Office with Whit House Counsel ir. Herschmann and saying
12 that, you know, "I hear the ideas, but, you know, let's do our best to push back right now.

13 1 think that's what's best."

Mr. passanting, Wait. Sothismeeting ws -
15 Ms. Hutchinson. That's Mr. Meadows saying this to --

1 Wr. passanino, Okay. Butts content of communication between lent
SE
18 present who was not a White House person.

19 Ms. Hutchinson. No.

Mr. passating, Okay.
2 Ws. Hutchinson, Forthis portion,no. But ts
= Mr. passanting, 1 know, butcommunications either way ae ttormey-cien.
» ov veJR
24 Q And who called Mr. Meadows back to the White Housefor this meeting?

25 A So people had asked Mr. Meadows for several hours before this to come
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1 back tothe White House, and he was reluctant because he could dial in and he had

2 worked several long days and it was a Friday. He just wanted to get home. And |

3 believe he had family coming in town that weekend.

4 But once | had heard that the meeting had recessed and it was going to continue

5 upstairs, | called Mr. Meadows. ~ He didn't answer his phone, so then | called somebody

6 on his detail and had them connect me with him. Because | wasn't at hs residence; |

7 was still at the White House.

8 And I told Mr. Meadows, " really think you need to come back for this." And he

9 said, "All ight, can you tell my guys I'm going to the White House?”, which "my guys"

10 would be the Secret Service detail. So | did, and they coordinated the motorcade

11 around to bring him back.

2 a okay.

13 When you got upstairs - or, excuse me in the Yellow Oval portion of the

14 meeting in the residence, did Mr. Meadows, to your knowledge, push back on the claims

15 that were being asserted about voting machines and martial law and appointing Sidney

16 Powellasa special prosecutor?

7 A I'm not sureif he pushed back on the claims of Dominion voting machines,

18 because | wasn't there. But | know that he had pushed back on Ms. Powell being

19 appointed special counsel.

0 And | know that he was not particularly inclinedorfond of the ideaofinvoking

21 martiallaw. | don't know if he entertained it as a possibility, but | know that hewas

22 fairly, if not very, firm in his guidance during the Yellow Oval portion of that meeting.

23 And when! say | don't know if he entertained it further, | mean earlier in the evening or in

24 the days prior.

2 Q And do you know what Mr. Cipollone and the White House Counsel's Office.
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1 said duringthe residence portion of that meeting? | believe Mr. Giuliani was there with

2 you~ or wasthere as well?

3 A The attorneys, Mr. Herschmann, Mr. Lyons, all were very clear, as has been

4 reported, that they would resign if this was approved. And | know that that did factor

5 into Mr. Meadows’ decision. He didn't want to lose them.

s Q When you say "if this was approved, they would resign," what do you mean

7 by'this?

5 A If Ms. Powell had been appointed special counselifthey had considered

9 invoking martial law more in depth, which 1 don't know if it was ever even something

10 that was, ike, on the table, legitimately on the table.

n But once it becameclear that there would be mass resignations, including lawyers

12 inthe White House Counsel’ Office, including some of the staff that Mr. Meadows

13 worked closely with, you know, | know that that did factor into his thinking that night.

1a Q And these issues that came up, including seizing voting machines and

15 appointing Ms. Powell as a special counsel and potentially imposing martial law, i it your

16 understanding that those were being considered or proposed inorder to change the

17 outcome of the election and have Mr. Trump start a second term on January 20th?

1 A So, like the Mr. Eastman theories, it was something that external individuals

19 felt could potentially be a constitutional and viable option to either stall certification of

20 the election or to delay the inauguration or to assert that Mr. Trump had actually won.

21 And there were theories ~~ you know, | can't speak to if Mr. Trump - yeah, Il leave it

2 there

2 Q Okay. Fair enough.

2 S0,atthat time -- | just want to get, we'll call it "atmospherics,"butjust an

25 understanding of what the discussions were like at the White House.
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1 By then, you know, the election had happened in November. ~The electoral

2 college met and cast votes that, when counted up, showed the now-President Biden had

3 won.

4 And here we are on December 18th. We'retalking about a meeting that goes

5 intothe 19th. And was the focus -- was Mr. Trump's focus, to the best of your

6 knowledge, at that point, had it turned to January 6th? Was he focused on that date

7 because that was maybe the next step in the election process and declaring Joe Biden the

8 winner?

9 A Could you repeat the first partof that question, please?

10 Q Yeah, sure. And, again, this is just for context, but the first part was that,

11 bythis point, December 18th-19th, in thismeeting that we're just talking about, the

12 election had been run and Mr. Biden was declared the winner; the electoral college met

13 and cast votes that declared Mr. Biden the winner.

14 And s0 was the focus in the White House and Mr. Trump's focus, to the best of

15 your knowledge, insofar as you could tell, now focused on January the 6th as the next

16 datein the election process, so to speak?

7 A Naturally so, yes, because that was the next date that there was a significant

18 eventthat was going to happen. You know, you couldn't backpedal the decisions and

19 the dates that had already passed and change anything that had happened then, so his

20 attention had then turned to, what can be done between today and the 6th?

2 Q Do you remember Mr. Trump talking about January 6th around this time,

22 December 18th, in this meeting that we've just been talking about?

23 A don't recall Mr. Trump having - being present for any conversations that

24 Mr. Trump had about January 6th. Or -- yeah. | don't recall Mr. Trump having those

25 discussions or me being physically present for him specifically speaking about
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1 January 6th.

2 a Okay.

3 What is it in your mind that makesyou thinkthat the focus at this point had

4 tumedto January 6th? Was there any particular discussion with Mr. Meadowsor others

5 about January the 6th around this time?

6 A Mr. Meadows began his discussions about how to approach January 6th.

7 Q Around the timeof this meeting?

8 A Roughly. Youknow, maybe a day before, maybe 2 days after, but within

9 this general timeframe.

10 a Okay.

u And if we could pull up exhibit No. 24, this is a tweet that the President sent out

12 onDecemberthe 19th. So, actually, it was at 1:34 in the morning on the 19th, so just an

13 hour or so, maybe 2 hours, after the meeting ended and Mr. Giuliani and others left the

14 White House.

15 You can go down to the middle of the page. ~ This is very hard to see, the way it's

16 formatted here, but | will tell you that it says December 19, 2020, at 1:42 a.m. Eastern

17 Standard Time.

18 The tweet reads: "Peter Navarro releases 36-page report alleging election fraud

19 "more than sufficient’ to swingvictory to Trump." And then it has a hyperlink. "A great

20 report by Peter. Statistically impossible to have lost the 2020 Election. Big protest in

21 D.C.onJanuary 6th. Be there, will be wild!"

2 Do you rememberthat tweet coming out onthe 19th?

23 A I had Twitter alerts pushed to my personal cell phone, so | remember a

24 tweet being pushed out, but, to be honest, most of the time, | ignored the Twitter alerts

25 onmyphone. Soldon't remember if | ever opened it this night, but | remember seeing
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1 it come up on my phone when | was driving home. And | recall, | believe, ignoring it.

2 And | would've seen it either later that night or the next morning when | was on my way

3 tothe White House, but -
4 Q Do you rememberany discussions in the White House aboutthis tweet,

5 particularly the part that says, "Big protest in D.C. on January 6th. Be there, will be

wide’, around this time, so the 18th, 19th, 20th of December?
7 A Dol remember any discussions happening about that portionof the tweet?

8 a Right
5 A Notaroundthistime, no.
10 Q Okay. How aboutever? Do you remember anything about the fact that

11 Mr Trump said there was going to be a protest that will be wild?
2 A Yes
13 Q Can you tell us about that and whowas involved?

1 A Td calit more as, like, tongue-in-cheek comments or, you know, them
15 discussing contents of tweets. You know, Mr. Meadows would sometimes weigh in on

16 tweets that Mr. Trump was going to put out or tweets that Mr. Scavino had drafted.
w I don't remember the term "wild" being thrown around atthistime. |don't
18 remember any specific phrasing in my immediate recollection right now that was, you

19 know, phrasing that they explicitly wanted used. But | remember generally the

20 discussions of, you know, we want people to turn out, we want to get the word out
2 earlier; that way, people have time to coordinate their travel plans, et cetera.

2 Q But you don't remember any discussionspecifically aboutwhat Mr. Trump
23 meant when he said "will be wild." Is that fair?

2 A Inthe contextof thistweet, no.
2 Q Okay. Is there another context where you remember Mr. Trum taking.
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1 about having the protest, will be wild? The only reason| ask is becauseyoujust said not

2 inthis context, so | want to make sure I'm not missing something.

3 A And, again, I'm not attributing it to the term "wild," but he was excited about

4 the big crowd, he was excited that his supporters were coming out to the rally on the 6th,

5 so, you know, take that comment as you wil

6 1 know that there will probably be individuals that misconstrue what | am

7 intending to say, and that's really my goal, for that not to happen, but he was looking

8 forward to his supporters being here, just as he had for mostofhis rallies. And that's

9 notanything criminal. He's not ~ it's not out of touch for him to look forward to

10 something like that. And he wanted his people to be there. He wanted them to be.

11 excited about seeing him on January6th.

2 So, yeah, there was discussions about how large the crowd size would be.

13 a Okay.

1a And so, at this point, though, on December 19th, are you familiar with any plans

15 toactually have a rally on January 6th, when the President issued this tweet, again, on

16 the1oth?

1” A The rally specifically, no. Now, as the days have progressed, that's when |

18 started hearing about arally. But | remember probably, like, 2 or3 days before this

19 Mr. Meadows talking about January 6th and, you know, we could have events or, like,

20 what maybe we should do on that day if, you know, it came to that.

2 Q Did Mr. Meadows think, you know, aroundthis time, that there should be a

22 protest, whether wild or not, on January 6th in Washington related to the joint session?

23 A Mr. Meadows was supportive of considering a rally or an event in

24 Washington, D.C, on January 6th. | think there maybe were more ideas thrown around

25 that I'm not aware of, but | know rally was one of them.
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1 Q Before we get off this tweet too, you know, the first part of it talks about

2 Peter Navarro releasinga "36-page report alleging election fraud ‘more than sufficient’ to

3 swing victory to Trump."

4 Do you know whether Mr. Meadows was involved in the preparation of that

5 reportinany way?

6 A 1don't know, but I'm strongly inclined to say that he was not involved with

7 any of Mr. Navarro's activities during this time.

8 Q Why doyousay that?

9 A Mr. Navarro oftentimes operated on his own time and on his own

10 prerogative, and there were often times he attempted to raise things of ths nature to

11 Mr. Meadows during this time period that, you know, Mr. Meadows respectfully declined.

2 a okay.

13 On December 21st - if we could pull up exhibit 25 — we briefly touched on this

14 before, | believe, but there was a meeting in the Oval Office with Members of Congress,

15 and Mr. Meadows ended up tweeting about it.

16 If we can go to page 5 of this exhibit.

7 This is a text chain that you produced with Eliza. | believe it's Elizabeth Thurston.

18 Isthat correct?

19 A Eliza, butyes.

0 a okay.

2 And on December 21st, at 1:22 it's actually on page 5 ~ you asked, "Did matt

22 gaetz come to our office?"

23 And she says, "Yes he's in with Mark." “Rudy is stuck at the gate bc he brought in

24 an unscheduled guest. There are a number of other members in the lobby."

2 You say, "Oh my gosh ok."
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1 And then she says, "Matt just walked out."

2 So can you tell uswhat was happening on the 21st at the White House as it relates

3 tothese messages?

4 A Thisis around the time that the meeting with the Members of Congress was

5 settobegin in the Cabinet Room.

6 Q Okay. So this Cabinet Room meeting, who called the meeting?

7 A I don't rememberwho coordinated all the logisticsfor this meeting.

8 Now, 99 percent of the time, meetings with Members of Congress, whether

9 Mr. Meadows would participate or Mr. Trump would participate, were elevated to me,

10 and then | would disseminate any information to the Office of Legislative Affairs to

11 coordinate logistics for the meeting.

2 But, this meeting, | don't recall if | know | didn't coordinate the logistics for it. |

13 remember Mr. Meadows telling me about this meeting, telling me to come up with a

14 group of Members. And then | remember reaching out to Mr. Jordan, Jim Jordan, to ask

15 if they already had any in mind, and they said, yeah, they'll send those over to Mark.

16 And then | believe that | had told Mr. Haidet, the President's scheduler, you know,

17 just putiton the calendar and we will, like, work from there.

18 So it was kind of a little bit more of a | don't want to say "impromptu, but nota

19 very formally scheduled event.

20 Q My understanding is that the purposeof this meeting was to talk about what

21 would happen during the joint session of Congress on the 6th. Is that right?

2 A Thatsaccurate. Correct.

23 Q And we're going to get into exactly what happened with that, but | first want

24 togo through someof the people who were there.

2 Did the President participate in this meeting on the 21st in the - | believe you said
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1 Cabinet Room?

2 A He briefly came in.

3 Q Just briefly?

4 A We might have contrasting opinions and definitions of "briefly," but he was

5 notin there for the entire duration of the meeting.

6 a okay.

7 Was Mr. Meadows there for the meeting?

8 A He briefly participated. He didn't have a seat at the table, and he didn't

9 participate in the entire meeting. He,I believe, stepped in and out four or five times

10 and maybe possibly was in there for 15 to 20 minutes. | might be being generous with

1 that

2 Qa So-

13 A timeframe, but -

1 Q  I'msorry. Go ahead, Ms. Hutchinson,

15 AI might be generouswith the 15- to 20-minutetimeframe. |don't know

16 specifically, but, you know, roughly, possibly, that's probably how much time he spent in

17 that meeting.

18 Q Was the Vice President in that meeting?

19 A He did go into the meeting, again, | don't believe fromstart to finish, but he.

20 did spend time speaking with the Members, listening to the presentation, listening to

21 concems,

2 Q Okay. Did he have his staff with him, like Marc Short or anybody else?

23 A He brought Marc Short in with him and his director of legislative affairs, Chris

24 Hodgson.

2 Q Was Mr. Giuliani at that meeting?
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1 A Hewas.

2 Q Who else from his team do you rememberbeing there?

3 A don't remember anybody else that was in there and had accompanied

4 Mr.Gidlianito that meeting.

5 Q Was Phil Waldron there, somebody we talked about earlier, if you

6 remember?

7 A don't remember if Mr. Waldron was there.

8 Q How about John Eastman? Was he at that meeting, to the best of your

9 knowledge?

10 A Tomyknowledge, he was not there.

u Q Alright

2 And then we have a number of House Members. | believe they were from the

13 House Freedom Caucus. Is that right, generally?

14 A That's accurate, generally.

15 Q Okay. Sodid that include Jim Jordan?

16 A Yes, Mr. Jordan was there.

7 Q Andy Biggs?

18 A Mr. Biggs was there.

19 Q  MoBrooks?

0 A Mr. Brooks was there.

2 Q Matt Gaetz?

2 A Mr. Gaetz was there, although | don't believe Mr. Gaetz is a part of the

23 Freedom Caucus.

24 Q Okay. How about Marjorie Taylor -

2 A (inaudible)
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1 Q sure. How about Marjorie Taylor Greene?

2 A Was notat thetime a memberof theFreedom Caucus, asshewas stil

3 Congresswoman-elect, but, yes, Ms. Marjorie Taylor Greene was there.

a Q Howabout Louie Gohmert? Washe there?

5 A Mr. Gohmert was there.

s Q Do yourememberanybody elsewhowas there from the House orthe

7 Congress?

5 A Mr. Hice, Jody Hice; Mr. Gosar, Paul Gosar,; | believe Ms. Lesko, Debbie Lesko

9 of Arizona.

10 And there was also a handful ofothers that were there that | Mr. Perry

11 definitely spoke. | can't remember if he was dialed in or if he was physically present

12 though. They dialed ina few Members over the course of that meeting.

3 a okay.

1a What do you remember were you in that meeting the whole time?

15 A Not the entire time, no.

16 Q Okay. What do you remember from that meeting? What happened?

FY A Afew Members expressed their opinions and their thoughts on January 6th,

18 what they believed that the Vice President's role could potentially be

19 Q Can stopyou there?

1) A Yes

2 Q On that issue in particular, the Vice President's role and what they thought it

22 would be, what wast? What was the conversation like?

2 A Theyfelt that hehad the authority to - pardonme if myphrasing isn't

24 correct on this, but ~ send votes back to the States or the electors back to the States,

25 more along the lines of the Eastman theory. I'm not very well-versed on t, and |
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1 apologize for that.

2 Q That's quite allright. That's exactly right. So Mr. Eastman said that the

3 Vice President would have, amongother things, the authority to count certain votes or to

4 delay the certification and send votes

5 A Right

6 Q  ~backtothe States.

7 A Okay. Tosendthe votes back to the States, not the delegatesorthe

8 electors, but, yes, send the votes back.

9 a okay.

10 And didboth of those things, either the Vice President's power to count or not

11 countandalso his power to send the votes back to the States, did they come up in that

12 meeting on the 21st?

13 A Theydd.

14 Q And did anybody in that meeting disagree with the idea that the Vice

15 President had the authority to do that, either of those options?

16 A don't recall anybody speaking out and definitively expressing disagreement

17 with that theory. | believe | am not out of line for - | don't want to say

18 "speculating" for saying that the Vice President's team appeared slightly skeptical

19 But, you know, again, | wasn't present from start to finish, but | don't recall in my

20 presence or immediately afterwards hearing feedback from Members, anybody, you

21 know, saying anything that would have been perceived as controversial, which would've

22 been, "No, actually, the Vice President doesn't have that theory, and here's why."

23 a okay.

2 Do you remember theVice President or Mr. Short saying anything about this idea

25 during the meeting?
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1 A don't remember any specifics of what they said. | remember Mr. Pence

2 asking few questions here and there. | remember Mr. Short pushing back a little bit on

3 someof thetheories. | don't recall the specifics of what he pushedback on, and it

4 wasn'tanything that | had interpreted as him — as Mr. Short trying to start a heated

5 debateoverit. Itwasmore just rhetorical.

6 Q Was anybody from the White House Counsel's Office present for that

7 meeting?

8 A Not that can remember, but it's possible that they stepped in when | wasn't

9 there. They were sittingalong the back of the wall,

10 Q It sounds like earlier you mentioned a presentationor a PowerPoint that

11 came up relatedto this meeting. Was there somebody presenting on this idea, or was it

12 more of an open forum for discussion?

13 A rememberthere being few paper copies ofa PowerPoint on the table. |

14 remember Mr. Giuliani having conversations about the contents of those PowerPoint,

15 but! don't recall if it was how formal those discussions were. You know, "Everybody

16 tuto page 3, and let's discuss the content on this page.”

7 a okay.

18 50 that's one topic that came up, the power of the Vice President on the joint

19 session of Congress on January the 6th. | stopped you as you were going through other

20 thingsthat came up. What were someof the other things that came up during that

21 meeting?

2 A You know, honestly, | believe that was the bulk of the meeting. Mr. Trump.

23 camein, and Members talked to him about how they felt people in their States were

24 receiving t, you know, what they were hearing intheir States, had they heard anything

25 that was worthyofelevatingto him. And Members love to engage in
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1 conversation - loved to engage in conversations with the President, so it was

2 a-everybody kind of battled for their time with him in those moments.

3 But, you know, | perceived the primarybulkof thatmeetingto be about the Vice

4 President's role and what that might look like on January 6th.

5 Q Did the topic of objections and needing to have a Member of the House,

6 alongwith a Senator, make an objection to a State's electoral colleges votes, did that

7 comeup?

8 A I don't remember. And there weren't anySenators present for that

9 meeting
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1
2 (20pm)
3 ov winI
4 Q Okay. Butyou don't remember any House Members talking about making

$ objections or debate about a certain State's votes?

6 A I remember House Members discussing how they would approach it on the
7 House floor, but | don't recall them discussing a Senator's or multiple Senators’ role.

8 Now -- but, again, | wasn't in there for the entire duration of the conversation. So

9 possible that that came up, | just -- | wasn't there and | don't recall.

10 Q What do you remember about that discussion about how the House would

11 proceed during the Joint Session?
12 A That the Members present for the meeting on December2lst were planning.

13 to object to the electoral college and that they would enforce speeches about social

14 media posts, make sure that they were being - media circuits that were all on message
15 with what -- with what the -- I'll leave it there.

16 Q Okay. Did they talk about the need to provide evidence of fraud in the

17 electionaspart ofthe Joint Session?
18 A We talked--there were some Members that mentioned evidenceof fraud in

19 their own individual States, which was, oh, we heard X from these individuals, we'll get
20 youth data, and having that be sent over to the campaign or Mr. Giuliani or Mr.
2a Meadows.

2 Q Did any of them think that they wouldn't be able to prove fraud during the

23 Joint Session to change any -- the outcome of the Joint Session?

24 Mr. Passantino. You mean did they say it ordid they think it?

2s virJ. Savit. Thankyou
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1 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't rememberany Members mentioningat that time that

2 there might not be a sufficient amount of evidence to change anything on the 6th during

3 this meeting.

a wrJl. During this meeting, did any of the Members talk about or say that

5 they wouldn't have the votes to actually do anything during the Joint Session; there

6 would just be an objection that would get voted down? Did that come up?

7 Ms. Hutchinson. No. | don't recall any Member saying anything along those

8 lines, but

9 mr.JE Let me askit a different way. Did the Members who were present

10 for that meeting on December 2Istthink that their objections would be successful and

11 thatit would change the outcome of the Joint Session on the 2Ist?

2 Mr. Passantino. Did theysay itorthinkit?

13 Ms. Hutchinson, They said that there was a possibility that t could.

1 ov veJ:

15 Q  Thatit couldhave an effect on the outcome?

16 A That's correct.

7 Q Who said that, if you remember? ~ And did anybodypush back on that?

1 A Letme think f there was -- they all said something along those lines. |

19 don't recall anybody adamantly pushing back in the context of, you know, this is

20 hypothetical, but Mr. Gohmert saying, you know, This is going to work, and Mr. Short

21 saying, No, its not, and this is why.
2 Although it's possible those exchanges happened when | wasn't in the room, |

23 don't recall anything of that nature. The most explicit thing that | recall is, you know,

24 the members were saying, It's possible, it's possible, it's possible. You just have to get

25 the right people on our team. We have to make sure that we have a coordinated effort
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1 here. And, you know, people saying like, ves, you know, this could go wrong, but we can

2 maybe encourage that bump in the road with this method, you know. And | don't recall

3 the specifics beyond that. But it was more just conversational,preliminarydiscussions,

4 from what recall, during the portion especially when it was just the Members with

5 Mr.Giuliani. Itwasalittle bit more formal when Mr. Pence and Mr. Trump came in,

6 bute

7 Q In that meeting on December the 2Ist, do you know if Mr. Pe- — or excuse

8 me Mr. Trump told Mr. Pence that he had the power and the ability to count or not

9 count certain votes or send the votes back to the States?

10 A don't know if he said anything like that during this meeting.

1 MrJ. Anything else on this meeting before we move on?

2 Okay. 1am going to have exhibit 25, please, page 6.

13 ey Mr.I:

14 Q  Thisis back to the text messages with Ms. Thurston. And this is from

15 Decemberthe 22nd. She asks you if Roy Blunt called you. ~ She says, | missed him, then

16 called him back and said he talked to another young lady.

FY You send a laughing response. ~ And you say, Yes,| did. ~ He just said have Mark

18 give meacall when he has a few minutes. | texted him and left him a voicemail.

19 Nothing time sensitive. Just want to catch up.

1) So Mr. Blunt, that's a U.S. Senator, correct?

2 A That's correct.

2 Q Do you know why he wanted to talk to Mr. Meadows on December 22nd?

2 A Mr. Blunt and | would personally communicate a lot. You know, he knew

24 that Mark was difficult to get ahold ofa lot of the time. If | recall correctly ~~ now,

25 December 22nd wasa Sunday, right? Maybe it wasn't a Sunday.
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1 Q  Ithink you have a better senseofdates,quite frankly, than I do. But let me

2 lookitup fit’ helpful.

3 A It might be justa little helpful just because --

4 Q The 22ndisa Tuesday.

5 A Okay. ATuesday,8am. Itwasn't anything about the election, but this

6 Q Okay. Then canstopyou there.

7 A [inaudible] the NDAA or- but itwas about other pending legislation in

8 Congress.

9 Q Okay. Nottheelectionandnot the Joint Session?

10 A Comet.

1 Q  Verygood. Sol think we can move on.

2 1 understand around that time Mr. Perry may have introduced the President to

13 Jeff Clark. Do you what do you know about that, if anything?

14 A 1don't know anything about Mr. Perry's introductionof JeffClarkto Mr.

15 Trump.

16 Q Do youknowapproximately when JeffClark started comingaround the

17 White House? | understand he was there quite a few times in late December.

18 A [inaudible] | do remember him coming to the White House frequently in late

19 December, especially after Mr. Meadows had gotten back - Mr. Meadows and | had both

20 gotten back to the White House from a very, very, very brief Christmas.

2 Q Okay. Sothat's post-Christmas. And tobeclear, doyou knowif Mr. Perry

22 introduced Mr.Clark to the President or you don't know?

23 A No,I'mnotsure. I'mnotsure. Tobe honest, that's the first time I've

24 heardofthat. | know that Mr. Clarkwas at one point introduced to the President and

25 that's when he started coming around more, but I'm not sure that Mr. Perry made that
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1 introduction or would have gave that introduction. ~ Sounds odd to me, but

2 Q  Iunderstand that there'sameeting that Mr. Clark had inthe residence with

3 the President and potentially Scott Perry as well. Do you know anything about that

4 meeting?

5 A No.

s Q Okay. Doyou know

7 A don't think Mr. Perry ever went to the residence.

8 a rmsorry?

9 AI don't thinkMr. Perry everspenttime in Mr. Trump's residence.

10 Q Do you know if Mr. Meadows was in touch with Jeff Clark?

1 A Frequently.

2 Q Okay. Doyou know how that started or why it started, what the purpose

13 ofitwas?

1a A No. Ijust came recognized Mr. Clark as somebody that was assisting the

15 efforts with the ongoing election investigation litigation in the White House.

16 Q Do you know if Mr. Clark was working with Mr. Giuliani and his team?

FY A Mr. Clark came to meetings that Mr. Giulianiwasalso in thatalso

18 met meeting with Mark, Mr. Meadows. And| remember Mr. Clark's frequent

19 presence and his frequent outreach and communications, but | don't remember specific

20 meetings or know who he would have come withforwhat meeting. He was around a

21 lot of people ina time when there was -~ I'mnot trying to be vague, but there was a lot of

22 people around and present and were in and out of rooms, so

2 Q Do you know what Mr. Clark or were you present for any meetings

24 between Mr. Clark and the President?

2 A Notinthe room, no.
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1 Q Okay. Doyou know what happened in any meetings between Mr. Clark

2 andthe President, other than January 3rd? That was with alot of leadership with the

3 Department of Justice, and we don't need to get tothat one yet.

a A vet

5 I'm sorry. Could you restate your question?

s Q Yeah, sure. Other than January 3rd, are you awareof anymeetings that

7 Mr. Clark had with the President?

5 A remember him coming to the White House for meetings with Mr. Trump.

9 And, you know, 1 all ~ almost all - almost all, if notall, meetings Mr. Trump had, | had

10 insighton. So,yes, | remember him coming to meetings with Mr. Trump. But, again,
11 just bringing it back to what | previously said, | don't know if it was Mr. Giuliani who had

12 brought him, ifit was Mr. Trump who had personally called him, lie, who had

13 coordinated all these efforts and who was in the room for these meetings. But | do

14 remember he might have had a meeting with Mr. Trump or Mr. Trump and Mr. Clark

15 having communications because Mr. Meadows was then involved in those conversations.

16 Q Okay. And on that point, how would Mr. Meadows communicate with Jeff

17 Clark, do you know?

1 A Like on cell phone or by snail mail?

19 Q sure. Cell phone, text messages, Signal application.

1) A Ive only known Mr. Meadows to communicate with Mr. Clark on his official

21 work phone and - definitively hisofficialwork phone.

2 Q Okay. And do youknow what happened in the meetings between JeffClark

23 and the President, or Mr. Meadows, for that matter? And specifically I'm interested in

24 learning why - or what the President or Mr. Meadows thought Mr. Clark could do in his

25 role at the Departmentof Justice.
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1 A 1don't know specific actions that they thought he might be able to take or

2 that they wanted him to take, but | know that there were conversations about him

3 being -- having his position elevated at the Department of Justice and whether or not that

4 wasaviable possibilty, if there was any grounds to make that happen.

5 Q What would be the point of elevating him? Whydid they contemplate it?

6 Kind of like the Kash Patel conversation that we had earlier. What did they say the

7 reason of elevating Jeff Clark would be?

5 A [Inaudible] conversations between Mr. Meadows, Mr. Trump, Mr. Clark, I'm

9 notsure. Iwasn't physically present in the Oval Office for those conversations.

10 Q Okay. Well, what was your understanding, just from working at the White

11 House and with Mr. Meadows, about why Mr. Trump or others were contemplating.

12 elevating Jeff Clark in the Departmentof Justice?

13 A Ibelieve that the way to phrase it is justthat the idea at some point had

14 been mentioned, and when there was an idea mentioned either to the Presidentor to

15 Mr. Meadows and that it could be elevated to Mr. Trump's level, it was worthy of vetting

16 internally. And! know that there was -- recall there being controversies and opinions.

17 about Department of Justice staff that DOJ officials had raised with me when they came

18 tome, with Mr. Meadows. Prior to meetings with him, you know, people at the

19 Department of Justice have reached out to me, got ahold ofMr. Meadows when he was

20 in Georgia for Christmas. In termsofelevating Mr. Clark specifically, I'm not sure

21 because | wasn't present for those conversations.

2 Q Tothe best of your knowledge, did the White House - anyone in the White

23 House consider elevating Mr. Clark so that he could have a role i election-related

24 investigations?

2 A Mr. Clark having a role in election investigations would have been a natural
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1 role for him to take on had he been elevatedat the Departmentof Justice,given what

2 was happening at the time, so yes.

3 Q Was that one of the reasons he was contemplated, though, as being.

4 elevated toa leadership position at the DepartmentofJustice, to the best of your

5 knowledge?

6 A I'mnot sure how -- I'm not sure how legitimate that reason was as opposed

7 toothers that may have been entertained that, you know, | wasn't aware of, but |

8 rememberthat one being mentioned.

9 Q Okay. So that was one of the reasons that he was contemplated for

10 elevation?

1 A And just to be clear, because he would naturally have insight on that, if he

12 were tobe elevated, given what was happening at the time.

13 Q 1 guess |just want to make a clear distinction, though, Ms. Hutchinson,

14 because you're right, | think anybody who sits a top of the Departmentof Justice would

15 have that role. But being considered for that role becauseofthe fact that he may take

16 some actions in election-related investigationsor otherwise is alittle bit different.

7 Sois it your understanding that the Presidentorothers considered elevating Mr.

18 Clark because he would have - he would take a different approach to election-related

19 investigationsor litigation?

0 A I'm not sureif that was the intention or the sole reason.

2 Q Okay. You're saying sole reason. But was ita reason that was discussed?

2 A Itwas it was absolutely mentioned, but I'm not sure if that was the goal or

23 theintentin elevating him because | wasn't present for those discussions and | wasn't let

24 inon how extensive those conversations were. |just remember Department of Justice

25 officials talking to me about Mr. Clarkbeing elevated and that being one point of concern
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1 forthem, and those conversationsbeing elevated to Mr. Meadows and Mr. Meadows

2 discussing that with me and with others in the West Wing at the time.
3 But there could have been a different reason. ~ There could have been 15 reasons

4 that this was being entertained. That's the one that | remember right now, but, you

5 know, lI wasn't in charge of staffing departments and agencies, so ~ and to be frank, |
6 wasn't really paying attention thatmuchto that. So don't recall manyspecifics about

7 those conversations.

8 Q Okay. Fair enough.
5 If you could pull up exhibit 35, please, specifically page 2.

10 What we're going to show you is letter that Department ofJustice provided.
11 We understand Mr. Clark had a role in drafting a letter, and it's addressed as a proof of

12 concept, essentially, to various State legislatures - the one that's mentioned here is

13 Georgia and asking them to cal themselves into special session and look at issues
14 related to fraud in the election and, f appropriate and necessary, take action.

15 D0 you remember whether anybody at the White House asked Mr. Clark to draft a

16 letter ike this to State legislatures that would be sentby the Departmentof Justice?
7 Mr. Passantino. Hey, having nothing - I'm kind of at the break point here, and |

18 think Ms. Hutchinson would like to take a break.

1 ve sore
2 Mr. Passantino, I'm sorry. Do you mind if we take a 5-minute break before we

21 getintoa new topic?
2 wr. Of course. This is the last little bit on this Department of Justice

23 topic, but we can doit now. It's totally up to you guys,

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Again, Im not trying to be difficult or messwith you all. |
25 just—I want to make sure | like - | just need a minute to walk around for a second.
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1 vel Of course. Takeyourtime, Ms. Hutchinson.

2 We'll go off the record.

3 [Recess.)

a wr. Alright. Solet's go back on the record. It's 5:46 in the interview

5 of Ms. Cassidy Hutchinson.

6 oy vr.

7 Q So we eft off on exhibit No. 35, which is letter that JeffreyClark was

8 involved in drafting. And it's kind of a proof of conceptletterwhere the Department of

9 Justice in theory would ask various States to call themselves into session - State

10 legislatures, rather, to call themselves into session and look at issues related to purported

11 fraud in the election and then takeany appropriate actions as necessary.

2 The question to you is, Ms. Hutchinson, do you know whether anybody at the

13 White House, including the President or Mr. Meadows, asked Mr. Clark to drafta letter

14 like this that would be sent on behalf of the Department of Justice?

15 A don't remember anybody at the White House asking to draft this letter. |

16 remember Mr. Meadows asking to see a copy of the letter.

7 Q Who did he ask fora copy of the letter?

1 A Ibelieve Mr. Clark.

19 Q Do youknow what Mr. Meadows did with the copy once he got it?

1) A Tmnotsure,

2 Q Do you remember if there were any discussions about this letter or the ideas

22 discussed in this letter about calling - having the Department of Justice effectively send a

23 letter asking State legislatures to call themselves back into session?

2 A Could you repeat the last part of that question again?

2 Q Yeah. Doyourememberif - well, let me back up.
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1 You sad you dort know what Mr. Meadows did with tis eter once he received
2 it, correct?

5 A Comect. Thats correct
4 Q And do you remember, were there any discussions about this letter or the

$ ideas in the letter about having the States call them -- State legislatures call themselves

6 backinto session to evaluate issues related to the election at DOY's request?
7 A Iremembertheideas — that conceptbeingdiscussed, broadly speaking. |

8 remember Mr. Meadows mentioning it in meetings and once or twice in passerby

9 conversation with me, but nothing that would indicate his opinion on it, just as something

10 that, you know, was outlined in this letter and, you know, was the topic of conversation

1 atthetime. Butiwasmt priv to any of those conversations extensively.
12 Q Do you know whether the President advocated for this idea to have the

13 DepartmentofJustice send a letter like this?

1 A Atthe time, I'm not sure whether the resident advocated for DOJ to send a
15 letter like this.

1 wiJ. Any questionsonthe Departmentorthiseter?
ovwinI

18 Q Okay. Allright. Soon December 22nd, | understand that Mr. Meadows

19 wentto Cobl County in Marietta, Georgia, specifica, where an audit was being
20 conducted of signatures related to ballots cast in the 2020 election.

2a Did you go with Mr. Meadows on that trip?

2 A Tdidnot. 1wasat the White House that day. He asked me to stay behind
23 because he left before Mr. Trump left for Florida, and that way at least | was there in case

24 he needed anything on our behalf and he couldn't get ahold of Mr. Meadows.

2 Q  Didyouat anypoint goto Georgia while Mr. Meadowswas on this rip
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1 late December?

2 A Idid not.

3 Q Do you know what the purpose of Mr. Meadows going to Georgia was during
4 this signature review?
$ A The primary purpose of this trip was to visit family. His son lives in Georgia,

6 and they went down to see his son for Christmas. Conveniently, his son ives in close:
7 proximity to Cobb County, and Mr. Meadows had discussed at length coordinating any

8 visits with Georgia State officials during this trip.

9 Q  lunderstand that he did meet with some Georgia officials,including Jordan

10 Fuchs, | believe is how you pronounce her name. What was the purpose -- your

11 understanding of what was the purpose of himmeeting with Ms. Fuchs?
12 Mr. Passantino. Which one? Okay.

13 Ms. Hutchinson. He met with Ms. Fuchs at Cobb -- at the CobbCounty when he

14 wenttosee the ballots being counted. I'm tying to pul them up here. There was a
15 few other officials there too.

16 He agreed -- can you guys hear me okay?

w MB. Yeah, wecan hearyou.
18 Ms. Hutchinson. Sorry. We got a warning notification.

19 I'm sorry. | lost my train of thought.

2 Mr. Meadows and Mr. Trump had conversations about what Mr. Meadows could
2a potentially do down in Georgia. Now, there was a point where | was going to go with

22 him because he was going to conduct a few more meetings, but then it was decided that

23 he would make it a little bit more informal and casual, which is when he decided to go

24 watch the ballots being counted
25 I'm not sure if he reached out to Ms. Fuchs directly to coordinate that. However,
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2 the volunteers and the staff members that were counting the ballots and reevaluating the

4 And then there were a few other Georgia State officials that were present at that

$ time. Now, whether they were present because there was official business going on or

7 I'm not sure. But that's the overall gist of this particular visit.

8 ay virI:

9 Q What did he think he could accomplish, if you know, by speaking to the

10 people who are doing the signature verification on ballots?

12 things, if they had thoughts that they needed any more resources, if there was anything.

13 that the White House could do to help ease the process along. If they needed, like,

15 looking for jobs, so -- our campaign officials -- the Trump campaign officials, | should say.

16 But —- and then just had conversations with the Georgia State officials about what they

18 significant evidence to their knowledge at that point.

21 Q No. That's quite all right. That'smy job.

23 This is a text exchange that you had with somebody named the initials
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1 was | + Veadows' Secret service detail. He was

2 traveling with himonthattrip.

3 Q Doyourememberhis fst name?

©
5 Q Soon December 22nd at 4:20 -- 5:20 -- I'm sorry -- you asked, Any clue why

6 Markis askingfor SO POTUS challenge coins, question mark.
7 I<0. he Go team tht was ere doing the signature match
8 comparisons. Its the OTR site wewent to today.
9 And then ifyou goto page 2 of this exhibit, it's messages you exchanged withfff]

11 remember when he did the drop-by of the ballot-counting place in Georgia? Do you
12 remember the addressoranything about who he saw?

13 I'm supposed to get a shit load of POTUS stuff together, parenthesis, coins, actual

14 autographed MAGA hats, et cetera, close parenthesis, to mailto them, but hehas given
15 meno further guidance. LOL.

1 I figured Id ask you before | ask him again.
w Can you tell us about this conversation that you hadvithJ=: o» the
18 22nd when Mr. Meadows was in Georgia and then on the 30th about challenge coins and

19 memorabilia that you were supposed to get together?
20 A Yes. I apologize for asking this question, but would you mind beinga little
21 more specific as to the context you're looking for?
2 Q Yeah. guess, it sounds like you received a message from Mark asking for
23 50 POTUS challenge coins. So, | guess, tell us about that and what you understood the

24 askto be and what the purpose of it was.
2 A Yeah. Mr. Meadows had reached out to me, which | guess requires me to
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1 givealittle bit more context just generally speaking. But whenever we would travel, |

2 would packa bag that we would bring with usor the miliary aide would bring to our

3 sites, and it would have Mr. Meadows’ challenge coins, you know, little things that he

4 would ike to pass out to people. ~ He would do this at allies. He would do this at

5 offical events.

6 And this was just part of the President's philosophy of always wanting people to

7 feelincluded, and it does make people feel special. We gave things to Democrats as

8 well Its nota partisan thing, | don't believe. But, you know,every White House -- not

9 every White Housetopofficial gets to give out.

10 But, you know, in this particular instance, when he reached out to me and asked

11 metostart getting things together, he would be bringing it to Georgia or we'd be sending

12 ittoGeorgia. And! believe at this time he had maybe discussed doing one more trip

13 before the6th that him and | would do together after he had gotten back from Christmas.

14 Sol don't know if he said bringor if he - it might be on my official text messages, but - if

15 he said bring or, you know, but | took that as more ofa we're going to send things to

16 them asasign of gratitude for everything they're doing, working overtime to count the

17 ballots and make sure everything's taken care ofbefore the election is certified.

18 Q And when you say send it to them, you're talking about the people who are

19 actually on the ground doing the signature verifications andcounting the ballots?

0 A Right. And] remember having a conversation with Ms. Fuchs | remember

21 one conversation | had with Ms. Fuchs about this. There was a distin- ~ there were two

22 distinguished groups. There was one of, | believe, paid staff or paid government officials

23 that were there supervising, and there was a larger team of volunteers. And Mr.

24 Meadows wanted the gifts to go to the volunteers. Also, | believe he wanted to send a

25 few things to the paid staffers. But he was primarily focused on making sure that the
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1 volunteers who were there working for free to have something from the White House as

2 asignof gratitude and thanks.

3 Q Earlieryou mentioned that the chiefofstaff would often pack bags with

4 thingslike chief of staff challenge coins and otherwise. This is specifically about

5 Presidential challenge coins.

6 Do you knowif the President wanted you or others to make sure Presidential

7 challenge coins and autographed memorabilia made their way to the volunteers in

8 Georgia?

° A Sothisisin the context of this text message too. The President challenge

10 coins were alittle bit more coveted and difficult to come across, where we had dozens, if

11 not hundreds, of Mr. Meadows’. So it wasn'tsomethingthat | needed to be concerned

12 about. Mr. Trump only had a finite number of challenge coins, which is why 50 was a lot

13 for Mr. Meadows to ask for.

1a 1 know that Mr. Trump was on board and supportive of the idea of, you know,

15 sending thankyou care packages down to Georgia, but | don't believe Mr. Trump named

16 anything specifically of what he wanted to send.

uv Q Do you know if he sat there signing MAGA hats, for example, in order to

18 send to the volunteers in Georgia?

19 A He didn't because we didn't end up sending the packages.

20 Q Okay. That was going to be my next question.

21 Did you send any of the coins, hats, or otherwise down to the volunteers in

2 Georgia?

23 A No. Mr. Meadows and talked about it more extensively, and nothing was.

20 senttothem,

2 Q Why did you decide not to?
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1 A Why did | decide not to?

2 Q  Orwhy,in that conversation you had with Mr. Meadows, did you collectively.

3 decidenotto?

4 Mr. Passantino. Is that even true? I'm sorry. |didn't mean

5 Ms. Hutchinson. It's not an accurate - in my conversations with Mr.

6 Meadows now, stalled this for several days because | was - had a few concerns, most

7 of them being I'm sure [inaudible] would be able to talk about some of this too, but

8 there are limits in the White House with gift amounts, and that’s all not relevant to this,

9 butlwanted to make sure that if we're going to send things, that it was within the

10 financial parameters of what you can send to people and have it not be, like, unethical.

u But, you know, 1also expressed to Mr. Meadows that | was concerned that what |

12 understood to be an act of gratitude and kindness from him and the President would be

13 taken out of context. And for me it wasn't an if; it was a when it became public that the

14 White House had sent these very gracious but very thorough gift packages down to

15 people in Georgia. | knew it was bound to end up on Twitter or in the media in some

16 capacity, and | was concerned of how that could be perceived, and |didn't want it to be

17 misconstrued as anything other than an act of kindness.

18 ey vrJ:

19 Q It sounds ike Mr. Meadows ultimately agreed with you. Is that right?

20 A Ultimately.

2 Q Was there a point at which he kindof pushed backor fought?

2 A Ithinkit's fairtosay that | don't think that he was convinced of my

23 reasoning, but eventually, after| pushed back hard enough, realized it just wasn't

24 something that he - a topic that he had the bandwidth to sustain conversations with, so

25 hejustletitgo.
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1 Q Do you know if he was getting pressure from the President to send these

2 thingsout? Like, was he between a rock and a hard place, soto speak?
3 A No,hewasnot.

a Q Something that also happened on December 30th, exhibit 6 page 5 in your

5 messages with Tony Orato. At 10:24 p.m. on December 30th, you senta text to
6 Tony or Mr. Omato - excuse me - saying, Mark agreed to hold USSS do til next week,
7 with theclapping hand emoji

8 Do you remember what that's about?
5 A Ido. Can have one moment to consult with my attorney?

10 Q of course.
1 A Thankyou.

2 [Discussion off the record.)

3 Mr. passantino. You all back?
1 ML |see you're back, yes.
15 Mr. passantino, Yeah. No, she just had a concern about whether this is

16 potentially something that we need to treat as sensitive. | don't think ts, but Il et
7 here
18 wr.EE. Okay.

1 Mr. Passantino, Il let her answer, but just be conscious | might be wrong; her

20 answer might be sensitive. So if you could just mark this section as something

21 sv veI:

2 Q  Letme-yeah. Before we markt, let me show you a document that we

23 have and see if that answers the question.

2 Ifyou could pullupexhibit 41.
2s There's a report from the Secret Service, Protective Intelligence and Assessment
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1 Division. Isthisitorisit somethingelse?

2 A No. Ithasto do with post-Presidential protection.

3 Q Oh, okay.

4 Solt's gobacktoexhibit 6 then.

5 That comment about Mark agreed to hold Secret Service document till next week,

6 with the clapping, that's not related to the Joint Sessionor the inauguration. Is that

7 whatyou're saying?

8 A That's correct.

9 Q Okay. Unless there's a reason that we need to get into, then | don't think

10 weneedto.

1 A No. Thisis logistical for the post-Presidential operation --

2 a okay.

13 A ~ifithad come tothat. | guess it's December at this point, so it hadn't vet,

14 soe

15 Q  Verygood. Okay. Then we canjust skipover that.

16 A Thankyou.

7 Q  1dowant togo to page 5 here, though. |think we're just on it, actually.

18 Mr. Orato sent you a message on that same page, unclear to me when. | think

19 it's probably the 29th. It says, Doesn't thatplay into thewhole thing that CoShas given

20 up? Like the Florida convo?

2 And you say, | sortoffelt similarly, especially since nearly every call he's fielding
22 from DITis related to fighting the election results.

23 But I'm also trying to see things - excuse me - see the other side where he may

24 be coming from, which is giving him something he asked for that he knows will make him

25 happy? And in parenthesis, 6 months/1 year.
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1 Do you remember what that's about?

2 A It's about the document that| referenced on December 30th at 10:24 p.m.

3 And,Imean, if it helps to give any color to t, I'm happy to do so. | just have one brief --

4 Q Yeah, certainly. | would appreciate that.

5 A So, essentially, in a post-Presidential operation, a former President's children

6 are typically given 6 months of Secret Service protection. Now, Mr. Trumpwas a little

7 bit more ofa unique case given that most of his kids were older. So we were working

8 through that, Mr. Ornato and I.

° Mr. Trump had wanted to extend Secret Service protection to all of his children for

10 1full year, when in the past,forchildren over the age of 18, has it only ever been

11 exercised for 6 months. Now, children under the ageof18 get it until they're 18.

2 So, with that, that's what Mr. Orato and | were talking about. Mr. Meadows

13 had wanted -- Mr. Ornato and | had the Office of the Staff Secretary draft two executive

1a orders, one for 6 months of protection, one for 1 full year of protection. Mr. Meadows

15 really wanted us to have him sign the 1 full year protection document because that's the

16 one that he knew the President wanted to sign, and he wanted to give him something

17 that the President would perceive as a small win at that time.

18 But Mr. Ornato and | were pushing back for two reasons. We were tag-teaming

19 thisissue together. The first reason was because 1 year was a little ~ it was out of the

20 ordinary and wasn't entirely necessary. ~ But number two was that no -- Mr. Orato

21 didn'twant it to eventually be perceived negatively by Mr. Trump of just being a small

22 win that wasn't just to make the President temporarily happy.

23 Q Okay. Soyousaidalotthere. |want tounpackone of them.

2 But there was - | guess one of the topics of conversation about this document is

25 thatit could be seen as, | don't know, an acknowledgment that Mr. Trump had lost the
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1 election? Isthat accurate or am | misunderstanding?

2 A That's accurate, although, you know, Mr. Meadows’ perspective of that was

3 itwasn't going to become public until after it had been signed.

a Q Ise Okay.

5 vir.BE.Anyquestions on that?

6 ay ie. I.

7 Q What's the Florida convo that's referenced there on the top from Mr.

5 omato?

9 Doesn't that play into the whole thing that the CoS has given up? Like the

10 Florida conversation?

n D0 you know whathe's referring to there?

2 A The preliminary conversations about where Mr. Trump had wanted to live

13 and run his post-Presidential operation, if/when Mr. Biden moved into the White House

14 onlanuary 20th.

15 Q Okay. And had the President engaged in such conversation with Mr.

16 Omato or Mr. Meadows about this issue where he would conduct his post-Presidential

17 operations?

1 A There were discussions about it ves, although he didn't want to finalize

19 anything or push the conversations along too far until, you know, it was more concrete,

20 from his perspective.

2 Q Okay. And then the reference to the Cos has given up, do you know what

22 hemeansbythat? Is there discussion about Meadows somehow not fighting hard

23 enough or giving up and acknowledging a transition at this point?

2 A There were some people with that perspective

2 Q Had the President then ever expressed that perspective and that caused
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1 concern with Mr. Ornato and Mr. Meadows or anybody else?

2 A Letme make sure | heard you correctly. Had the President ever or never

3 expressed that?

4 Q Had the President ever expressed that view, an impression that Mr.

5 Meadowshassomehowgiven up?

6 A He had expressedat times that he felt Mr. Meadows might not be doing

7 everything that he could using the tools and resources Mr. Meadows had in his role as

8 chief of staff.

9 Q Do you remember anything in particular that prompted the President to say

10 that, that somehow Mr. Meadows wasn't doing everything he could? Any specific

11 examplethattriggeredthat comment?

2 A The first time | remember that being mentioned was the night of the Oval

13 Office/Yellow Oval meeting.

14 Q The December 18th meeting we talked about before?

15 A That's correct.

16 Q Okay. And, again, what was it that Mr. Meadows had done or not done

17 thatmade the President say he wasn't - was it just him pushing back on the issues? We

18 don't have to go over it again if that was the predicate for that comment.

19 A Yeah. |mean, that's pretty much the reason he made that comment.

0 Q Okay. Sowhen Mr. Meadows weighed in with Cipollone and others, the

21 President was mad or the President said something like you're not doing enough or

22 you're not using al of the tools at your disposal as chief of staff?

23 A don't want to attribute the President's emotions to how he felt towards

24 Markin that moment, but it’sfair to say that he may have been frustrated with Mr.

25 Meadows’ leadership styleatthat pointintime.
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1 Q Well, what did he say, best that you can recall?

2 A Iwasn't present in the Yellow Oval when he made that comment, but

3 Q Whatdid Mr. Meadowstell you he said?

a A That Mr. Meadows needs to keep doing everything that he can and he needs

5 tokeeplooking forward and focus on the mission and do what was being askedof him as

6 the chief of staff.

7 Q Okay. Were there other times where the President said, either in your

8 presence or to Mr. Meadows, that Meadows has given up or made an observation like

9 what'sin Mr. Omnato’s text here?

10 A You said that the President said in my presence or that Mr. Meadows had

1 discussed with me, correct?

2 Q  Yes;either one.

13 A Mr. Meadows had discussions about not wanting it to be perceived that he is

14 giving up because, in his perspective, he wasn't giving up and he was doing everything

15 that he could, given the unique circumstances and a limited bandwidth. ~ He wanted to

16 make sure that, you know, if anybody ever felt like he was losing sight of that, that it was

17 brought to his attention so he could recalibrate and continue moving forward in his role,

18 inthe capacity that he was expected to operate in.

19 Q Okay. Did he evertell you that the President expressed that concern

20 directly that he has somehow given up, after that meeting on December 18th?

2 A don'tremember the phrasing that he had expressed to me, so don't want

20 tosaygiving up or anything. But Mr. Meadows expressed to me that he didn't want to

23 be perceived as weak as we had kept, you know, progressing through these weeks and

24 that they were going to be trying, Boing to be busy, but just to kind of keep him focused

25 onlikewhatwasatstake.
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1 weJ Okay. Thankyou
2 Ms. Hutchinson. Thank you.

3 oy virI:

4 Q Were you involved in any meetings at the White House in the postelection

$ period where Steve Bannon was present?

s A Notwhere hewas physically present, no.
7 Q Okay. Or did he dial in to some meetings?

8 A Irememberhe had dialedin to a couple meetingswith Mr. Meadowsor

9 somebody had called him. | don't remember which meetings these were, though. |

10 just remember -- | remember one instance where Mr. Meadows was meeting with Mr.

11 Perry, and Mr. Meadows shouted out to me, because | think | ducked out of is office at
12 this point, and he said, Cassidy, do you have Mr. Bannon's cell -- or Steve'scell phone

13 number? And | think | said, Steve? Who's Steve? And Mr. Perry had said, | have it.

10 Ihave, Cassidy. Don'tworry about t.
15 1 just figured that at the end of the night, later on Mr. Perry gave me Mr. Bannon's

16 cell phone number so I'd have it. Really didn't need it.

But yeah, dont recall anything immediately that it was on the Presidential evel
18 with Mark -- or Mr. Meadows, yeah.

19 Q Are you aware of any discussions that Mr. Bannon had with anybody in the

20 White House, including Mr. Meadows or the President, about January the 6th?

2a A Iknow that Mr. Meadows spoke with him, but I'm not sure if it was

22 specticaly about the 6th or the days leading up tothe thor the overal election results
23 asa whole.

24 Q What about Roger Stone? Are you --

2 Mr. passantine. Hold on one second. Hold on.
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1 You al right?
2 Ms. Hutchinson. | apologize. Yes, I'm fine. Trying to get ride of the hiccups.
3 Mr. Passantino, Okay. Thankyou. Sorry
4 vir[ll of course.

s 8 Mie,I:
5 Q What about Roger Stone? Are you familiarwith any meetings or phone
7 calls that Roger Stone had with anybody in the White House, including the President or
8 Mr. Meadows, related to January6th first?
5 A Iremembera staffer recommending Mr. Meadows to call Mr Stone. |
10 don't know if Mr. Meadows ever did or not.
1 Q Do youknowwhen that was, roughly?

2 A Early January. 1 believe it was after New Year's Day. Perhaps it was
3 Q And you don't know what don't know what it was aboutorwhat happened
14 onthecall
15 Mr. Passantino, Or if it happened, right?
16 Ms. Hutchinson. | don't know f the call happened.
7 Mr. Passantino, Sorry.
1s Ms. Hutchinson. 1 know that Mr. Meadows had communicated with Mr. Bannon.
19 Im not sure fit was a the directionof the staff member that had recommended it or if,
20 youknow, they had or Im sorry. Mr. Stone. apologize. Mr. Stone. Whether
21 they had connected at some point, either in ate December, early January, but I'm not
2 sue
3 You know, | understood that to be more ofa quick touch base, like, | think Mr.
24 stone had called him a bunch of times and Mr. Meadowswas trying to, like, temporarily
25 appease that general communication and, you know, redirect it to other people who had
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1 already been in contact with him.

2 ey vr.I:

3 Q I understand that Mr. Stone was in touch with the White House around that

4 period, maybe for a few reasons, but one including pardons.

5 Do you knowif the contact that you're referring to referenced pardons?

6 A It could have been about pardons. He did call about pardons a lot. He

7 called he had also been in touch with the White House about January 6th too, though,

8 sol don'tknow.

9 Q Okay. Soyou say he was in touch with the White House about January 6th,

10 What do you remember about that?

u A I remember Mr. Meadows saying in the days leading up to the 6th that Mr.

12 Stone was in town and wanted to be a speaker, you know, who was working on that.

13 And more in that context as we discussed earlier today with, you know, Ms. Pierson,

14 Ms Wren. don't recall any specifics of this conversation with Mr. Stone. 1 recall one

15 specific instance where they talked for maybe 2 minutes, but | don't know how

16 frequently, if at all, they communicated on the phone after that.

uv Q Going back to the call where Scott, Mr. — excuse me -- Representative Perry

18 asked to call - or | may be making this up but that Mr.Perryended up connecting

19 Mr. Meadows with Steve Bannon, or at least called out to connect with Mr. Bannon, do

20 yourememberwhen that happened, roughly?

21 A Ibelieve it was the meeting - | don't have the text in front of me, but | sent

22 youalltexts or my attorney sent you all texts that| had with Mr. Perry. ~Either late

23 December, early January

2 Q Okay. Let's pullthose up. That'sexhibit 29.

2 And it's from December the 29th. It looks like there was a meeting with Mr.
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1 Perry that may have also eventually involved Phil Waldron and some others.
2 Do you think it was related to that meeting?

3 A believe so, yes.
4 Q What happened in that meeting that you are aware of?

$ A I'm not -- let's make sure I'm not being overly broad in my response and

6 being overly broad with this, but - so December 29th.
7 1 just recall the purpose of this meeting now, Mr. Meadows had said, Hey, Scott's

8 going to reach out to you, Cass. Can you make sure that him and his group can get in?

9 1 want to meet with them this afternoon.

10 It was just the text exchange that | had with Mr. Perry prior to the arrival, and

11 then Mr. Perry and briefly spoke as he was coming up to our office. And understood
12 it to be about the election, any materials that they had that they wanted to discuss with

13 Mr. Meadows.

1 Q Do yourememberspecifically what happened in the meeting and what they
15 discussed about the election?

16 A Irememberthemdiscussing January 6th andtopics/theories that | now

17 attribute to Mr. Eastman. And | remember they came with briefing materials, but
18 didn't have a copy of them, but they had copies for myself and Mark, if | was going to

19 participate.
2 S01 was in and out of Mr. Meadows' office during this meeting. | was working on

2a other things at my desk, and | had to run around fora few meetings upstairs at the White

2 Housethis day.

23 Q The people on the text message on page 2 from Mr. Perry's texts include Phil

24 Waldron, John Robert Maguire, II, Richard Higgins.

25 Do you remember if all three of them showed up with Mr. Perry that day?
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1 A Theydid.

2 Q And when this issue about the Vice President's authority on January 6th

3 came up, do you remember what Mr. Meadows said in response?

4 A Would you repeat that question?

5 Q Sure. When this issue about the Vice President and his authority on

6 January 6th came up during this meeting, do you know what Mr. Meadows said in

7 response?

8 A His exact words, | don't know. | mean, it was afairly long meeting where

9 that was discussed extensively. Do you have a more specific question

10 Q Yes. don't need the exact words, but just generally, was he pushing back

11 on thisidea about the Vice President's authority related to the Eastman theory generally

12 orwashe receptive to it?

13 A Tomy recollection, he was receptive of it atthis time.

14 Q And you say "at this time." Did that change, to the best of your

15 knowledge? Did at any point he stop being receptive to this idea and push back against

16 it? Andthatis the Eastman theory about the Vice President’ authority on Januarythe

7 eth

18 A There were points Mr. Meadows had been a little more vocal about

19 potential legal implications, although | don't remember that being a topic of conversation

20 for this meeting.

2 Q Okay. Idowanttogoback. You said thata staffer, a White House staffer

22 had recommended that Mr. Meadows call Roger Stone. Who was that staffer?

23 A I deliberately [inaudible] the staffer because| 1 believe it was Mr. Navarro,

24 butit could have been somebody on Mr. Navarro's team. And | don't remember the

25 namesofanyof Mr. Navarro's staffers.
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1

2 [6:25 p.m.)

3 oy ve.J:
4 Q Okay. Butyou think it was either Mr. Navarro or somebody on his team

5 who recommended that Mr. Meadows call Roger Stone?

6 A That's correct.

7 Ms. Cheney. Jl, can | ask anotherquestion?

8 mr. . Of course.

9 Ms. Cheney. Ms. Hutchinson, so can you tell us what the - what the topics were

10 in the December 29th meeting, to the best that you recall?

1 Ms. Hutchinson, Yeah. No,of course. | remember the materials they

12 brought. They brought the PowerPoint, or a variation of the PowerPoint. There

13 couldve been edits made to it that was presented on, | believe, December 21st in the

14 Cabinet Room when the Members came.

15 And | remember they had a few briefing memos, all in relation to January 6th, how

16 they believed the Vice President could exercise his role in a constitutionalreasoning that

17 they felt was sound for him to exercise that and, you know, how to approach that with

18 Mr. Pence’s team, if Mr. Meadows wanted them to strategically have communications

19 with Mr. Pence’s team, if Mr. Meadows should do any outreach. It was more of, yes, ir,

20 this is what we have, what do you think we should do, what are your opinions on this.

21 Mr. Meadows had time that afternoon, so wanted to have the meeting in person.

2 Ms. Cheney. And so it was ~ it was focused on the Vice President's role on

23 January 6th?

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Overall meeting was, yes. Now, there are topics that - I'm

25 tying to be careful in distinguishing in my head allthis, because the Vice President's role
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1 was discussed at length, but also so was sending the votes back to the States, if there was.

2 any--ljust want to make sure I'm using the right terminology there. Butin just their

3 overall pointof view on any constitutional reasoning, that there could be a more unique

4 wayof approaching the events on the 6th than had historically happened.

5 Does that help answer your question? I'm happy to

6 Ms. Cheney. It does, yeah. |appreciate that. Thankyou.

7 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Thank you.

8 BY MRI:

9 Q We're going to pull up an exhibit, we'll markit as 42. This is a PowerPoint

10 that we've obtained during the investigation. And you'll see there, it says election fraud

11 and foreign interference and options for 6 Jan. It's dated January the Sth.

2 If we can just scroll through a few, go to the second slide.

13 Its talking points about Chinese potentially interfering with the election.

14 Goto the second page - third slide.

15 Issues about domestic voter fraud. ~ And it'sa fairly lengthy PowerPoint.

16 Does this look like the PowerPoint that Mr. Waldron and others broughttothe

17 meeting on December the 29th?

18 A Context looks familiar, butI recall the PowerPoint havinga blue background,

19 that he brought to the meeting on the 29th.

0 Q Can you go to the next slide,J please.

2 That's not a blue background, per se. It's a screen capture, it looks like, of a CNN

2 newscast.

23 A No, this was more of a they had set the background to blue and there was

24 white and red fonton it

2 a okay.
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1 A on thesides.

2 Q That's very helpful. appreciate that.

3 You cantake that down,JE

4 A Thisone yeah.

5 Q Oh, goahead.

6 A__I was going to say that the context of that looks familiar. | don't I recall

7 seeing that PowerPoint at some point but not on the 29th.

8 Q Okay. When do you remember seeing that PowerPoint?

° A Earlier in January perhaps, maybe the 1st or the 2nd.

10 Q What was the context in which you saw that, if you remember?

u A Somebody had brought it to Mr. Meadows and askedif we could make

12 photocopies of it, and then had said never mind. Sorry. He had handed a copy of it to

13 me,and| don't recall who would've handed it to him. I'm trying -- so we talked about

14 the meetings on the 1st and 2nd earlier. Then he had realized that therewas already

15 copies of it circulating, he didn't need any copies it made, and he was fine with the copy

16 that he had,

uv Q When you say he was fine with the copy he had, you're talking about

18 Mr. Meadows?

19 A That's correct. I'm sorry for not being specific.

20 Q No, that's allright.

21 Sol understand that Mr. Meadows also received a copyofthis on January the Sth,

22 and the email talked about that PowerPoint being the briefing that was going to be given

23 toMembers of Congress.

2 Do you remember anything like that with respectto the PowerPoint we just

25 showed you?
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1 A Onthesth?

2 Q Correct.

3 A No. don't recall Mr. Meadows volunteering to give a briefing to Members

4 of Congress on the Sth.

5 Q And to be clear, it wasn't Mr. Meadows who'ssayingthey were about to

6 brief; believe it was Mr. Waldron and maybe others as well?

7 AI don't remember that context being brought up with that PowerPoint

8 specifically, but | recall briefing that you're referring to.

9 Q  Sodid Phil Waldron actually go and brief Members of Congress on the Sth,

10 tothe best of your knowledge?

u A I'mnot sure.

2 Q Okay. Well, what doyou what do you remember?

13 A I remember - | remember Mr. Meadows saying that there was a potential

14 that he would participate in an event with Members that evening or that afternoon and

15 he would let me know. And at one point he had asked me to reach out to Mr. Perry and

16 Ihadn't. Solaterin the day, he had asked me if | had heard from Mr. Perry. said,

17 haven't heard back from him. Said just press pause, and | don't think I'm going to go to

18 the thing tonight. Il call - or Il talkwith somebody if they think it's necessary for me

19 tofigure out or know anythingthat happened in that meeting. I'm just going to stay

2 here.

2 Q Okay. One ast thing to cover, which, if we can pull up exhibit 25, page 20,

22 these are messages with Ms. Thurston again, and this is dated January the 1st, 2021,

23 Okay. So oh, sorryabout that.

2 A Okay. Oh-

2 Mr. Passantino. I's allright.
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1 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Oh, I'm sorry. ~ Okay.

2 You cango ahead and ~ I apologize.

3 oy vrJ:

4 Q Okay. Sowe're looking at the messages from January 1st, 2021, at

5 2:22p.m. and Ms. Thurston asks you, Are you tracking the Graham/Rudy meetings?

6 And then it says, tomorrow's 6 p.m. is actuallya cal, not a meeting at CP

7 And then you say, in a couple messages down, Yes, tracking! Good to know

8 aboutspm.call.

9 Is this referring to a meeting that -- or a call that actually takes place on the 2nd,

10 the nextday?

1 A Can you scroll up to the top again, please?

2 Yeah, sorry. That s referring to events on January 2nd.

13 Q Okay. Sothese messages were kind of planning, anticipating the meeting

14 onthe 2nd, it sounds like?

15 A Correct. Correct.

16 Q On the next page of that, still on January the 1st, though, you say, POTUS

17 gave Molly and I a behemoth of a binder with legal documents he wants every Member

18 tohave before the call

19 Do you rememberthatbinder?

1) A ldo

2 Q  Didhegiveit to you directly?

2 A He gave a copy to me and he gave a copy to Ms. Michael.

23 Q And what did you or Ms. Michael do with the binder,if anything?

2 A Idon't remember what Ms. Michaeldidwith the binder. | brought it back

25 toouroffice. |wasin the Outer Oval as he was wrapping up that evening and brought
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1 outthebinder. And then Moly already had a copy onherdesk that he gaveherearlier

2 He had handed it to me and said, We need the Members to have this tomorrow night.

3 Can you send this to them, can you make copies for them? | said, Il tak to the chief

4 aboutit,sir.

5 00 youhave any
s Q Yeah. And you said that he wanted the Members - hebeing the

7 President wanted the Members to have it in anticipation of the call or meeting. ~ Are

8 youreferring to Membersof Congress?

9 A Yes

10 Q Andis this the call or meeting on January 2nd that we talked about,

11 whatever it was, aweek ago or so, where t was Senator Graham, Rudy Giuliani,

12 Mr. Meadows, with some House Freedom Caucus members who joined by phone?

13 A Yes. Mr.Graham met with Mr. Giuliani and Mr. Giuliani's colleagues prior

14 tothiscall. Mr. Graham had left and then this call began. Mr. Meadows was originally

15 goingto participate in person, but they moved it to conference call just to cover a wider

16 breadth of people that weren't in town and hadn't been able to participate had it not

17 beenacall

18 Q And we talked last time that during this ca there was a discussion about

18 encouragingpeople to march to the Capitol on January 6th. Just from a timing

20 perspective, is this the same call?

2 A itis

2 Q Okay. Did the Presidentjointhat call?

2 A Hedd

2 Q Did the Presidentsay anything about encouraging people to march to the

25 Capitol during that call? |don'tthink that's something we covered before.
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1 A Mr. Trump was supportive of the overall message that most Members, if not

2 all Members, participating on that call were advocating for it, which was encourage your

3 constituents, use your social media platforms to encourage Americans to come to D.C.
a that day and attend the rally and have a presence at the Capitol on January 6th.

$ So he was supportive of that idea and concept that the call was broadly discussing.

6 Butt can't 1 can't recall whether he was, you know, individually advocating for that. It
7 was more like he knew that the Members on the call were -- had already put out

8 statements with context along those lines and onparwith that message.

9 Q Okay.

0 ov vis
u Q Ms. Hutchinson, just a couple of follow-up questions. On thisexhibit that
12 we're looking at, exhibit 25, regarding the binder, it says, a binder -- you know, POTUS

13 gave Molly and | a behemoth of a binder with legal documents.

1 Do you recall what those legal documents related to?
15 A Some of them were listing individuals that had passed away and allegedly

16 casted votes. Some of them were, if I'm remembering correctly, | don't knowif they

17 were from the PowerPoint, but it was memos something along the lines ofthe potential
18 role that the Vice President could play that day. It was nothing that -- you know, | didn't

19 comb through everything. We didn't -- |didn'ttake any action on it. = Sorry, | didn't

20 look at everything, butt wasn't anything that I~ you know, just had flipped through and
2a seen that | -- that wasn't familiar, hadn't been discussed internally. But it was fairly

22 large, ke,|mean, I didn't look at every page.
23 Q Understood. Sojust to clarify, you recall seeing some documents relating

24 to, sounds like, potential voter fraud in the binder?

2» A Yes Thats correct.
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1 Q And then also some memos about the potential role of the Vice President on

2 January 6th?

3 A That's correct
4 Q Do you know where -- because it sounds like the President gave Ms. Michael

$ and you a copyofthis binder. Do you know where President Trump received this binder

6 or received these documents?
7 A I'm not sure.

8 Q And did you say that you made copies of these documents for Members of

9 Congress in connection with this January 2nd meeting or phone call?
10 A |personally took no action on the binder.

n Q And did you say you don't recall whether Ms. Michael did?
12 A Idon't know what she did,if anything at all. = She would've resorted to

13 guidance from myself or the chief of staff. To my knowledge, he didn't give her any,

14 because kind of had tod him | wasn't going to take any action ont. twas - there
15 were a lot of documents, and it just wasn't feasible to have Members go through every

16 one of the documents prior to the call, so -- that answers your question.

w MeL When you say alot of documents in the binder, are we talking ike
18 hundreds of pages, Ms. Hutchinson?

19 Mr. Passantino. Describe it in

2 Ms. Hutchinson, Yeah. twas probably | don't know.
un Me. Bea2inch binder full of documents?
2 Ms. Hutchinson. Two and a half inches, three and a half inches, yes, yeah, that's

5B correct
2 MBL Andit was ull?
25 Ms. Hutchinson. Not overflowing full, but it wasveryfull to where, you know, if
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1 you were to open it to take documents out, some would have spilled out with it.

2 vell oy.

3 wis. JEL And just want to understand what you said, Ms. Hutchinson.

4 Didyou say you didn't take any action because it just wasn't feasible due to, like, the size

5 ofthe binder?

6 Ms. Hutchinson. | just didn't ~ | knew it would be very time consuming,either to

7 scan everything in and send it electronically to Members of Congress or to make physical

8 copiesof it. Itwas it would take a lot of time, and | knew Members wouldn't spend

9 the next 12 hours combing through these hundreds of pages of documents personally.

10 Sol just didn't see it as something that was worthy of my time or anybodyelse's time to,

11 youknow, spend that night making copies of that binder. ~ Now, whether somebody else

12 did, I'm not sure, but it just wasn't really something that | felt | needed to use my time

13 andresources and allocate them towards that.

1 ME Do you have any reason to believe that the binder came from
15 Mr. Giuliani, Mr. Kerik and hisassociates?

16 Ms. Hutchinson. Manyof the documents in there were documents that

17 Mr. Giuliani, Mr. Kerik, Mr. Waldron had brought to the White House's attention during

18 this period, but don't know whether they assembled the binder.

1 wie Jl. Understood. Thankyou. That's helpful.
» ay wsI:
2 Q Ms. Hutchinson, areyou familiar with individuals named|

n
2 A No.

2 Q Do those names ing a bell?

2s A No
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1 a owasout an[EE
2 might not be pronouncing that correctly.

3 A Oh, could you could you name the first few people again, please?

a Q sure. Sure. Soitsinreference to a January 3rd meeting, thatrefreshes

5 yourrecollectonthat we'rewareof. 1s [EN
5I
7 A Irecognizethose names.

5 Q Do you recall a meeting involving those individuals around January 3rd,

s 202

10 A ldo

1 Q Okay. Did that meeting have anything to do with the 2020 election or

12 January 6th?

13 A Can! have one momentwithmy attorney,please?

1a Q Absolutely

15 A Thankyou.

16 [Discussionoff the record.]

7 Mr. Passantino, Okay, thanks. Sothis meeting, she'll talk about the meeting,

18 butit was a there was some classified stuf talked about that had nothing to do with

19 January 6th but maybe January 6th was discussed. Soifyou want to like limit the

20 conversation of January 6th discussions.

2 Ms EE. Absolutely.

2 oyms.I

23 Q  soforthis January 3rd meeting that you recall involving| EElll

2 [I oo: recal being discussed

25 with respect to January 6th, you know, including the Joint Session in Congress?
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1 A don't recall 1 don't recall many specifics about January 6th. | remember

2 EEE entioning it to Mr. Meadows and Mr. Meadows saying, well, why don't you

3 allcome inhere and lets- let'stalk about this

a 1 remember going in at one point and hearing them talk about January 6th and

5 how Mr. Meadows anticipated the events would happen on the day, which nobody else

6 hadany, lie, commentary of for the duration that | was in there. ~The conversation

7 wasn'tlike overly long. They weren't there for several hours. Maybe 45 minutes.

5 But if you have more specific questions and want me to elaborate further, I'm

9 happytotrytodoso,

10 Q Sure. Soles just stepa bit back. Do you know whoIN <>

u A No. justi remember 1 rememberJENvst singa st of
12 names of people that he wanted to bring, and | remember the name[Jill 1 didn't

13 lookinto his background, and | didn't like, question any ~ any recommendations that

vo I etoi
15 Q okay. AndwhoSJ? What's his what does he do for a living,

16 totheextent you know?

FY A Atthetime, he was this ~ forgive me if the title isn't correct, but| don't

18 know t's different for the committee, but t's | believe he was the Republican staff

19 director for the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, if I'm putting the

20 order of those words in the correct format.

2 1 don't recallifJanuary 3rd was the first time they came to the White House. I'm

22 tryingtosee, and| know| had texts with Ms. Thurston about it a few times, but — if you

23 have any further questions, I'm just looking through my texts with Ms. Thurston.

2 Q sure. Doyou know how January 6th was -~ was brought up in the meeting?

2 A No. tut recall[llseeing Mr. Meadows in our office. He had
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1 met with them, and they Mr. Meadows had gone off to the other meetings too, so he

2 wasalittlein and out while they stayed and waited for him to come back.
3 And+t some point had, you know, just casually mentioned to

4 Mr. Meadows something about the 6th. ~ Mr. Meadows said, well, why don't we why

5 dontweactually talk about that now. Come into my office again, like, let’ talk about
6 this inaudible]

7 Q And what exactly or what do you recall exactly was discussed with respect

8 tolanuary 6th, just more specifically?
5 A don't remember many specifics of the conversation because didn't ~|

10 maybe ducked in twice. | remember one time definitively | ducked in. That's when |
11 rememberhearing Mr. Meadows just elaborate a litle bit more on what he had thought

12 could happen that day just in terms of the order of events and the individuals present,
13 hadn't said anything else at that point.
1 The conversation went on fora litle while longer, but | had shut his office door

15 and) didn't stay and participate. And | ~'m inclined to believe, like, I think the first

16 time they all had met was the 2nd, so that conversation might have happened on the
17 2nd, and then discussed more on the 3rd or — it was at least over a 2-day period.

18 a Andi understand. by vourtestimony, he works in the House of

19 Representatives. Doyou know whether objections on January 6th was discussed and,
20 you know, potentially having Members of the House of Representatives object on

2 January 6th?
2 A tm not sure ifJER eall raised those concerns with Mr. Meadows or
23 ifitwasa concern of hisatall
2 Q Okay. And just to clarify, not really a concern but ust talking more

25 generally about potential objections on January 6th.
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1 A Imnotsure

2 Q Okay. Isthere anything else that you recall with respect to January 6th,
3 including, you know, the Vice President's role on January 6th being discussed in this

PR——
s A remember Mr. Meadows talking to them, when | briefly stepped into the
6 room, about potential ways that Mr. Pence may or may not have in his role as the

7 President of the Senate on January 6th, and discussing alte bit more about, you know,
8 the those theories that were being widely discussed in the West Wing at the time,
9 But yeah, I wasn't in there for muchofthe initial meeting.

10 Ms. Cheney. Ms. Hutchinson, can you - you just mentioned a moment ago that
11 this same group met on January 2nd. Sos | recall, the 2nd was a Saturday and the 3rd

12 wasasSunday. Can you elaborate littl bit on the meeting on the 2nd? Was it the

13 samegroupofindividuals?
1 Ms. Hutchinson. So just want to be careful because| know that this group

15 came to the White House on two separate occasions. Im inclined to believe it was the

16 2ndand 3rd just because they wouldn't have come in ona Monday. But I t's not on
17 mytexts ith Ms. Thurston and | don't have any wayofinaudible], so just want to make

18 sure that I'm not, you know, jumping to conclusions on that. It could have been the 1st

19 and 2nd, 2nd/3rd, 3rd/dth, but it was the same group that came to the White House both
20 times.

2 And | remember the first day that they were there is when[had

22 mentioned the 6th to Mr. Meadows towards the second hal, roughly, oftheir time at the

23 white House. And I remember[JJ lone1brief talking the next day about

24 January th, if had any thoughts about it. just, you know - there's a ot of people that
25 havetheir thoughts, and, you know, what are yours, sir. Just kind of deflecting back to
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1 him

2 Then they had lengthy meetings with Mr. Meadows the second day too, but I'm

3 notsure fit was, you know, about the other topics, not - nothing to do with the 6th or if

4 itwas about ~ about the 6th or, you know, days leading up to the 6th, or if they had, you

5 know, more opinions that they had developed over the course of the 24 hours - or 12

6 hours since they had left ouroffice about what Mr. Meadows ha to say.

7 Ms. Cheney. And do you recall ¢id vou have any discussions with

8 him oneither of those days?

° Ms. Hutchinson. My recollection, no. | mean, I'm sure that | wasn't unfriendly

10 and had ignored him, but | don't recall. Although maybe|had been. 11 don't

11 remember anything substantive. | mean, frankly, | hardly even remember the name, but

12 1-1doveryvaguely remember it being a name that[lhcsent me.

3 Ms. Cheney. Okay. And maybe we can arrange and ~we can talk tocounsel

14 about how to do this — in terms of the topicof the meeting that - that may have been

15 classified, obviously, we don't want you to share it here. Maybe it's something that we

16 canarrange to just have you share the topic with current White House Counsel.

7 There are some issues around this time that may not seem like theyre related

18 thatcould be. Soto the extent that we can work something out for youto share the

19 classified topic, thatwould beveryhelpful.

20 Mr. Passantino. Sure, yeah.

2 Ms. Cheney. Great. Al right. Thank you

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Thank you.

» orwis
x Q Ms. Hutchinson, do you recall whether voter fraud was discussed in this

25 meetingwithESI=others, whether on the 2nd or the 3rd?
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1 A tremember[J 21g to me aboutvoter fraud and tying to

2 elaborate on the conversations that he had earlier tried to elaborate on about my.

3 opinions. And don't believe it's professional to, in that setting, for me to state my

4 opinions. Itwasn't the nature of my role. And so | remember him mentioning it to me.

5 Now, | don't 1 don't know if it was with the intention of raising it with

6 Mr.Meadows because it was a topic that they had planned todiscusswith him. ~ You

7 know, I'm I'm confident — I'm very confident that Mr. Meadows discussed it with them,

8 butl'm not sure in what context.

9 a Doyourecall what exact |<<to vou about voter fraud?

10 A believeJIN hac asked me something along the linesofwhether or

11 not! thought there was significant evidence of voter fraud, in lightofhim saying that it

12 was something that the White House was looking at closely during this time.

13 Q Do you recall whether there was any sort of ask of Mr. Meadows in this

14 meeting with respect to, you know,voter fraud or anything happening on January 6th?

15 A Idon't know if Mr. Meadows had an ask that would've caused them to take

16 actiononit--onanything. 1-1 just don't remember right now.

7 Q And just to clarify, lie, Il makemyquestion a litle bit broader and then ask

18 eitherway. So Mr. Meadows asking these individuals to take any action or these

19 individuals asking Mr. Meadows to take any action or maybe even consider any action

20 with respect to January6thorvoterfraud.

2 A Again, | don't remember him proposing an ask that would require them to

22 take action right now. I'm just trying to work through the conversation that | remember

23 havingwith[J anc Mr. Meadows after the fact, but | can't remember

24 Mr. Meadows ever saying, let's make sure we follow up with them, which is normally

25 what he'd ask me to doif there was, you know, something that he wanted to maintain
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1 insighton.
2 right now, 1 don't rememberJJ vou know, expressing to me tht they
3 had delivered the results of anything that Mr. Meadows had asked for, so. but t's
4 possible. You know, | don't want to blanket that as a no. just | don't I'm not sure.
5 It couldve happened behind closed doors without my insight
s Q Doyourecall-
7 A —butnotthat recall
8 Q Excuse me. Apologies.
5 A No,yourefine. I'm just saying not that recall. It's dificult to draw the
10 distinction between the other intention of the meeting from tis, if that makes sense.
n Q Yeah. Understood. Do you recall whether any documents were discussed
12 orshown or shared during this meeting either on the 2nd orthe 3rd?
5 Mr. Passantino, Relating to January 6th, right?
1 Mis JE Excuse me. Yes, relating to January 6th, or voter fraud.
1 Ms. Hutchinson, | remember Mr. Meadows had PowerPoints and memos in his
16 office that he showed them, and that's what he was referencing towhen | had walked in.
17 Butit--Itookitas more, oh, he had it up as like, to refresh his memory and walk through
18 what he had in front of him with them.
19 ws. J. And understanding that you likely can't recall the specific

20 contextofthose documents, sit your general recollection that there 1 think the
21 PowerPoints and memos we've discussed afew times today, that ~ you know, the memos
22 of which related to the Vice President's authority or purported authority on January th,
5 forexample?
2 Ms. Hutchinson. Yeah. It wasn't | was notunder the impression that t was
25 anything new.
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) oroan
2 Q Quick followups on that. Do you know if the voter fraud conversations or
3 irregularities conversations during that meeting had anything to do with foreign

4 interference in the election?

s A don't know specifically that was the direction that Mr. Meadows intended
6 totake on that topic.

7 Q Okay. But that, for example, wasn't the purpose, as you understood it, of

8 calling that meeting, necessarily?
5 A Not the purposeof calling the meeting, no.

10 Q Okay. And then one of the things circulatingaround that time was this idea
11 thatan individual in Italy had hacked thevoter systems in the United States through a

12 satelite. And! understand that that was widely discussed at some point. But was that

13 atopic.of conversationduring this meeting with the HPSCI folks and Mr. Meadows on
14 eitherthe 2nd or 3rd?

15 A vr. Veadows talked about think it was referred to as

16 Malygate
7 Q Right

1 A but and | had overheard that part in the, you know, main area of our

19 office. Butl dont know, like, how extensively they discussed it in portions behind
20 closeddoorsthat | actively did not participate in.

n Q Do you know if Mr. Meadows or others in the White House did anything to
22 investigate that ltalygate, including, but not limited to, sending people to interview the

23 purported perpetrators in Italian jail?

2 A Mr. Meadows was willing to hear theories totry to vet the best he could
25 whether there was anything viable or substantive to any of the assertions or clams made
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1 inthe theories,

2 Q Do you know if he took, or anybody else in the White House, took actions to

3 interview folks in Italian jails about this theory in particular?

a A Idon't 1 don't know if he took any actions about interviewing individuals in

5 Halianjails. | know that he had a lot of conversations about ltalygate, and there were

6 some interesting ways that he had thought maybe it was okay to approach it. But the

7 interviewing people in the Italian prisons doesn't right now, jog my memory on anything

8 with Mr. Meadows.

9 Q What were the ways that he thought he could approach it?

10 Mr. Passantino. ~ You answered the question that way. You can't blame him on

11 that. You got to you answered - you could've just said no.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Well, 'm trying to rememberifwe did [inaudible]. |

13 remember him talking a lot about Italian satellites and if we could get data from satellites,

14 if 'mthinkingofthe right country. | believe the Italian satellites were partof this too.

15 vc That's right.

16 Ms. Hutchinson. | apologize. I'm blushing. | mean, that's what immediately

17 jumps out as something that | remember him discussing with me as a topic for a meeting

18 ata different time but nothing to do with HPSCI, if we're talking about it in ight of HPSCI.

19 Now, ltalygate did come up in that meeting, but | don't know. |think we were kind of

20 past the point of, as you said, Italian prisons or satellites.

2 sy vrI:

2 Q Okay. And related question. Do you know if Mr. Meadows or anybody,

23 including the President, took any steps to obtain information from satellites as part of this

24 talygate investigation?

2 A I'mnot sureif they, like, thought through the whole steps to obtain that
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1 information,

2 Q Okay. Allright. 1thinkatthis point justsomefinal wrap-up questions,

3 unless you have anythingelse right now. Final wrap-up questions is: Have you talked

4 tothe President about your appearance before the select committee or your production

5 of documents to the select committee?

6 A Ihave not

7 Q Andif didn't say it, | should've been clear, the former President, Mr. Trump.

5 A Right. assume that's who you meant, and | have not, or the current

9 President either.

10 Q Thankyou. What about Mr. Meadows, have you talked to Mr. Meadows

11 about your appearance before the select committee or documents you're providing to

12 the select committee?

13 A No.

1 Q Okay. Have you talked to him at all since you've been subpoenaed?

15 A No, I've not spoken to him since January 20th, 2021.

16 Q Whyis that?

FY A The day bothofour tenure at the White House ended.

18 Q Nofurther need to talk with him, in yourview?

19 A Ourjobswerecompleted.

2 Q Other than yur lawyers, have you talked to anybody about your test- and

21 specifically your testimony or the documents you're producing to the select committee,

22 not just the general fact of you being

2 A No.

2 Q  --subpoenaed?

2 Okay. Has anybody tried to contactyouaboutyour testimonyor your document
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1 production to the select committee?

2 A CNN reporters a couple weeks ago.

3 Mr. Passantino. Yeah. ~The day after she testified, somehow they found out

4 about her testimony.

5 wrIE. Understood. Other than — other than reporters and, specifically,

6 nan effort to chat with you about what you might say or the documents you might

7 produce?

8 Ms. Hutchinson. No. Afew people had asked if hada datevet, and | 1

9 mean, I haven't - | haven't texted anybody back really for the last - besides my attorney

10 andafew family members--the last couple weeks.

1 ve. Okay.

2 Ms. Hutchinson. Just getting through.

13 Mr Okay. Verygood. Well I'l stop here and see if Ms. Cheney or

14 anybody else on the Webex has anything else to add.

15 Ms. Cheney. 1just want to say thank you very much, Cassidy, for the just really

16 impressive and responsible way you've dealt with this. And | know it hasn't ~ it has not

17 been easy, but really hugely important for the country. And so | just want to tell you

18 thank you very much for doing what, you know, what citizenship requires in coming in

19 and answering all of our questions. We appreciate that very much. Thank you.

0 Ms. Hutchinson. ~ Thank you.

2 wrJ. Very good.

2 Mr. Passantino. If| could also, just following up on the conversation before,

23 again, sort of implore, whatever we can do to not have her Ms. Hutchinson's name put

24 in reports as to things that are beyond the scope of like her actual knowledge. | mean,

25 obviously we preferher to not be collateral damageatall, but, again, today she was
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1 asked a number of questions about her opinion about whether, you know, Mr. Meadows

2 should or shouldn't have taken different opinions as the chief of staff. |, again, would
3 request that's nota fair opinion to put in her mouth in a report, and | would just please

4 be conscious of the fact that she's - she's got to work inthis townfor along time, and

5 just be responsible for that
s wir Thank you for putting that on the record, Mr. Passantino. Yep, we

7 will proceed — at this point, I thinkwe should go off the record.

8 Mr. Passantino. Yeah.
° wirJE. Solet's go of the record

10 [Whereupon, at 7:09 p.m, the interview was concluded]
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